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В. Lukács, Sz. Bérezi. I. Molnár, Q. Paál (eds.): Evolution: from cosmogenesis to biogenesis 
KFKI 1990 50/C 

ABSTRACT 

The Volume contains the material of an interdisciplinary evolution symposium The 
purpose was to shed some light on possible connections between steps of evolution of matter 
on different levels of organisation. The topics involved are as follow: cosmogenesis; galactic 
and stellar evolution, formation and evolution of the solar system; global atmospheric and 
tectonic changes of Earth; viral evolution; phytogeny and evolution of terrestrial lile; evolution 
of neural system; hominization The material also includes some discussions of the underlying 
phenomena and laws of Nature. 

Б. Лукач, С, Берци, И. Молнар, Г. Паал (ред.): Эволюция от космогенезиса до 
биогенезиса. KFKI-1990-50/C 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Сборник содержит материалы интердисциплинарного симпозиума по эволюции. 
Целью симпозиума являлось выяснение связи между шагами эволюции материи на раз
ных уровнях организации. Были затронуты следующие темы: коемогенеэис, эволюция 
звезд и Солнечной системы, глобальная тектоника Земли, эволюция атмосферы Земли, 
эволюция вирусов, филогенезис, эволюция жизни, эволюция нервной системы, гомини-
эация, термодинамические аспекты эволюции. Материал содержит также некоторые со
ображения относительно законов, скрытых за процессами природы. 

Lukács В., Bérezi Sz., Molnár I., Paál Qy. (szerk.): Evolúció: kozmogenózistől biogenezisig 
KFKI 1990 50/C 
KIVONAT 

A kötet egy interdiszciplináris evolúciós szimpózium anyaga. A szimpózium célja az voll, 
hogy megvilágítson esetleges kapcsolatokat a szerveződés különböző szintjein folyó evolúciós 
lépések közt. A témák: kozmogenézis; galaktikus és csillagevolúció; a Naprendszer kialakulása 
és története; globális változások a földkéregben és a légkörben; a vírusok evolúciója, 
fílogenézis és a földi élei evolúciója, az idegrendszer evolúciója; emberróválás. Az anyag 
szintén tartalmaz bizonyos meggondolásokat a folyamatok mögötti természeti törvényekről 



iHTKODucTiom 
This volume is tne written material of tne symposium "Evoiu-

tion:Cosmogenesis...Biogenesis...", neId between гвгп апа 3l3t 

nay. 1990. <n Budapest, mis symposium had been organised under 
tne aigis of tne Geonomicat Scient»fiс Committee of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences, e>y tne Evolut < on ofnatter suocommi ttee of 
tne said committee. Tne Geonomical Committee is an mterdisci-
plinary body for general overview of tne natural sciences to de
velop new long-range connections among different discipiinesi tne 
Subcommittee started in 1999. tries to follow (or trace bach) tne 
steps of self-organisation of matter from tne Beginning to tne 
present, and tne result of its first symposium is this volume. 

However, no constructive method is Known to view "natural 
Science' as a unit; the global picture is built UP from blocks 
constructed by the separate discipiines. Still, an overview may 
give answers to old questions. For exanple, on all levels of 01— 
ganiaation tne actual path of evolution may be and is regarded 
alternatively either as accidental or as predetermined. Such 
questions nave connotations not only professional but phi losopm-
cal. retigious. escnatological tc. as well, but we do not want to 
leave the grounds of strict natural science. Our present purpose 
is to show up the availaDie most coherent picture as a starling 
point of any deduction. 

As an example. for terrestrial evolution of matter же men
tion that life uses mainly the mest abundant elements of the uni
verse. These abundances may or may not be accidental. but the an
swer can come only from other discipiines. Similarly, tne condi
tions resulting m Earth had been produced by cosmologic, galac
tic and (presolar) stellar evolutionary steps, wh.ch, therefore, 
snould be simultaneously studied. 

Generally the lecturers of the symposium are experts of 
their own fields. The Organising Committee (the Editors) toon tne 
responsibility of selecting the actual persons, but tne texts are 
the lecturers' sovereign works. The plan of the symposium tried 
to establisn some links or overlaps. Some separated extra com
ments of tne Editors may appear after texts (in tne gotmc ital
ics of tne present introduction). witn a signature E. Of course. •for tnese comments tne lecturers are not responsible. 

we nope that tne volumr will promote some further muitidis-
ciplinary activities. The Ediiors tnank the Theory Department of 
the Particle and Nuclear institute of tne Central Research insti
tute for physics for technical help. The edition was partly sup
ported by tne OTKA fund N* 177г. 

Editors (and Organising Committee) 
B. Lukacs (president). Sz. Berczi, I. Molnar, G. Paai 

Evolution of flatter Subcommittee of tne Geonomical Scientific 
Committee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciencss 
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KrKi-t99o-so/e « . Cvolut.on.. /rom J*' *•"*•»« s a 

I have learnt with pleasure that the Working 
Commission for Matter Development of the Geonomical 
Commission ot the Hungarian Academy of Sciences will 
organize a symposium with the title "Evolution: 
Cosmogenesis Biogenesis". I remember that nearly 
a quarter of a century ago we conducted talks with 
the geologist Szádeczki-Kardoss-Elemér and the 
meteorologist Béli Béla about the problem how the 
Earth Sciences distributed in many branches could be 
grouped around a unified resarch conception not 
mentioned the fact that they have an objects from 
different domains of our Earth to be studied. During 
these discussions it has been conceived that the flow 
of matter and of energy could be the central nucleus 
around which various branches of science (geography, 
geology, geophysics, meteorology, geodesy etc.) 
should be grouped, or even all the branches of 
natural sciences would be interested. So it has come 
to the organization o* the first conference en 
matter-and-energy-flow in 1967 and three more have 
fallowed. 

The idea has developed more and more in an 
interdisciplinary way, since every branch of science 
is trying to change the static way of looking into a 
dynamic one, which includes also the concept of 
evolution. Taking into account this idea the Geonomic 
Commission has been organized in the .frame of tne 
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tenth section ot the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
under the leadership of Szadeczki-Kardoss Elemér, the 
Commission having in interdisciplinary character from 
the beginning on. In the frame of this commission we 
wanted to develop the concept of changing-developing 
into a link connecting the sciences with one another 
and so to counterbalance the disadvantages involved 
in the frittering away as a consequence of excessive 
specialization. This objective has been followed by 
the Commission for more than a decade and although it 
happened sometimes that we cams into an impiss in the 
course of our investigations, the present symposium 
is just showing that the combining force and activity 
of the science does exist inflexibly end the young 
organizing staff possesses the ambition to further 
develop this idea. 

Of course we do not claim a full ownership of 
this idea, since the world-wilde development of 
sciences shows that the boundaries of the various 
branches of sciences are mere and more fading away 
and just even the frontier zones develop into the 
most interesting domains of successful research. 

vjy I «j:»55 m; irst wishes and hope for a 
successful reac.*-. of the goal set or •-;'. least for an 
approach to it. 

Barta György 
President of the economical Commission 
Fellow of the Hungarian Academy of 

Science 
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ABSTRACT 

in the lacK of the fundamental unified theory of all funda
mental pnysical pnenornena, nere we autlin« only some very general 
pnysica) frames for interdisciplinary evolutionary studies from 
tne fundamental constants and tne elementary particle data. 

we would like to understand and describe tne evolving Uni
verse. Taking literally, this goal is impossible to reach, since 
the Universe is more complicated than the mind trying to under
stand it. So we will try to understand its global features. 
1. FUNDAMENTAL SCALES 

As far as we Know the Universe (visible part: 1 0 5 5 g mass 
and 1 0 2 8 cm size] contains the following scales, going downward 
in site (in parentheses the characteristic data) 

galaxy clusters [-10* galaxies, 1 0 г 5 cm) -> galaxies ( 1 0 1 1 

stars, ю г з cm) -> stars ( 1 0 5 T particles, lO 1* cm] (and 
possibiy their planets) -> living organisms (between io 9 and 
1 0 3 1 particles. 10'5 cm (mycoplasma) and 10 3 cm (whale), 
judged from terrestrial experience] -> molecules and 
atoms C-io" 2* g, io" 8 cm] -> elementary particles [masses: 
l O " 2 4 g (baryons ic. ). ю " г т g (electron), 1 0 ~ 3 1 g ?? 
(neutrinos J). <<lo" 3 1 g (Photon, gluon, neutrinos?/; 
sizes: l O ~ l 3 cm (baryons). <<10" 1 3 cm (leptons)). 

Of course, all tne larger structures consist of the last ones. 
But this fact is trivial. Observations indicate that baryons are 
composite, consisting of -point-! ike" quark». The -elementary 
particles" are either neutral, or charged by the "elementary 
charge" e: 

ег : г.Э»10" 1 9 gcm 3/s» 
tor by its double; the quarks seem to have one or two-thirds of 
it). 
- why those particular objects? 
- Are there any laws behind the above data? 

2. FUN1AHEHTAL PHENOMENA AND LAVS 
According to our present knowledge there are 3 kinds of gen

eral phenomena, to which d K objects, processes etc. are sub
jected. Each possesses its own characteristic constant, and in
fluences everything. The traditional names come from ages when 
they were believed independent of each other. Her» comes a very 
short recapitulation of History. For further study cf. e.g. Ed-
iington tlO/вТ), Sen (19Ьв). 
Gravitation; constant: G=6.6T»10~ e cm 3/gs» . 

weight is known from prehuman ages The connection between 
weigtit апз mass was already known to Aristotle o1 Stageira. Com
plete quantitative laws from Newton (1697). The constant was 
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first measure« by Cavendish (1796;. 
Relativity, constant; esS.OOelO 1 0 ев/s. 

Its constant, as velocity of light, first successfully mea
sured ьу Romer (UT5>. First signal f«r tne existent« of the fun
damental phenomenon was the negative result ef Hichelson's exper
iment (1841) to measure Earth's velocity in the ether. The com
plete theory is Special Relativity (Einstein, 1905). 
Quantitation; eoastant: h-1.05« 1 0 " г т (cay /a. 

First (unnoticed) appearance of the constant in Wlen's 
blackbody radiation distribution (1896). First consciously intro
duced by Planck (i$00). Recognition of general relevance by Ein
stein (photoelectric effect, 1905, and specific heat of crys-
taiis, 1907 ) .complete theory is Heisenbergs matrix mechanics or 
Scnrodinger's wave mechanics (later called by tne common name 
quantum mechanics | (|9£6). 

The three original "complete theories' can (and, as will im
mediately be seen, indeed do) mutually contradict each other, be
cause all ihre» claim general validity but each theory contains 
only one constant, so the next step required was partial unifica
tion. 
Gravity vs. Relativity. 

Gravity influences phetons; if they accelerate downwards, 
then the light velocity may exceed the velocity of light c, for
bidden in relativity. Solution: general Relativity (Einstein, 
1916). In it gravity is no more a force, but a consequence of the 
nontrivial space-time geometry. 
Quantum mechanics vs. Relativity. 

Quantum mechanics gives velocity uncertainty for a mass 
p o n t closed into a box: mivAxzn/г. For an electron lo
calised better than i o " 1 1 cm. tne uncertainty would require v>c. 
forbidden by relativity. Apparent solution: relativlstle quantum 
mechanics (Dirac, 19гв), but that theory is not quite well de
fined. Namely, in quantum mechanics a system has its wave func
tion depending on 3N variables, where N is the number of parti
cles present. In reiattvistic situations pair creation <-> anni
hilation is possible, so H is not fixed, solution: Quantum Fiele 
Theory Oirae a al., I9J0), where the wave function is replaced 
by operators ("second quant nation" ). 
Quantum mechanics vs. Gravity 

Quantum mechanics prevents the sharp measurement of the New
ton potential of gravity, the limitation is a fundamental uncer
tainty, so the potential cannot exist in exact sense. Solution 
would be inonrelativistic) Quantum Gravity, but in 1926, with 
quantum mechanics established, the individual Gravity was no nore 
a valid theory, so this partial unification was ignored until re
cently. (See Diesi, 1990 and literature therein.) 

Any of the three partial unif cations would contradict to 
the third individual theory or to . other partial unification, 
because they ignore different effects, we give here one example. 
Genera) Relativity contradicts auantum Fie;d Theory in the fol
lowing way. The right nana side of the Einstein equation is the 
energy-momentum tensor Тщ, which is an operttor in Quantum Field 
Theory. However, the left hand s u e of the equation 

" I K - X « Í K « : *T,IC <г.и 
contains pure curvature terms which are classical numbers in gen
eral relativity. So the equality cannot hold. Possible solJtion: 
e.g. quantitation of geometry. The epi«tnemoiogic situatior is 



visualized on Fig. t: individual theories are tne visible peaks 
of the tetrahedron, partial unifications are the edges of the 
front triangle face; present day possibilities lie on this face, 
while the "physical reality" is at the hidden fourth peak. 

С Special Relativity (Einstein, 1905) 

Q Gravity (Newton, 1687) 

nfum Mechanics (Schrodxnger, 1926) 

Fig. 1: The scheme of fundamental phenomena and their theories. 
NQGs(ffewtoman) Quantum Gravity 

The correct theory could only be the complete unification: a 
theory differing from all previous ones for structure, containing 
all the three fundamental constants, and yielding tne 3 partial 
ur.if icatitns in Froper limits. Such a theory is not at reach, but 
theri are promising attempts as supergravity and superstring the
ory, containing all the 3 constants. 
3. UNDEBSTANDING "ELEMEHTABT" PABT1CLES? 

If our elementary particles are really fundamental, then the 
true fundamental theory must describe them, predicting masses, 
charges, ic. While the unified funäacental theory is not at 
met*., the 3 constants uniquely give its characteristic scales 
tu? to numerical factors). For example, consider the elementary 
electric w.arge e: 

di»[e' ! : gem3/s< -- dim[iic) t3.1) 

Therefore tht (still unknown) theory mist give 
e' s (Number constant )«hc. (J.il 

The observed value of the number constant U 1/1JT.0«, not impos
sible to be obtained from a theory. How, the situation ts not. so 
promising for m*tt*s and tit** of elementary particles, because 
of the following reason. Purely from б, h and e ont can dtrlvt 
only on« mass, length and time, since (e)jcmJ/g»'. (h]<fcsy/s and 
lc):cm/s, all different. Therefore the proper physical dimen
sion», |, em and s, can be obtained only by the combinations dis
covered by Planck: 

Planck mass Mpi * jrtc/e * to" 9 f 
Planck length Lpj г jns/e> • 1 0 " J 3 em 
Planck time tpj г Л»в/с 5 - 10"** s 

which are the characteristic scales of the (unknown) theory. 
These Planck data represent tne only physical units defined 
uniquely by the laws of Nature themselves without any arbitrary 
convention. Visualising the unknown "complete unified theory" via 
"quantum fluctuations of the space-time geometry", tne probable 
scales for correlation length and time art Lpj and t P 1, while the 
probable energy of one correlated volume is MpjC . 

How observe that the masses, sixes and life times of our el
ementary particles art completely foreign to these scalts. Tne 
ratio of Flanck and proton masses e.g. is 

Hp!/Mp = (he/GMp' )* i J.JilO*». 
(A basic large dimenslonless number of Nature?) There is a possi
ble alternative: 

1) The elementary particles of our physic* are not trutly 
elementary but complicated (accidental?) objects. 

2) There are further fundamental phenomena with new 
scales. 

The second possibility seems promising but is very problem
atic. To demonstrate this, let us introduce a fourth fundamental 
phenomenon (of still unknown nature) with its fundamental con
stant x:,o" 1 3 cm. Then the hadronie s u e s are "explained" and 
via m-h/xe-io"*1» t masses as well. However, tne electron s u e 
is <<io* 1 3 cm, according to high energy scattering experiments (a 
kind of electron microscopy). Then again we have an alternative: 
i) x>>R e>>L P 1; ii) R e»Lp|. in the first ease a fi/tn scale 
(and fundamental phenomenon) would be needed, but limitless pro
creation of fundamental phenomena are not favoured. In the second 
case the electron would pick up tne effects of quantum fluctua
tions of one cell (not averaged in its volume), i.e. would get 
M P 1 (20 orders of magnitude miner than the observed electron 
mass ), not seen. 

So: present elementary particles clearly exist but are unin-
terpretable in tne light of present fundamental phenomena. 
4. UKDEBSTAXD1H6 STBUCTUBES 

As »oon as we simply accept the existence and a few proper
ties of some elementary particles as additional empirical facts, 
many of tne composite objects (structures) become at once inter-
pretabie, mostly by simple stability considerations. In so doing 
we may attempt to theoretically reproduce the design of Nature 
from elementary particles to the entire observable Universe in a 
simple and aesthetic way The result is briefly explained in the 
present comment and summarued in the enclosed Figure where mass 
M vs. size Я are displayed in logantmmc scales, with an origo 



at the proton (Lukacs s, Paal. 1981; Paal I Lukacs. 1968). 

Fig. 2; Cosmic mass -r iae diagram. legends: p: proton, v: neutrino, 
п.* ntutron star, <?.• quasar, cb protoctuaitr, u: Universe 
o( decoupling. Ü: tfmverse at prtarnt, PL- Planck data, 
m n t mountain, tact: bacterium. Bmavv, doubt«, single, dashed 
tines: nuctear, atomic, ieptonic, cosmoloaic densities, resp. 

Even if t h e e v o l u t i o n of o b j e c t s may be very c o m p l i c a t e d , 
depend ing on wide v a r i e t y oi unknown i n i t i a l c o n d i t i o n s , t he s t a 
b l e final s t a g e s of e v o l u t i o n ' o r s lowly e v o l v i n g q u a s i s t a b l e 
o n e s ) cou ld in p r i n c i p l e tie p r e s e r v e d by e l e m e n t a r y p h y s i c a l 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n ; . Anyways, only a t l e a s t p a r t i a l l y s t a b l e o b j e c t s , 
w i t h some degree oi p e r s i s t e n c e can be r e c o g n i s e d as o b j e c t s a t 
a l l . Th i s s t a b i l i t y imp l i e s ( a p p r o x i m a t e ) t ime i n d e p e n d e n c e . 
T h e r e f o r e i t i s easy t o спеск i i t h e b a s i c p h y s i c a l phenomena and 
t h e i r c o n s t a n t s t e l l us something about s t a b l e e x i s t e n c e . 

Out of t h e 3 b a s i c p h y s i c a l measures (mass, s u e and t i m e ) 
t h e l a s t one i s then t o be o m i t t e d , on t h e <M, R) p l ane oi F i g . г 
t h i s means f i n d i n g f u n c t i ^ a l r e l a t i o n s of t h e t ype 

F(H. R) = f (G, h, с ) . 

T a m n i into account the above physical dimension» (Duncan, t » S ) 
of the constant* eno can find only J algebraically independent 
combinations (without permitting time dependence), naaely omit
ting always one constant, 

(в/с« ] : (H/R] г g/em 
th/c) s 1НЯ1 s gem, 
[h> /<i) * tH*»j « g*cm. 

It is easy to see that the first two of the« nave obvious immedi
ate connection to Known stability centidtrattont, while the third 
w i n be dealt with in Diost's paper in the present Volume. In
deed, taking into account that с is a universal limitation for 
propagation of signals, it is clear that с cannot be overrun by 
*ny velocity coming from other disciplines. Combining therefore 
the predictions of Hewton's gravity theory with this velocity 
limitation one could naively argue that even the escape veloci
ties cannot exceed c, i.e. 

GH/R:v> <c> ->HSRC»/e -> HMilg««l|<c< /<i) 
and similarly the quantum velocity uncertainty (coming from 
Heisenberg^ uncertainty principle) is limited by the same value, 
i.e. 

<)xdp>h -> RMsih -> lgHi-lg«*lg(h/e). 
Therefore one obtains г straight line* on the (igM.IgR) plan* of 
Ftg. г, limiting the places of possible stable configurations on 
the diagram from the left. On the ascending line each mass de
fines a length (the Schwarsschiid radius) below which irre
sistible gravitational collapse leads to black hole formation; on 
the descending line one finds to eacn mass a length (its Compton 
iength), below which our naive notions of space and time become 
obscure and even meaningless because «f quantum uncertainty. Re
markably these results can be verified from the partial unifica
tions General Relativity and Quantum Field Theory. 

Note that we have found only limits of possible stable con
figurations, whatever the cause of their stability. This means 
that the 3 basic constants do not prescribe the properties of 
stable objects without some independent additional information 
about their constituents, the elementary particles. (We nave seen 
that these constants cannot give e.g. tre particle mm*«*.) 

Anyhow, the objects of the real world are "well aware of the 
law", and apparently respect *.ne above limitations. On Flg. i the 
points representing astronomical objects lie close to the upper 
Boundary, while microphysicai ones are near the lower one, in the 
pernatteq region. Objects built up only from nucleons, atoms and 
(presumably) neutral leptons (e.g. neutrinos) are also roughly of 
nuclear, atomic (and "leptonic") density and therefore aligned 
along equidensity lines (of »lope »3, since M-R*) attached to the 
respective objects. So matter c m form stable equilibrium config
urations only with masses and nit* corresponding to these lines. 
The natural laws »nd the building blocks determine the basic fea
tures of the structures. 

The above "construction of the world" is surprisingly regu
lar: the equidensity lines happen to be just equidistant. These 
lines reveal the intimate connection between the micro- and 
macrocosmos. The neutron star (n #) >* the "sign of the neutron in 
the sky""; the ordinary ..tar and the quasar are those of the 
* According to astrophysical considerations indeed M . / ) ^ -
Chc/GMe* )»'"-(M*> /it)* just as in our graphical construction. 



atom; «mit the protocluster ( cl ). galaxy cluster now, is pos
sibly that of a neutral lepton (a kind of neutrino or other 
weakly interacting particle)4. So the astronomical macrocosmos is 
just the microcosmos "projected to the sky*. 

The centra) equidensity line is the most populated one ac
cording to our knowledge. Here one finds the particles of cosmic 
dust, meteorites, biological and geological formations, moons, 
Planets. In case of stable equilibrium the two extremes on this 
line are the atoms (purely electrically bound objects) and stars 
(purely gravitationally bound objects), lying on horizontal lines 
across points p and n*. respectively, S orders of magnitudes away 
in a the l.tter ones. Therefore, loosely speaking stars represent 
"gravitational atoms", while atoms mean "electric stars". Between 
these two extremities man represents »urea aediocritas - a "grav-
ltatlonally limited electric being" - who is therefore larger 
than the H atom by just the same factor as smaller than the star. 
(Otnerwise he would be broken in pieces if fallen down to the 
ground. ) Calculating this geometric mean between star and atom 
directly from basic natural constants, one gets about ТВ kg (!) 
just like our typical human mass indeed. Considering, therefore, 
orders of magnitude, one finds that the "measure of Nature" is 
"anthropocentric" both in mass and in site, but this fact has 
nothing to do with any Kind of subjective wishful thinking. 

Furthermore note on the Figure that the series atom (hydro
gen), bacterium (primitive living), man (most evolved living), 
mountain (highest still stable) and star is also equidistant in a 
good approximation. 
5. UHDEBSTABDIHG THE UH1VEBSE 

The above all-embracing order controls not only each indi
vidual, but also the "totality", i.e. the Universe as well. This 
can be made obvious by Fig. 2 which shows that not only the above 
series of "ordinary" objects but also the series of extreme as-
trophysical objects (neutron star, minimal quasar, protocluster, 
observable Universe) is just equidistant. This implies tnat the 
series of equidistant equidensity lines can be extended to in
clude the density line of the Universe (of -10" 2' g/cm 3). The in
tersection point of th * line with the blacs hole line of slope 
»l correctly gives the mass and sue of the entire observable 
Universe (-10*° proton mass and -10* г proton radius). This coin
cidence demonstrates that the universe is also an extreme gravi
tating system. (So gravity effects do not cancel out at large as 
suggested by the Hewtonian picture.) It is worth mentioning that 
the point "Universe" equally well characterizes both the part of 
the totality observationally known at present and the part which 
can in principle become known via ideal observations, because 
signals from essentially more distant regions have not yet 
reached us during the entire past of the universe beginning from 
its "Big Bang birth* till now. 

A further beautiful expession of the al I-erabrac ir.g regular
ity is mat the geometric mean between the sue of the Vmverse 
and that of the atom is just about the sue of the star. The geo
metric mean Between the sue (or mass) of the star ana that of 
+ Recently there have appeared indications for protoassregates 
catalysed by heavy neutral leptons as well, corresponding to neu
tron star mass, size and density. 

the ate« is the man while the geometric mean between the man and 
the atom is th« bacterium. 

In algebraic language one may write 
"u^staM'star^atem« •»•annate*>' ' <*pict/Ratom>* 

and similar formulae for M f t«r> *ban' »atom »* »•"• 'urthermer», 
probably M C|/M ( t a r<(H B/M„)< 

As a consequence of th« wen known expansion of th« Universe 
the position of the point U is time dependent, and, according to 
the suggestion of rig. г, it should move just along th« limiting 
line of slop« »1 (otherwise its present precise fitting to this 
line would be highly improbable). This is indeed true according 
to the details of modern cosmology, so that th« whole past his
tory of the Universe can also b« read off th« diagram. Its «volu
tion clearly ought to hav« started from th» intersection point of 
the limiting lines (Lukacs I Fall, 19*6), corresponding to the 
Planck length and mass. The cosmolcgic «volution itself wilt be 
trated in some more details in the next paper of th« present Vol
ume. 

All this is not merely a magic of numbers. Many of th« found 
regularities are straightforward consequences of simple physical 
arguments, mostly of stability considerations, while others in
deed "depend rather delicately on apparent coincidences among 
physical constants" which in turn prove to be prerequisites of 
our existence (Carr а Нее», 19Т9). A tiny distuning of initial 
data or strengtns of interactions or particle masses or asymme
tries would be enough to completely destroy our comfortable Uni
verse, which seems as a "suit tailored just to our human mea
sure", we may therefore be surprised to find ourselves in an "an
thropomorphous" cosmos. The fully unexpected message of these 
considerations appears to be that both the "anthropocentric" and 
the "anthropomorphous" characters are properties of Nature her
self, so that these attributes begin to los« their purely pejora
tive meaning. 

Such very general physical considerations are just appropri
ate for interdisciplinary studies, because they connect astronom
ical, geological, biological and microscopical objects, and also 
for evolutionary studies because they fix the possible stable 
endpoints of evolutions. 
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ABSTRACT 
The seemingly esoteric statements of modern cosmology are 

brought mithin reach of nonjpecialist. The simplest «ell Known 
physical laws, including Einstein's E=mc» with с as universal 
limiting velocity, suffice to grasp modern cosmogenesis as the 
most natural possibility. Modern particle physics seems to real
ize this sossi Ьi I it/. 

A. PHEHOMEHULOGT 

A.t. GENESIS OF SPACE 
Astronomical observations strongly support a uniform 

(homogeneous & isotropic). expanding.and gravitating Universe. 
Surprising conclusion is that all these already imply that the 
space itself is expanding (not the cosmic matter expands in fixed 
space). Ve demonstrate (or rather visualize) this statement for 
2-dimensional uniform spaces (surfaces) as examples. 

a) Sphere. Uniformly expanding matter is possible only on a 
properly expanding sphere: on a /,ífí sphere matter smeared out 
<sotropically around one pole along radial 1 ires cannot expand 
uniformly at the same rate along transversal directions (parallel 
circles). This is a purely geometric constraint. 

t> I Fiane. On an infinite fixed plain "pastry-board" a uni
formly «xpanding infinite "paste" is impossible because main
taining uniformity of paste requires an expansion rate propor
tional to distance, which in turn would lead to v>c outw.rds of 
some distance, excluded by relativity. Uniformly expanding paste 
(matter) is possible only »rit/icut unexpanding board 
(representative of 2-dioenstonal absolute space). Of course, co-
expanding space, with coexpanding coordinate system, remains pos
sible. 

Detailed calculations [1] verify the statement that «11 
these remain true for 3 dimensions and any constant curvature and 
even if relativistic corrections are taken into account for dis
tances, times and velocities (except for vanishing gravity, ir
relevant in our gravitating Universe). 

So utiiforaiy expanding motion must lead to expanding (or in
creasing) space, by other words it generates new space. 

KINESIS OF MATTER LEADS TO GENESIS OF SPACE. 
Uniform expansion of space can be mathematically described by « f 
function of time Bit), e.g. the changing distance between any two 
fixed spots on an expanding baloon or plane. 

Ve have seen that matter drives space, therefore we have to 
determine the dynamics of matter in order to describe the dynam
ics of comoving space, i.e. to determine the laws for R(t). 

A.Z. EQUATIONS FOB SPATIOOCMCSIS 
Claiiieal Newtonian theory of gravity in ttitlf it Inade

quate ta describe the motion of an infinite uniform Universe: it 
gives infinite forces from all directions whose sua is indefinite 
(2], while their naively supposed mutual cancellation by symmetry 
would mean an effectively forceless nongravltatIng Universe, in 
disagreement with the observational indication of the previous 
paper of the present Volume. On the other hind Newtonian theory 
can give gravitational acceleration only relative to a fixed in
ertia! system while we already Know that in the Universe there 
can be no rigid frame of reference at all. There is however one 
more possibility for getting a guess for the dynasties of an infi
nite Universe from the Newtonian theory, which is free of the 
above contradiction, inconsistency and indefiniteness. 
T H E B E H A V I O U R or AM I N F I N I T E M A X I M A L L Y S Y M M E T R I C S Y S T E M IS T O 

BE REGARDED AS A LI HI TINO CASE OF THAT OF MAXIMALLY SYMMETRIC FI
NITE CONFIGURATIONS. 

Each point of a finite sphere moves with nenvanlshing gravita
tional acceleration relative to its center according to the equa
tion: 

Kmf s -GmHlrl/r». (i | 
where the dot denotes time derivative, r is the radius of an aux
iliary sphere extending from the center to the prefixed point, 
while M is the mass inside it. By symmetry, the accelerations 
from any outside spherical shell cancel. So increasing the ini
tial sphere by inclusion of further outer shells up to Infinity 
does not change the limit which remains (II, as if the outer 
shells were absent. By homogeneity, the relative acceleration of 
any two points of any sphere is also given by (1). 

Note that eq. (1) gives a first integral of motion: 
KP» - GM/r j const. (2 1 

If we loon for the analógon of the above equations for the motion 
of the spict rather than that of the matter, the rote of distance 
r is taken by R. and then we get: 

ЦЙ' - GM/B ! const. (3) 
This is indeed exactly an equation cf Einstein's General Relativ
ity for uniform Universes [IJ. This result is not surprising be
cause the irrelevance of the outer shells for the inner situation 
is also true in General Relativity via Birkhoff's Theorem (3). On 
the other hande for small spheres (weak gravity) the predictions 
of the two gravitational theories coincide. So the above agree
ment is necessary for a se If -i 1 Ы 1 ar Universe, which cannot pos- , 
sets any prefixed scale. 

This gravitational equation of the whole Universe clearly 
shows that contrary to the naive expextation an uncnanging static 
Universe is impossible. Hamely in an unchanging Universe H must 
be constant, then eq. (3) implies 

JS г - GM/R' : 0. (») 
So space should be generated (created or destroyed) if matter is 
not. (Remember the classical experience: a purely gravitational 
system of bodies is either expanding with deceleration or con
tracting with acceleration: and a hometeneou* pressure does not 
acts as eounterforce.) 

GRAVITY GENERATES MOTION, MOTION GENERATES SPACE. 
Then consider an expanding Universe still witn constant M. 

Eq. (3) shows that smaller s u e R corresponds to larger R: below 



soae R the rieht hand s>de is negligible compared to any term on 
tne left hand side, and then the solution to «q. (3) (with a 
suitable О point of time) is 

H»/t» - I/* ---> H J - I» (5) 
just like in Kepler's Third Law (for circular orbits).This equa
tion would suggest "nothing" (i.e. no space. RsO) at the 
-beginning* (t=0). However the previous paper of the present Vol
ume indicates that unquantlzed physics and usual geometry breaks 
down at least at Rpj - 10~*°Ru • J 0 ~ 3 3 cm. where Ru is the size 
of the present observable Universe. This is then a genesis of 
space from 'almost nothing* (multiplying the scales hy a factor 
of -only- t o 6 0 . 

А.Э. GEHESIS OF HATTER 
In principle a successful cosmogenesis scenario ought to ex

plain the genesis of both space and matter. Indications for such 
a -materiogenesis- indeed come from physical consi lerat ions as 
well. Simplest of them goes as follows. Let us go jack into the 
suspected initial state. There R-Rp|, but 
•»-"present < R U / R P 1 , Э- »hich is horribly above p P 1 , t.ie 
maximal interpretable density. So there must still be something 
basically wrong with the suspected early evolution, and the den
sity change is obviously far overestimated. Instead, when already 
near ppi. this density .ught to remain constant. But hence 
M-R 3, a drastic creation of matter (out of almost nothing, Mpj). 
As much matter ought to be created as needed to fill up the space 
Seing created. 
S Y N C H R O N O U S G E N E S I S or S P A C E A N D M A T T E R IS T H E P R I C E O F P O S S I 

B L E E A R L Y U N I V E R S E S . 

A . « . E Q U A T I O H S F O R H A T E S 1 0 G E K E S T S 
Another very well known classical equation also retains its 

form for expansion of space in General Relativity, and this equa
tion clearly offers the possibility of genesis of matter. This is 
the law of adiabaticity of expansion: which must hold true, 
since. because of homogeneity, there is no net exchange of heat 
cr anytmng else between large parts. This coincides with the 
second and last of the components of Einstein equation for a ho
mogeneous isotropic Universe and reads as 

É = -PV (6) 
where E=Mc» , P is the dynamic pressure and v is the comoving vol-
ume-P.-. In familiar circumstances this equation is interpreted as 
describing the change of the internal energy of a gas in a cylin
der behind a piston as a consequence of the work of the pressure 
of the gas eaten up by the expansion. In such cases we usually 
tacitly assume that the internal volume expands at the expense of 
the outer one, and then the same is true for the energies (with 
opposite sign). But for a homogeneous Universe there is no 
-outside", the same relative increase happens everywhere. There
fore there is no other part for balancing the changes for either 
jpice or energy. Under such circumstances the very eq. (6) which 
permitted conservation by compensation generally will prescribe 
the change of energy (matter) via gtnests of space in the lack of 
:cmpensation. 

Expansion means v>o, so sign of E ; -sign of P. For usual 
matter with p>0 expansion leads to destruction of matter, while 
P<0. Therefore the very early Universe must have had nefittve 

pressure (for mutual genesis cf «pact and matter, »«»voidable, at 
seen, for possible initial states). 
HATTER SO GENERATED DOCS NOT СОНЕ FROM ANYWHERE. AND IS MADE 

NOT BY MOTH I NO BUT BY THC HATTER JUST THERE. 
Constant density, required above, leads to 

P = -PC (T) 
via eq. (6). (Being E>pc'V.) This is by certain an unusual 
pulling pressure instead of the familiar pushing ones, but not 
impossible. Note from 

E = TS - pV (i) 
of thermodynamics that a surplus of energy leads to defe;t of 
pressure (T is temperature, S is entropy). Just this fact eats up 
the metastable phase in phase transition. 

A.3. GEHESIS OF EXPAHDIM MOT JOB 
There still remains an important question. W u t does main

tain the permanent expansion resulting in permanent genesis of 
space and thus of matter? The answer again comes fro« eq». (3) » 
(6). For R they combine as 

R » -iaw/3 )0(p«JPe-*)R (9) 
which reveals the important fact that the source of gravity is 
not onl/ Hspv but also PVc"* (which is negligible in present 
laboratory circumstances). So negative P yields »ntigrtvtty ef
fects, and in case of eq. (T) attraction is overbalanced by re
pulsion. This means that even without gradient counterterms, im
possible in a homogeneous Universe, the bodies are reptJJid by 
gravity in the vtry early Universe. 

This repulsion can also be seen from eq. (3) alone, if 
p:const.; then S-B, so R - e a t . 
E X P A N S I O N IS M A I N T A I N E D , E V E N A C C E L E R A T E D , BY A N T I O R A V I T Y . 

Thus in this early Universe, gravitational 'action at a dis
tance" is repulsive (via eOP/c'<0) leading to expanding mo
tion, wnile the local pressure is attractive ,'via P<0). Between 
neighbouring parts the direction of force is rpposite to that of 
motion, resulting in negative work, so in increase of internal 
energy. This situation reminds one to the case of friction or К 
the spontaneous motion of a spring in compression phase. (But 
there the negative work produces heat or strain, not additional 
matter in the very same form as the preexisting one.) 

A. 6 SCEHARIO FOR COSMOQEXESIS 
On the basis of all said above a recipe of a complete cosao-

genesis out of j.'av.»t nothing (i.e. a state with Planck data) is 
formally fairly ea'y, and contained already in if; basic eq>. <J-
6). At the start one needs a slightly expanding medium with Pi
pe'; this generates anticravity, which in turn generates more 
expansion, i.e. more space, which generates ыоге matter witn PS-
P C , which again generates additional antigravity. »c. in a 
complete circle of genetic process. There is no need for any ex
ternal force or energy, the creation of motion, space and matter 
happens completely free of charge. So, if this scenario is indeed 
realised, at first we have a cosmic era of "seif-bui1ding", a mu
tual creation of space and matter. This should, however, be 
stopped. and followed by an era with Pit), an era of "self-dilu
tion-, a creation of space without new matter, leading to the 
present situation with islands of ordinary cosmic matter sepa
rated by huge almost empty interstellar space. "Hore space than 



needed for natter.* The presently observed nonnegative pressure 
is therefore needed for the evolution of present cosmi' struc
ture. 
NEGATIVE PRESSURE CREATES RAW MATTER TOR BUILDING STRUCTURES: 
POSITIVE ONE STOPS THIS CREATION TO PRODUCE THE ELBOW ROOM FOR 

BUILDING. 
A.T QUANTUM B1BTH OF COSMOS 

The outlined scenario does not start from stnctly nothing; 
an emtryonal PtancK Universe is required. But such an object is 
already a single microstate or particle in view of Keisenberg's 
uncertainty principle which reads as 

AEAt 3 h (10) 
meaning that any date of it is at cca. one "fluctuation* from its 
absence. E.g.. by virtue of eq. (10) such an entity cannot be di-
vic«d into distinguishable parts. But then it is the par txcei-
lence quantum object. and therefore the eqs. (Э-9) belonging to 
the unquantized limit are >iot valid for it. so until complete 
"reiativistic quantum gravity" will b« at reach, we cannot speak 
of a cause or antecedent of this PI ancle state of the Universe, 
and it is quite possible that such notions will not have any 
meaning even in the full theory. Guessing from the uncertainty 
principle itself, one expects that such a state may spontaneously 
appear and disappear (just as in the creation-annihilation pro
cesses of virtual particles) with a Planck time scale. However, 
if it appears with P=-pc». then there may start a spontaneous 
energy creation with a PlacK time scale too, so the energy may 
exceed the limit of quantum fluctuation bacK to 0. Then some en
ergy or satter survives, and can initiate the irreversible circle 
of self-amplifyin« creation of energy. space and motion. With 
some luck the road is open from a virtual microworld to a real 
causal macroworld. 
E V E N C R E A T I O N N E E D N O T B E A V I O L A T I O N or E T E R N A L L A W S , B U T J U S T 

A COMPILENCE WITH ТНЕН. 
According to the above considerations, we have a good chance of 
uncovering the secrets of cosmog*nesls even on the basis of our 
present science. Remember: "God is sly. but not malicious" as 
Einstein put it. 

B. HICBOSCOPT 
Now we are going to try to realize the program of the scheme 

of Part A according to the present status of quantum field the
ory, general relativity. particle physics. *c. We start from 
Plan-k data ior just with generating them), and go forward with 
the expansion. 
B. I TO THE PLANCK UHIVEKSE 

Reiativistic Quantum Gravity as an operative theory does not 
yet exists. However some characteristics of it can be guessed 
from Quantum Field Theory and General Relativity, including their 
inconsistencles. 

In a time-dependent geometry the Hamilton!an is time-depen
dent too. So. starting with a vacuum of no enerey. later the same 
vacuum may have some energy density and pressure. For details see 
R ) . How. this is a pure Quantum Field effect, so it is not 
clear. what is to be written ir'.o the Einstein equation as the 
.'.'jfjica/ energy-momentum tensor. But using some expectation 

value of the energy-momentum operator ont gets a self-eons Istent 
system of equations, which may be a kind of the "classical* limit 
of the "trug" "Qu»ntum Gravity« equations. 

in a model calculation it turned out (S) that the eosmoiogte 
solution of these equations cannot be extended back in time until 
the curvature singularity d i g Bang). The solution appears with
out prel li-l.iaries at a radius -Rp|, in expansion. Before it the 
solution does not exist. This may be interpreted *i the first 
distinguishable appearance of anything Just above the quantum 
fluctuation level. The model system realises the result of dimen
sional analysis of the previous paper. 
B.2 SELF-CREATION KEAJt PLABCE DATA 

For the circle of generation of matter, space and motion a 
serious negative pressure was anticipated. This is possible in 
the spirit of eq. ;7) if the energy density of the system has a 
positive lower bound. To demonstrate this, let us take a system 

with a and b constants, where s is the entropy dens-.iy. By pure thermodynamics 
p .- (i-b)/3 - Ь (if) 

So near С : b the ps-€. 
Quantum Field Theories sometimes predict such a positive 

lower bound. By simpler words, in such situations even the ground 
state makes the space-time curved. From observations we know that 
our present vacuum (the idealised interstellar space) causes at 
best a negligible curvature (compatible with 0), therefore up to 
observational margin this state puts a convenient zero point for 
the energy density. Now, our case appears, if a ground state of a 
Quantum Field theory (i.e. a relative minimum) has an energy sur
plus compared to the empty Interstellar sp>ce. 

The simplest example is a quartlc potential with two minima 
of different depths, with CsO in the absolute minimum. If during 
the cosmic expansion the cooling state, by any chance, happens to 
enter the shallower minimum, then a positive minimal energy is 
present even at T=0, and then the machinery starts to work. 

Such quartic potei.iiais appear in any Quantum Field theory 
using spontaneous symmetry breaXlng for generating masses for the 
vector bosons (in order to get rid of unrenormalliable diver
gences). The theory of highest known energy scale with such prop
erty is Grand Unification, where the energy scale is 10"* Planck 
energy. - I 0 1 S Gev. - ю г в к се). So at this temperature, if some
thing goes wrong, a creation cycle can start. 

The problem is that in our Universe the matter later obvi
ously came out of this ground state. It may seem easy to imagine 
such a scenario, e.g. in such a way that the actual state leaves 
the positive energy "false" vacuum by tunnelling through the cen
tral peak of the quartic potential. However, there is a tendency 
to have serious problems wnen realizing any scenario in which the 
state is only transiently trapped in a false vacuum: e.g. it is 
difficult to tunnel back during an exponential expansion [*)• 

A equenee of ingenious sc irioi were invented for tran
sient trapping; each of them needs additive assumptions, coinci
dences or at ita»t a tuning of parameter vaiuts of the theory. 
(For a review of peculiarities see Ref. в.) However, working see-



narios arc possible: her- we do not have to be too curious about 
the actual scenario which had been successful. 
В.Э MATTES DUK1BG THE GKAHS UH1FICATIOH ЕЖА 

The present knowledge about particle physics shows that the 
symmetry croup of interactions is SU(3)xSU<2)xU<1) Here the 
first symmetry belongs to the quantum chromodynamlcs (QCD), which 
is the interaction of quarks via cluons (and whose peripherial 
effect is the "strong interaction"): the symmetry is a conse
quence of the 3 possible "colours" of quarks, not influencinf the 
interaction. The remaining croup is that of the Welnberg-Salam 
theory of the "unified" electroweak interaction (6]. Althoucn not 
quite correctly, one can visualize it as an SU(2) symmetry of 
weak interaction <same for neutron and proton or for electron and 
neutrino), and an U(t) symmetry of electromacnetism. 

Now, the smallest croup, which is imple and contains the 
above croup is SO(S). Assuming that this minimal croup is the 
fundamental croup of physics, we arrive at the simplest Grand 
Unification. and for our present coals that is enough. One can 
classify the elementary particles of this theory as follows. 

Scalers: Spin=u. the Hiccs bosons of the theory producing 
the quartic potentials needed in the theory. Not yet seen. 

Fermions: Spin=X- They are: quarks. 6 flavours and 3 
colours, not seen because of com inement (see later); leptons, 3 
charged, e, и and т. л11 seen. 3 corresponding neutral neu
trinos. vT not yet seen. They are subjects to some eenserva-
tion laws. 

Vector bosons: Spinal. They are: т. W and Z, seen, cluons, 
not seen because of confinement. X and Y, u-tseeo. They mediate 
the interactions of fermions: т establishes 'ctromacnetism, W 
and Z belong to weak interaction, gluons to с dynamics, whi'.t 
X and Y work between quarks and leptons. 

Because of the complete symmetry SO(5), the actual state 
is so symmetric too, then quarks and leptons n - equivalent ex
cept for differert charge »c. All t:e interactions have the same 
strengths. and quarks and leptons ián be converted into each 
other in some processes. Then only two types of combinations of 
particle numbers are conserved: net electric charge О and baryon-
lepton numbers for 3 families B a-L a. (For the first family the 
baryons considered are neutrons and protons, while the leptons 
are the electron and its neutrino.) 

S>nce these combinations are strictly conserved in the the
ory, it is worthwhile to count the conservation constants in the 
present observable Universe. The matter turns out to be neutral, 
so 0=0. AS for B a-L a. the third family would involve baryons with top and bottom quark, and т lepion with its neut-ino. Such 
particles are not found outside of laboratory, so 83-1.3 = ;;. Prac
tically the S Í K holds for the second family (strange and charmed 
baryons, muons and muon neutrinos). For the first famil/ the 
counting is not quite possible. From neutrality proton and elec
tron numbers are equal. Keutrons appear in nuclei, and according 
to cosmic abundance of elements (cf. the contribution in this 
Volume) the neutron number is roughly 15' of the proton number. 
But electron neutrino numbers cannot be taken from observations 
(most cosmic neutrinos cannot be detected.) Some numerical simu
lations of cosmic evolution would suggest the present neutrino 
density in the order of the photon density, which, in *urn, is 9 

orders of magnitude higher than the electron density. However. In 
Ц the difference of the neutrino and antineutrlno numbers ap
pears, which may practically be anything, with a luck this dif
ference тлу be so slight as the neutron number, and therefore Bj-
Lj = o is permittee by observations, however it is impossible to 
prove it. 

Then one has arrived at a possible Universe whose ell con
served quantities are 0. Only such a Universe can appear via 
quantum fluctuations. Henceforth we assume the 0 values of the 
above conserved quantities. 

The present Universe does not exhibit partlcle-antiparticle 
symmetry: while particles are abundant, antipartlc1 es are practi
cally absent (except for neutrinos). This may imply either a pri
mordial symmetric state with CP-violating laws or a CP asymmetric 
primordial state with s:-metric laws. Here we will not choose be
tween the possibilities, only note that very weak CP violations 
are observed in the present environment (most clearly for kaons). 

with a quartic potential of Higgs self-interaction the ac
tual state Is very different for high and low temperatures. When 
the temperature is high enough (T>E 0-10 1 5 OeV, which is the Grand 
Unification energy scale), the actual state is well above the 
central peak of the potential, so in expectation value It is mir
ror- symme' ric. In such a state each particle, except for the Hlg-
gses, is massless (for details see [T) or Г9)). 

On the othe hand, at low temperatures the actual state is 
located in one of the side valleys near the minimum. Then the ex
pectation values of some Higgs fields differ from 0 (the symmetry 
of the actual state is less than that of the theory). Therefore 
vector bosons coupled to these Hiicses (X and Y) cet effective 
masses in the order of E 0. At temperatures far below E 0 the massive bosons can appear only virtually, for a very short time, so 
with a very short ranee. Therefore the interactions mediated by 
then become practically absent. Henceforth the symmetry SO(51 is 
broken to our observes symmetry SU<3 )xSU(2 )xU(l ), and bar yon and 
lepton numbers are practically separately conserved henceforth. 
They take just the values valid during the transition era. 

The symmetry breaking is expected to be in connection with a, 
phase transition; for cosmic phase transition scenarios see the 
review [9). 
В.* THBOUGH THE DESEBT OF PABTICLE PHYSICS 

By solving the dynamical equations (3-6) with л radiation 
field P=€/3-T* one obtains Т-1//Г , where the numerical factors 
contain G and the number of particle species light compared to T. 
For details henceforth we refer to [9) and citations therein. 

Hence one can get that the breakdown of SU(5) symmetry hap
pened at cca. 10" 3 5 s after Big Bang or the primordial fluctua
tion. Afterwards the matter cools and nothing serious happens un
til T crosses the next fundamental energy scale. How, no energy 
scale is observed, known or strontly predicted m particle 
Physics between 10 1 4 and 1000 Gevs . (The desert.) Therefore it 
seems that there was an uneventful cooling until t-10" 1 0 s. 
B.5 THE SEPABATIOH OF ELECTXOMAGHETISM AND WEAK IHTEKACTIOH 

The energy scale of the weinberg-Salam theory is somewhere 
between 100 and 1000 GeVs. Beaching tnat, the w and Z bosons get 
masses from interactions with a Higes field whose symmetry Just 



has broken down. The resulting «iitj are experimentally measured 
to be ВС and 95 GeVs. Jo below such temperatures these bosons 
will appear only virtually, with a siiortening ranee. This is the 
reason why the 'weak interaction", mediated by w and Z. is indeed 
very weak in the present Universe. 
B.6 HADwONISATIOH FKOK QUAKES 

The vacuum state of Quantum Chromodynamics seems to have a 
positive energy density B*/<hc) 3. where В is the energy scale of 
the theory. So for T<B the QCD vacuum is energetically dispre-
ferred. The possibility to reach our present vacuum is a neutral
isation of QCD forces. Since QCD contains 3 different charges 
("colours"). this can be achieved in two ways. Either 3 quarks, 
or a quark and an antiquark must form a close croup; then force 
lines are restricted to a small volume, with our familiar vacuum 
outside. According to measured quantum numbers of particles, the 
first formation is a baryon (the lightest is the proton with 938 
HeV rest energy) and the second is a meson (the lightest is the 
Pion with 140 HeV rest energy). 

From a separated quark the "force lines" would extend to in
finity, with infinite energy. Therefore free quarks cannot be 
produceJ at any finite energy, which is the phenomenon called 
confinement, and is conform to the negative experience. This is 
the reason that quarks and gluons are not observed. 

However, the theory predicts the quark content of hadгons. 
so from the measured hadronic masses the parameters of QCD can be 
deduced. ("Hadron spectroscopy".) According to various models, 
145 MeV<B<260 HeV. Hence the temperature, below which the quarks 
form hadronic configurations is cca. 160 HeV. 

This temperature was reached at 6 us. Then hadronic blobs 
started to appear; this bubbling lasted for cca. T us (according 
to model calculations). At the end of this period all cur famil
iar particles have appeared. 
THE PRESENT UNIVERSE CONSISTS OF PROTONS WHICH WERE ONCE CRE

ATED BY THE UNIVERSE. 

B.T THE LEPTOHIC ERA 
Since the temperature of hadronisation is almost the same as 

the pion rest energy, all the freshly created hadrons rapidly de
cay or annihilate. except for protons ana neutrons, saved by 
baryon conservation. However T is still far above the electron 
mass, so electron-positron and nejtrino-antineutrino pairs are 
stilt abundant. This remains so until T-o.5 Mev, t-i s. 
B.a PBIHOBDIAL HUCLEOSTHTHESIS 

At T-(mn-mp-me)=l MeV the neutrons start to decay. However 
the neutron half lifetime is 12 minutes, therefore they still 
have chances to build up stable nuclei as d=(pn), He3:(ppn) and 
He4=,ppnn). Of them the most weakly bound is d with ZZ HeV bind
ing energy. Since T is already below this value, some light nu
clei can survive. 

The competing processes are the nucleosynthesis and neutron 
decay. For order of magnitude the cooling scale time is just t 
(the evolution equations have a power solution when radiation 
dominates the energy-momentum tensor), therefore it is short com
pared to the neutron life time. So the produced nuclei are not 
destroyed by photons at the end of the period. From the present 

observed mass density numerical simulations Indicate cca. 10» He* 
created in this primordial nucleosynthesis. Deuterons and heavier 
nuclei are negligible. 
B.9 THE BIBTH OF ATOMS 

Not far after 1 t Tsm (C. There the ***' pairs annihilate 
and we are left only with the slight electron surplus. The lep-
tonic era Is over. 

Henceforth the story depends on the possible existence of a 
further mass scale -30 eV. iSe. the previous article of this Vol
ume.) If the neutrino has such a mass, then something drastic 
happens at the corresponding temperature. Namrly there the neu
trinos become nonrelativlstic. and with some more cooling they 
become bound by their own self-gravity. At such a temperature the 
critical mass is about 1 0 t 5 solar mass; above that the configura
tion is bound and starts to collapse. 

If the neutrinos are massless, then the critical temperature 
is cca. 10 eV. which is the binding energy of a hydrogen atom. 
Below this energy electrons are captured by protons and they for* 
a bound neutral atom. When the atoms dominate, the matter become* 
transparent for photons because of . the lack of free electric 
charges. After this moment the photons cannot efficiently destroy 
the random denser blobs of matter if their mass is sufficient 
(again cca. the above critical mass is obtained). These blobs 
start to collapse as above. 

This mass roughly corresponds to a galaxy cluster, now ob
servable; the corresponding time is -100000 ys after Big Bang. 
Therefore we can conclude that the formation and separation of 
proto-galaxy clusters happened at that time. 
B. 10 BIBTHS OF GALAXIES AMD SHALLEB ASTBOHOHICAL OBJECTS 

A completely spnerieal collapse of the protoclusters is a 
matter of initial conditions and highly improbable. Therefore the 
expected fate is a col lapse»rotation, ending with breakdown of 
the original blobs into parts. It is quite possible that local 
galaxy groups and individual galaxies were born in this way. 
Later the protogalaxiis could also collapse, and again initial 
asymmetries led to fragmentation, such a process can stop at the 
mass which is stable against further collapse. As It was men
tioned in the previous paper this mass scale is cca. i solar 
mass. 
NOW THE UNIVERSE IS SEEN TO BE BUILT UP FROH GALAXIES AND STARS 
BUT HAS NOT BEEN BUILT UP FROH GALAXIES AND STARS BUT GALAXIES 
AND STARS HAVE BEEN "BUILT DOWN" FROH THE EXPANOING UNIVERSE. 

C. THE PBESERT PICTUBE 
All this above is theory or theoretical calculation. Ho 

douM, according to the known physical laws the Universe could 
generate space, matter and motion itself, but the question If. 
whether it generated them (therefore itself! in the "proper*, 
i.e. whether the generated Universe is the present one or not. 

Obviously a lot of details is not obtained, partly because 
some details of the la-s are still unknown, partly because the 
later evolution happened in inhomogeneous local environment», 
where the calculations need different aethoda. Still we can ask 
about the general features. 



The largest coherent structures seen by astronomers are the 
galaxy clusters of 1000-10000 galaxies. This means -to 1 9 solar 
masses. tn accordance with the above story. Then galaxies, spher
ical clusters, »c. are seen, which may be the decay products of 
the protoclusters. In addition, stars are seen with -I solar 
mass. as predicted, and planets, whose formation belongs to later 
articles of this Volume, similarly to other objects on the plan
ets between planetary and atomic sixes. 

Neutral atoms are around us. and the scenario predicted 
them. at least the H and He atoms. With serious difficulties the 
cosmic abundances can be deduced by comparing spectroscopic data 
with our Knowledge about physical situations on the surface of 
stars [10). One such curve is Fig. i. Indeed. H and He are pre
dominant, but heavier atoms are also present. The simplest expla
nation of the discrepancy is that heavier elements have been 
formed in the stars, and the subsequent articles will show that 
it is indeed so. Still. Fig. i is not wl .hout interest for us. 
First, observe the roughly exponential decrease with atomic 
weight. This is quite conform with the gradual building of heav
ier elements in a relatively young Universe (no saturation); the 
local minima and maxima can easily be explained from details of 
nuclear physics and astrophysics. Second, such abundances are the • 
initial conditions tor (new) stars, planets, Hvlng organisms, 
lc. And indeed. the curve shows local maxima at the fundamental „ 
cons*-ituents of (Known) planetary bodies and organisms. Their 
building atoms were already present. 
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even (loHdj and odd (daahtd) atomié number». -t3: not seen. 

Fie. 1: logarithm* of eoemic abundance» eftltmmU, separately /or 

No» tne next article is about stability of nuclei, rnerefore 
some peculiarities of tne cosmic abundance curves will be ex
plained. But remember that in earlier stages of tne universe tnis 
curve was steeeer, beeaute tne not universe itself practical ly 
aid not produce elements beyond не. So tne first stars had a dif
ferent composition, consequently tney may nave been different for 
luminosity Je. 
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NUCLEAR FORCES 

The simplest composite nucleus is deuterium which consists of 
one proton and one neutron. It is known from experiment that 
fusion of these components to form a nucleus of deuteron is 
accompanied by the release of about 2.2 MeV energy in the form of 
gamma radiation. This is the binding energy of deuterons. The 
question arises what kind of force keeps nucleons together? This* 
cementing force cannot be gravitation for then the binding energy 
would be 36 times less in o. der of magnitude. An electromagnetic 
interaction - more exactly a magnetic on» (as the neutron is 
electrically neutral) — would also lead to a binding energy two 
orders of magnitude lower. It is ob* ous that an interaction 
stronger than those of classical physics is active in nuclei. We 
shall call this strong interaction. Our aim is to gather 
information on it and on this basis we shall try to answer the 
question: What is the cementing force keeping nucleons together 
and how does this force stabilize nuclei? After many decades of 
studying nuclear forces, and having collected a considerable 
amount of experimental and theoretical data we are still unable to 
tell exactly what nuclear forces are or what we really mean by 
strong interaction. This can be attributed, among other reasons, 
to the fact that the interaction between nucleons and between 
nuclei - the nuclear forces - actually appear as the resultant of 
fundamental strong interactions between tt--- constituents of 
nucleons, these constituents being even "more elementary" 
particles. 

In nature, 237 stable or very long lived isotopes are found. 

About 2400 further isotope» have been produced artificially and it 
i* conceivable that we shall be able to study another few thousand 
in the future. It depends on the measuring techniques, which of 
the increasingly unstable isotopes - with shorter and shorter 
lifetimes will be produced and investigated. 

The cohesion that binds nuclei is strongest in the middle of 
the periodic table and the binding energy per nucleon decreases 
towards both lighter and heavier elements. In other words, the 
latter - light and heavy - elements are energetically unstable. 
The smaller ones can build up larger nuclei by fusion, which 
process is accompanied by the. release of energy. The rmvmrmm 
process also involves release of energy« the fission or decay of 
larqe nuclei leads to an energetically mot a advantageous 
situation, too. Theoretically this means that, on • purely 
energetic basis only the elements around iron might exist and all 
remaining elements - if they ever existed - should have become 
transformed into these. Ые к.лои, however, how many stable isotopes 
exist in nature. When looking for the factors and conditions which 
lead to stabilization, we also have to take into account the 
Coulono interaction between positively charged protons. During 
fusion, the identically charged nuclei approaching earh other have 
to overcome Coulomb repulsion so that the nuclear forces can exert 
their influence. On the other hand, the fission of heavy nuclei 
into two parts presupposes that one fragment moves out of the 
force field of the other thereby shifting from the range of 
attraction of nuclear forces to the range of Coulomb repulsion. As 
we shall see, the stability of nuclei depends on the Joint effect 
of not Just two but of several factors, actually on the resultant 
of attractive and repulsive forces. The decisive factor is the 
balance of nuclear and Coulomb interactions. 

As a first approach, we endow these attractive nuclear 
forces with one single property first formulated by Wignert they 
have a short range of action (within 1 to 2 ferai). Starting from 
this assumption, we can try to calculate the binding energy. When 
calculating the total kinetic energy of the nuclei, it is 
considered that they for« a Fermi gas with the nucleone moving 
freely in the nucleus, without any force field. (Since any nucleon 



in the nucleus is surround*«: by further, uniformly distributed 
nucleons, the actions of force of the latter neutralize each other 
which means that none of them in the nucleus feels any force. This 
condition can obviously be met inside a big nucleus only and not 
on its surface.) when calculating the potential energy, ме have to 
make assumptions on the tMO-nucleon potential. Let the interaction 
be an attractive and distance dependent one of purely Wigner type. 
The contribution from the surface energy also has to be taken into 
account. In order to calculate the Coulomb energy ые assume a 
uniform proton distribution with the electrostatic interaction 
between protons being proportional to the square of their charge. 
We also take into account the so-called "pair energy*. This is the 
contribution from nucleon pairs of identical state but opposite 
spin which may be formed in the Fermi gas of nucleons otherwise 
obeying Pauli*s exclusion principle. The calculated binding energy 
is a function of mass number A and nuclear charge Z where the 
coefficients of the individual terms лг^ to be determined by 
fitting to experimental data. The formula obtained is therefore a 
semi—empirical ones 

* k=C TA - C F A 2 / 3 - С с г 2 А - 1 / 3 - CgtA-2Z>2 - C p6A~ 3 / 4 

It is the second term in the formula - the contribution from 
surface energy — that is essential for light nuclei and the 
Coulomb term for the heavier ones. These terms describe that the 
curve of binding energy per nuclean changes into decreasing. This 
semi-empirical formula of the binding energy well describes the 
general trend but it does not reflect the fine structure of the 
experimental curve - namely that adjacent nuclei may have 
considerably different binding energies. In view of this, we 
should make further assumptions on nuclear forces. 

wnen calculating the formula of binding energy. we made 
suppositions which partly contradict each other: nuclear forces 
were conceived of as attractive and distance-dependent out the 
nucleon density in a nucleus was supposed as being constant. Under 
purely attractive nuclear forces the nucleus would collapse and 
could not become saturated. Nuclear forces must be more complex 

than has been supposed up to nowi the purely attractive Migner 
term should be completed by * repulsive core. This was introduced 
by Jest ow . This repulsion is active up to about one third of the 
range of action of nuclear forces. The picture is even further 
complicated by the Majorana potential which yields an attractive 
or repulsive contribution on the basis of quantum mechanical 
considerations which cannot be detailed here. 

NUCLEAR MODELS 

Let us try to construct a model of the nucleus by using this 
more exact, modified description of nuclear forces. This task will 
not be an easy one bearing in mind that nuclei show quite varied 
properties. Although heavy nuclei contain a number of nucleons but 
this number is too small for them to be treated by statistical 
methods. The perturbation approach, well proven in atomic shell 
physics, is not applicable, either. Instead, we can compare nuclei 
to well known physical systems. The models obtained in this way 
describe certain domains of the nucleus and certain experimental 
observations. At present none of the models is able to supply a 
full description! each particular model describes another property 
and/or another domain of the nucleus. 

The liquid drop model was developed in the early forties as 
a means of interpreting the fission of heavy nuclei. In view of 
the short range of action of nuclear forces it can be assumed that 
nuclei interact with their immediate neighbours only, similarly to 
molecules in a liquid. According to this model, proposed by Bohr, 
, the nucleus behaves as a liquid dropt upon absorbing energy it 
begins to vibrate which may cause it to chinge into two droplets 
connected by an elongated neck. As the distance between these 
smaller droplets increases, the nuclear force acting between them 
is gradually reduced until the droplets can penetrate through the 
potential wall. Fission takes place as soon as the total energy of 
the fission fragments becomes lower than the energy of the 
deformed nucleus. Bohr's liquid drop model is well able to 
explain fission phenomena but it does not answer the general 
questions of the stability of nuclei. 



In the shell model, postulated by Soeppert Mayer and Jensen 
in 1949, nucleons also obey the laws of quantum mechanic«. They 
can occupy discrete states of well defined energies and motions. 
Within the nucleus, nuclei are ordered according to Pauli's 
exclusion principle. Each proton is at a separate energy level 
from the lowest one, and the number of filled states equals that 
of the protons. Neutrons, similarly, fill another series of energy 
states. If the nucleons occupy the states at the lowest energy 
levels then the nucleus is in its ground state. 

The shell model describes the nucleus by analogy with the 
atomic shell's structure.The elements whose electrons fill each 
position in a closed shell are marked out by their stability. The 
elements with completed electron shells are the noble gases. 
Empirical facts show that the stability of nuclei is a function of 
the ccutpletedness of the proton and neutron shells. The nucleon 
numbers indicating the closure of the shell are the so-calle"4. 
m*gic numbers: 

2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 12&, 184. 
The twofold magic nuclei, in which both proto.is and neutrons 

-form a closed shell, &r^ especially stable. Such nuclei лг&9 for 
example, the nuclei of calcium-48 (with Г0 protons and 23 
neutrons) or lead-203 (with 82 protons and 126 neutrons). The 
snel I mojel explains the stability of nuclei; it becomes clear why 
Calcium has so unexpectedly meny (A) stable isotopes for Z=20. The 
twofold magic calcium-48 is stajle in spite of its high relative 
excess of neutrons. The same can be said of tin with its 10 stable 
iici'.opes for Z=50. 

The collective model was worked out by Aace Bohr and 
Motte!son in 1952. This unites certain features of the shell and 
liquid drop irodels. According to this the motion of nucleons in 
the unfilled outer shells of the nucleus is determined by the 
inner, completed shells. On the other hand, the nucleons outside 
t^e closed shell also influence the nucleons of the core and the 
shape of the latter. Magic nuclei and those adjacent to them are 
hard, rigid. Nuclei lying farther from magic ones are easily 
de'orpjbie, tr»e co-e лау take the shape of a cigar (elongated 
sphere) or disc (flattened sphere). Another version of the shell 

model (developed in another direction by U-einer et al. in 1969 
is the so-called two-centre shell model. This improved the 
description of the fission process by showing how the pre-nuclei 
of the fission poducts are formed in heavy nuclei. This theory 
also predicted new modes of radioactive decay (which we shall 
discuss later). In addition, this model is well applicable in 
designing superheavy elements by describing how and which nuclei 
are able to unite into superheavy elements. 

Let me here briefly advert to the matter of superheavy 
elements. The stability, i.e. the half-life, of unstable 
transuranic elements rapidly decreases with increasing atomic 
charge. The half-lives, which are of about several thousand years 
in the "icinity of uranium, shrink to a split second beyond the 
atomic charge of lOO. At the same time one can expect, based on 
the success of the shell model, that magic numbers will exert 
»heir stabilizing effect in the range of superheavy elements as 
well. After lead, the next expected twofold magic nucleus would 
contain 114 protons and 184 neutrons. In fact, this stabilizing 
effect, expected for the atomic charge of 114, is already 
effective for much lower values. At present the synthesis of 
superheavy elements has reached atomic charge 109. Experimental 
data show that the quantum mechanical effects described in the 
shell model are already active for atomic numbers 106 to 109. 
Surprisingly, some of t' e nuclei in this range were observed to 
"resist" spontaneous fissionj these nuclei transform by alpha 
decay. The production of superheavy elements, their investigation, 
and the study of different combin. ions of nuclei whose fusion can 
yield the wanted superheavy element are the subject of one of the 
most intensively studied, highly informative branches of nuclear 
physics today. 

Even such a brief outline of nuclear models reveals how 
manifold and diverse the underlying ideas are. We have treated 
nucle' as the free particles of a gas, as the molecules of a 
liquid - in the droplet model -; and calculations have also been 
carried out in which a nucleus is conceived as a solid, 
crystalline structure. This crystalline model is also able to 
reproduce the fundamental statements of shell and droplet models 



whereas it considers the nucleus as a lattice consisting of alpha 
particles. This model also makes use of the discovery that 
nucleons themselves have a composite structure, being built of 
quarks. Here we would only refer to the fact that efforts towards 
a deeper understanding of nuclear forces have long been linked 
with the achievements and problems of particle physics. It was as 
long ago as in the thirties that Yukawa supposed the existence of 
a mediating particle of strong interaction, similarly to photon 
mediating electromagnetic interaction. These predicted particles -
pi mesons or pions — were, indeed, discovered by experimental 
physics. The meson theory of nuclear forces and the consideration 
of quark-gluon problem attempt to describe nuclear forces at a 
deeper level than the phenomenologic*) models. 

DECAY MOOES 

Up to now we have dealt with nuclei "at rest" when nucleons 
aid the whole of the nucleus are in their states of lowest energy; 
this is the ground state of the nucleus. The nucleon may absorb 
energy from the surrounding space or from a particle colliding 
wits it, whereby it becomes excited, i.e. it shifts to a higher 
energy state. The nuclear models enable these exc-ted states to be 
calculated in good agreement with experimental data. From the 
unstable excited state the nucleus "falls back" to its ground 
state by releasing energy in the form of radioactive radiation. 
The emission of electromagnetic rays, i.e. gamma quanta, does not 
change the composition of the nucleus, only its energetic state. 
The possible gamma transitions between the individual excited 
states are governed by selection rules based on sophisticated 
quantum mechanical considerations. 

When emitting beta radiation, the nucleus is transformed: 
the element (isotope) appearing in its end state differs from that 
m the initial state before the decay. A neutron may be 
transformed ir.to a proton, then an electron and an antirieutrino 
c*n be observed in addition to the proton. If a proton transforms 
into a neutron, the process is accompanied by the emission of a 
positron ind a neutrino. The proton of the nucleus may caoture an 

electron from the shell, the emitted particles arm then a neutron 
and * neutrino. Consequently« the different versions of bet« decay 
involve a transition of neutrons and protons into each other in 
both directions, which means that the composition of the nucleus 
changes. This type of transition depends upon basic energetic 
conditions, the possible processes can be calculated from the 
binding energies. The difference between the masses of the initial 
nucleus and the one that is finally obtained has to cover the mass 
of the electron (positron) and the kinetic energy of the electron 
and neutrino. Should the mass difference be too low to meet this 
condition, no decay Mill take place. In the weak interaction 
governing beta decay sophisticated quantum mechanical 
relationships accompany the energetic conditions to make certain 
transitions allowed or forbidden to different extent. 
Correspondingly, a number of different transitions arm possible 
between two adjacent nuclei. For instance a nucleus may show a 
preference to transform from a highly excited state into an 
adjacent isotope rather than to its ground state. 

With the semi-empirical formula of binding energy we 
mentioned the balancing role of nuclear forces and С эй lomb 
interaction. For heavy nuclei with mass numbers over ZOO, alpha 
decay (the emission of a nucleus of He) becomes energetically 
favourable. Still more favoured is the decay - fission - of the 
nucleus into two parts. With elements occurring in nature, 
spontaneous fission without excitation takes place with a very low 
probability, in the form of a tunnelling process. In the case of 
far transuranic elements the preferred, natural way of 
transformation is spontaneous fission. Energetically these nuclei 
are so likely to decay that any rearrangement of their components 
reduces the potential energy thereby promoting the decay. 

Consequently, nuclear transformations take place by 
radioactive radiation (alpha, beta, gamma) and nuclear fission. In 
addition to these well-known and frequent processes some further 
'ores of decay were also observed which may be. called exotic. 
These have also enriched our knowledge of nuclei though they play 
a practically negligible role in the formation and tr*nsformation 
of nuclei. 



EXOTIC DECAY MOOES 

As long ago as in 191-1 it was assumed that a nucleus may 
also emit one or more protons during radioactive decay, but this 
process was not actually observed until 1981. During the fusion of 
two nuclei of medium mass number in a particle accelerator, the 
resulting nucleus was observed to transform into a stable isotope 
through several steps. It was in this decay series that the proton 
emission took place. Two-neutron decay was also observed: the 
artificially produced lithium-11 isotope transforms into the 
beryllium-11 isotope by emitting two neutrons. 

The recently discovered nuclei rich in neutrons and having 
an anomalously le. ge radius cannot be described simply by the 
available nuclear models. In certain light nuclei which abound in 
neutrons the two most loosely bound neutrons form a "neutron halo" 
around the nuclear matter of normal density. Experimental data 
published by CERN in 1990 confirm this result; the weakly bound 
neutron halo transforms into a deuterium particle. Thus a new type 
of radioactive decay has been found: the beta-delayed deuteron 
emission. It was previously observed in nuclei abounding in 
neutrons that the daughter nucleus forming in beta decay (possibly 
even in excited state) is not stable and immediately disintegrates 
into its components. At first the emission of neutrons, tri tons 
and alpha particles was observed during this decay. Recently 
further data have augmented these findings. The process, in which 
the nucleus of He—6 emits a deuteron after the beta decay, is the 
following: 

*He -» 6Li* • /Г • Z 

*Li* * a * d 

The decay of t h e daughter nuc leus i s governed by s trong 
i n t e r a c t i o n , whereas t h e i n i t i a l be ta dfe ay i n v o l v e s wear 
i n t e r a c t i o n o n l y , s o t h e l a t t e r seems t o be s low for a p r o c e s s of 
nuclear p h y s i c s . The h a l f - l i f e i s 10 ~s in t h e i n i t i a l be ta decay 

whereas i t i s lO **» i n t h e second s t e p , s o t h e o v e r a l l h a l f - l i f e 
of t h e whole decay p r o c e s s im determined by t h e s low b e t a decay. 
I t i s supposed t h a t one of t h e neutrons of t h e h a l o undergoes be ta 
decay , i . e . i t t ransforms i n t o • proton which 1* then at tached t o 
the second neutron t o form a deuteron . The bound proton-neutron 
system has a very weak b inding - on ly a few t i m e s 10 keV - even s o 
i t i s a b l e t o e s c a p e s i n c e t h e s trong i n t e r a c t i o n a lready weaken« 
o u t s i d e t h e c o r e of t h e n u c l e u s , in t h i s c a s e i n t h e h a l o . 

When s tudy ing e lements h e a v i e r than l e a d , in c e r t a i n c a s e s 
t h e emis s ion of a p a r t i c l e h e a v i e r than the alpha p a r t i c l e has 
been observed . The new p r o c e s s t a k e s p l a c e s imul taneous ly with t h e 
alpha e m i s s i o n , and competes with i t . I t s p r o b a b i l i t y i s by orders 
of magnitude lowers * s i n g l e decay of t h i s new type occurs for 
every one m i l l i a r d alpha d e c a y s . In t h e experiment the u n s t a b l e 
radium-223 i s o t o p e produced in t h e decay chain of uranium-235 was 
i n v e s t i g a t e d . Radium-223 d i s i n t e g r a t e s by alpha e m i s s i o n , t o o , but 
theory a l s o a l l o w s t h e e m i s s i o n of carbon-12 , - 1 3 , - 1 4 and - I S . 
The end product i s one of t h e i s o t o p e s of l e a d . The t h e o r e t i c a l l y 
c a l c u l a t e d most probable e m i s s i o n i s t h a t of earbon-14, t h i s 
p r o b a b i l i t y i s by s e v e r a l orders of Magnitude h igher than t h o s e 
for o ther carbon i s o t o p e s . The e x p e c t a t i o n was confirmed by 
experiment , the emis s ion of carbon-14 cou ld indeed be observed. 
Later i t was shown that radium-222 and radium-226 a l s o emit n u c l e i 
of carbon-14 but t h i s i s about t e n t i m e s l e s s l i k e l y than 
radium-223. This new type o« decay i s known as c l u s t e r 
r a d i o a c t i v i t y . 

The emis s ion of neon-24 was f i r s t observed in l?85i in 
Dubna from p r o t a c t i n i u m - 2 3 1 , uranium-233 and thorium-230| in 
Berkeley from uranium-232. In t h e c a s e of uranium-232 t h e r e i s one 
neon emiss ion t o S00 m i l l i a r d alpha d e c a y s . The emiss ion of 
magnesium was observed with t h e decay of uran iua-234 . Uraniua-234 
shows t h r e e t y p e s of c l u s t e r r a d i o a c t i v i t y : i t e m i t s He- ( a l p h a ) , 
neon and magnesium n u c l e i . 

THE BIRTH OF ELEMENTS 

On the b a s i s of s tudy ing severa l hundred » t a b l e and severa l 



thousand unstable isotopes a concept has crystallized on the 
stability of nuclei» on nuclear forces, on the transformation of 
nuclei into each other. This knowledge may also help in trying to 
answer the question when and where the various isotopes bornduring 
the history of the Universe. According to the standard Model of 
the Universe, about one minute after the Big Bang it was cold 
enough for the formation and survival of bound deuteriua nuclei. 
In the course of several steps», almost the entire quantity of 
hydrogen transformed into heliue through successive nuclear 
reactions. The appearance of the remaining elements is already 
closely connected with the evolution of the stars, with the 
history of different types of stars, with the birth and formation 
of galaxies. Astronomy is called upon to answer the questions when 
and in which stars the conditions prevailed that enabled the 
heavier and heavier elements to be built up. During fusion, 
reactions helium burns to form carbon and oxygen, carbon to form 
neon, sodium, magnesium, etc. Then, over the burning cycles of 
neon and oxygen (not detailed here) and through the burning of 
silicon one can arrive at the formation of manganese, chromium, 
iron, cobalt and nickel - i.e. of the heaviest elements obtainable 
by fusion. In the stars, following different patterns of 
evolution, the burning cycles may take place slowly, 
quasi-steadily, but also in an explosion-like manner. For the 
formation of elements heavier than iron neutrons are needed. 
Neutrons -->"» always released in fusion processes in which light 
elements are formed. Mith the capture of a neutron a new isotope 
of the given element is produced. If this isotope is unstable, 
then it transforms by beta decay into the isotope of an adjacent 
element with the same «ass number. This process »ay repeat itself 
several times, thereby gradually leading to the formation of 
heavier and heavier elements. This is the slow way of the 
formation of elements (s-process>. Un<Jer special conditions - e.g. 
at the beginning of a supernova explosion - the el«.Hants around 
iron, formed by fusion, may be exposed to an extremely strong 
neutron flux as well. Then the nucleus captures a number of 
neutrons before starting to transform through one or more beta 
decays towards its stability valley. Through such multiple neutron 

captures (the so-called fast or r-process> isotopes far from 
stability are formed. 

In connection with nuclei, a number of questtons arises* 
Why is one nucleus stable while one that is only slightly 
different being unstable? When, where and in what kind of physical 
processes were the different isotopes formed? Is their abundance 
in the Universe uniform or not, and why is it like weobserve it. 
Me have partial answers to these questions, but many new 
discoveries are needed in various branches of physics and 
astronomy in the coming decades before we can really clearly see 
the history of the birth and later life of elements. 
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Abstract 
It has been shown that nonrelativistic gravitational 

and quantum effects become comparable at length scales about 
l<f*cm. Me have conjectured that, in this intermediate 
region, a certain nontrivial unification of gravitation and 
quantum theories is needed which would, furthermore, 
anticipate peculiar IHM effects and objects. 

Learning three disjoint domains of phenomena, three 
fundamental physical constants have become necessary to 
beintroduced. They arm, in turnt 

6 - Newton's gravitational constant for celestial sotion, 
с - velocity of light for electromagnetic fenomén« and 
h - Planck's .constant for atomic effects. 
Later on, more complex phenomena have also been 

investigated where two ones of th* above three fundamental 
phenomena have been simultaneously involved. The 
corresponding mathematical equations contain two fundamental 
constants, accordingly! 

6 and e - in cosmology, 
h and с - in particle physics, 
h and В - well, that is just the issue to be discussed 

below. 
Let us «dd that, for the recent decades, a peculiar 

domain of physicshas also been considered where all the 
three fundamental constants must be included. 
G and с and h - in the cosmology of the very early 
universe. 

Coming back to the combination h*Q we have to admiti we 
do not know any phenomenon where both gravitation (S> and 
quantization <h> would simultaneously play essential roles, 
while relativity <c> could not. Nevertheless, there does 
exist a logical motivation to assume such phenomena as well 
a« to guess their domain*"*. 

Let us consider two bodies, each of mass m, at a 
distance r from each other. The energy of their 
gravitational interaction is «bout 

U * ва'/г. (!) 



At the saa» time, the relative velocity of the two bodies 
has an uncertainty of about h/r«, due to Heisenberg*« 
uncertainty relations. Thus Quantum Mechanics predicts the 
following kinetic energy for the relative motions 

U s^/r'e. . <2> 

Let us assume the gravitational and quantum kinetical 
energies are of the same order. The proper condition is the 
following: 

re" ss h*/G* 10~**cmg* . <3> 

This condition does not allow us to determine bath the 
distance r and the м » m. Assume, however, the two bodies 
are of normal density (i.e. cca. Igcm" > and, furthermore, 
their sizes arm of the order of their distance r. Then the 
above mathematical condition will lead to the following 
critical mass and si:e, respectively: 

<«> 

m « 10""g . (3) 

Bodies of the above ranges of size and mass, getting 
close tn each other, would be influenced by a competition 
between nonrelativistic gravitational and Quantum effects. 
In practice, such a system is dominated by other, e.g. van 
der Naals forces, nevertheless, the above critical length 
and mass scales possess principal sense. One can not exclude 
tie oossitility that, in a certain domain of phenomena, the 
Newtonian gravitation and the quantization show up together 
indeed and they "do that jest on the critical scales 
calculated abowe. 

Physical system», smaller than the scale« (4)-<3>, •re-
expected to satisfy the usual quantum mechanics, i.e. the 
Sehr«dinger equation. On larger scales, however, quantum 
coherence gets blurred by gravitational uncertainties and, 
as a result, classical mechanics will govern the dynamics of 
the system in question. 

In a sense, the scales (4)-<3) represent a borderline 
between micro- and macroworld. Objects with scale« about C«) 
and <S> belong to the intermediate region where 
gravitational and quantum effects arm in competition. Their 
equations arm to be matched together. However, history of 
physics teaches us that such a unified theory must be mere 
than a simple coupling the two equations, Newton's and 
Schrödinger's ones, actually. 

Still we might not have a firm theory for the 
intermediate region, therefore unexpected effects or objects 
may turn out to be related to that region. On Fig. 1 we show 
a collection of various natural scales. It is noticable that 
the smallest known autonomous biological beings, i.e. myko-
plasms, have sizes and masses about <«> and <S>, respective
ly. Whether it is merely an accidental coincidence or some
thing more, we admit it is open question to discuss. 

2 О 
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The quantum gravity effects seem to introduce л 
stocnasxiс element into the purely determini stiс Quantum 
evoiution e^uat ions. Tms may perhaps lead to a new type 
of • mdetermmism'. or to a greater degree of freedom of 
Oenavtour. it this new freed»,* is important for life (for 
wnicn we do not want to argue Here/, then Life cannot P* 
described with the wet I-estabiished physical theories 
avai laoie now, and then further theoretical worn is 
needed. 
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Our world is rich in structures. Our deep past was significantly different from 
the observable face of our world. The process stretching between the present world, 
rich in structures, and the ancient world, poor in it, was progressed on two strongly 
connected parallel branches, on the cosmic and on the chemical-biological branches. 
The formation of the chemical elements stopped at the light atoms (lithium) in the 
homogeneous stage and the building up of the heavier elements, up to the uranium, 
was probably going on within the galaxies. 

INTRODUCTION 

We are living in a world, rich in structures. Our body consists of cells and the 
cells themselves are set up from very complicated organic compounds, the proteins, 
containing many thousands of atoms. One may split these very complicated organic 
compounds into atoms, and the atoms into electrons, protons neutrons. These par
ticles, however, are not the final building blocks of the matter, if one may speak 
from the smallest ones at all. These series of structures flow somewhere into the 
so-called intensive inanity. Looking towards the macro- and mega-size phenomena 
on the other side, we see series of structures building one on the other. Our life is 
corrected with a cosmic body, the Earth, and the energy necessary to maintan it 
given by an other cosmic body , the Sun. The Sun and the Earth, together with 
its eight 'planet-brothers', form the Solar System. The Sun, however, is only one 
of the 10" stars of our Galaxy, the Milky Way. The galaxies are concentrated into 
clusters of different sizes and this series disappears for our eyes somewhere in the 
so-called extensive infinity. Taking into account the fact that no information can 
proceed faster than the light looking into the extensive infinity brings us deeper and 
deeper into the past as well. The modern observing astronomy and the related the
oretical investigations revealed that our deep past was significantly different from 
the presently observable face of our world. What we observe today is a snapshot 
of a long cosmic history starting with a hot ancient stage, poor in structures, and 
producing the presently observable face of the Cosmos originated from the early 
phase by means of an explosion-like expansion producing a high variety of cosmic 
structures. The process stretching between the present world, rich in structures, 
and the ancier.t world, poor m it, was progressed on two stTong'.y connected par
allel branches. The first was the cosmic branch yielding the condensation of the 
matter into galaxies, stars and planets. The other branch is the chemical-biological 
branch producing the organization of matter into atoms, molecules and biological 
structures. From the philosophical point of view it is appropriate to use the term 

of evolution for the very complicated process starting with the ancient itage end 
leading tc the human being, organized into society. Nevertheleu, tome particular 
aspects of this evolution are only irreversible processes. In the astronomical termi
nology, however, they are also called evolution. According to our present knowledge 
the matter was microscopically and microscopically rather homogeneous before its 
fragmentation into cosmic bodies. The formation of the chemical elements stopped 
at the light atoms (lithium) is this homogeneous stage and the building up of the 
heavier elements, up to the uranium, was probably going on within the galaxies. 
The molecules, in particular the organic compounds, were synthesized only in cer
tain types of galaxies, like our Milky Way, and mostly at special places, in the 
dust and gas clouds, strongly concent- rating along the plane of symmetry of these 
galaxies. The formation of biological matter shows even much greater scatter in 
space and time. We know for instance that life does exist on the Earth but not on 
the Moon which is our next door neighbor on cosmic scale and probably we may 
say the same thing for the whole Solar System. Taking into account the fact that 
a significant part of the cosmic and chemical processes, required for the origin of 
the life, were going on within our Galaxy it seems to be reasonable to study the 
galactic part of these processes in more detail. 

THE GALACTIC STORY 

The story undoubtedly started with the formation of our Galaxy, There are 
many misty details in this story at the present but it does not mean that we do 
not have scientific ideas on the formation of the Milky Way. It means rather that 
we have moid answer for one question and w; do not know, based on the available 
observations, which of them is the correct one. We know, however, that the giobular 
clusters are the known eldest cosmic objects in our stellar system forming a slightly 
flattened, slowly rotating subsystem in our Galaxy. The chemical abundance of the 
elements heavier than the carbon is in most cases less than l£, tui< elements can not 
be synthesized, the low abundance of the heavier elements ir.iicate, in general, an 
early epoch of formation after the birth of the Galaxy. Nevertheless, the presence 
of these heavy elements in the globular clusters shows that they do not represent 
the primo'dial objects of the Milky Way because their heavy element content was 
already processed by some preceding stellar population. There were several attempt 
to find objects containing no heavy elements but without any results un;il now. 
Despite all of these one thinla that the globular clusters and those stars having 
similar chemical composition and kinematical properties as the globular clusters 
display the primordial form of the Milky Way. If we try to answer the question how 
our stellar system got its presently observable face we have to answer the question 
how the stars were born (where and when), what kind of dynamical effects the stars 
were experienced bringing them to the place we observe now and how they were 
enriched with different heavy elements. It is a characteristic feature of presently 
observable face of our Galaxy that the motion of a considerable fraction of the stars 
significantly differs from that of the globular clusters. These stars form a rapidly 
rotating strongly flattened system. This is the galactic disk and the system which 
the globular clusters belong to is the halo. The abundance of heavy elements 



of the disk stars is similar to that of our Sun which is also a member of this 
subsystem. The youngest stirs axe strongly concentrated to the symmetry plane 
of the disk. The nterstellar matter , consisting of gas ir.d dust particles of half 
micron diameter, is also concenTating on the same way. These youngest objects 
do not populate uniformly th? disk but display characteristic spiral anas. The 
concentration of the int. rstellar matter to the symmetry plane of :he GaJ-Jcy and 
the similar distribution of youngest stars together with the ordering of these objects 
into spiral arms led to the obvious assumption that there is a basic relationship 
among the birth of the stars, the interstellar matter and the presence of the spiral 
arms. 
THE BIRTH OF THE STARS 

It is a basic observational fact that the young stars always appears in interstellar 
dust and gas clouds. One may ask, of course, how can we decide which stars are 
young. In 1947 Ambarcumjan sovjet astronomer pointed out that the trapezium 
system in the Orion constellation was dynamically unstable. It means that the 
stars of the trapezium have to be very young because since their formation only 
a short time could pass due to the instability of the system. The stars of the 
trapezium were hot blue stars. Ambarcumjan showed furthermore thi! these hot 
blue stars, the so-called О and В type stars always appeared in smaller-greater 
groups, in stellar associations. The stellar associations are gravitationally weakly 
bounded systems. Moreover, according to some measurements, there are among 
them gravitationally unbounded systems as well. Therefore, if we observe them 
presently it passed only a short time on cosmic time scale since their formation. In 
the second half of the 30th and especially starting from the 60th due to the rapid 
development of the electronic computers it became possible to modelize the birth 
and evolution of the stars. These models confirmed that the О and В type stars 
finished their careers withir a few million years and it was justified on this way 
Ambarcumjan's idea on the young age of these objects also theoretically. The close 
relationship between the spatial distribution of the young stars and the interstel
lar matter obviously suggested between them some genetic connection. A widely 
accepted idea for tais relationship was the instabilities and th<- subsequent gravi
tational contraction of the inter- stellar matter. Trying to make some quantitative 
prediction based on this hypothesis one encounters serious difficulties. The basic 
physical quantity of the gravitational fragmentation of the interstellar matter is the 
Jeans length indicating the Chirac- teristic size at which the diffuse media become 
unstable against gravi- tational contraction at a given density and temperature. 
Taking into account the average density and temperature of the interstellar matter 
then this characteristic size equals a few times 10* solar mass. It means that a 
cloud having the mass of a stellar association could be formed on this way but it 
remains open the question how proceeds the fragmentatior. 'inti! the birth of the 
stars. Л possible way for it if we assume that the Jeans length is also changes during 
the subsequent contraction and cooling of the clouds formed by the fragmentation 
of the homogeneous primordial diffuse matter. This situation changes drastically 

by taking into account other instabilities and processes which are capable of pro
ducing conditions in the interstellar matter being significantly different from the 
average. Involving processes which are helping the condensation of diffuse matter 
to overcome the 'initial difficulties' and changes its temperature and density then 
the formation of individual stars might be possible, There art many discussion» in 
this context on the role of different shock processes propagating in the interstel
lar medium and making suitable conditions for star formation. There are several 
triggering mechanisms for exciting shock waves of different size*. Such triggering 
mechanisms could be the cloud-cloud collisions, stellar wind bubbles around hot 
luminous stars and dynamical disturbances in the disk of our Galaxy. At this point 
we turn back to the problem of origin of spiral arms characterizing certain type of 
galaxies, like ours. The dynamical response of the disk of ti* typ« of stellar sys
tems is a spiral form disturbance propagating as a density wave. The gravitational 
potential well changes the streaming direction of the interstellar matter. Since this 
streaming supersonical this change triggers a shock wave. The shock wave make* 
the necessary compression of the interstellar matter providing suitable conditions 
for star formation. The stars born in the wave front and having short lifetimes, 
e.g. the hot blue giant stars, we observe near to their birth places and displays 
beautifully the spiral arms. The formation of the stars from the diffuse matter is 
probably not a strictly gravitational process. The presence of the magnetic force 
significantly changes the hydrodynamical behavior of the matter. In any cue the 
star formation is completed by the gravitation. 

DINAMICAL EVOLUTION 
The primordial Galaxy differed mostly from its present fact in that respect that 

it was a slightly Battened, slowly rotating spheroid and did not contain the disk. 
The Erst generation of the stars conserved this feature. After the formation of the 
stars their motion was strictly governed by the gravitational force. The fate of the 
remaining matter was different. Due to cooling down it was continuously loosing 
energy while its angular momentum remained unchanged. As a consequence it 
could contract along the axis of rotation but in the perpendicular direction it much 
more difficult. This difference in the contraction along the rotational axis and in the 
perpendicular direction led to the formation a gaseous disk and the star formation 
continued in the disk. The timetable of the star formation was different in the 
different subsystems of our Galaxy. The birth rate of the stars in the halo is very 
low recently. The gas in the halo produced he globular clusters and the density of 
the rest of the matter is in general to low at the present time [or the formation of 
new stars. In the disk of the Galaxy the conditions are completely different. Since a 
tot of gas was concentrated after the initial contraction, ending to the formation of 
the disk, the birth of the stars has been continued until now. The initial dynamical 
evolution made an important by-product, the central condensation of th* Galaxy, 
the bulge. The large spatial number density of the stars may indicate that th« 
initial gas density and the stellar birth rale was very high in this region. Th* 
present value of this birth rate is very low, together with the low density of the 
interstellar gas. According to some hypotheses the gas is continuously swept out 



by a galactic wind or by some explosions coins on in the central part of our stellar 
system. The central region of the Galaxy is not simply a region populated by 
stars mors denrely. High resolution radio measurements indicated that there is an 
object of less than 10 astronomical unit diameter and of 4 million solar masses. 
Some people believe that thi? central body is a massive blacl; hole and the release 
of the energy, which is also observable in the centre of the quasars, proceeds by 
means of the matter falling into the black hole. The riddle of the quasars and 
the active galactic nuclei are in the highlight of the astronomical research since 25 
years but we are far from understanding the w*y of the formation of those objects 
acd the source of the energy released. 

CHEMICAL EVOLUTION - THE DEATH OF THE STARS 
As we have mentioned earlier the fusion of the atomic nuclei was stopped some

where at the lithium, after the Big Bang and before the fragmentation of the mat
ter into clcuds. The subsequent chemical evolution took place already within .h • 
Galaxy. We have mentioned earlier that the primeval stellar population conserved 
the initial form of our Galax)". To study the process of the chemical enne}1 ment of 
the Miiky Way we have to investigate their spatial distribution. As to the heavier 
elements, the Earth, Sun, meteorites, the interstellar matter and the stars in the 
solar neighborhood have a very similar chemical abundance in respect to the rel
ative abundance of the elements heavier than the hydrogen and the helium. The 
subsystems of our Galaxy differ from each of the other i»> relative abundance of 
the hydrogen and the Helium to the heavier elements. The chemical composition 
of the Sun is usually called as the cosmic abundance which is X=.o9, Y=.3S and 
Z-.02 where the numbers represent the weight fraction of the hydrogen. Helium 
and the heavier elements, respectively. We can Snd stars in the Solar neighbor
hood which contain much less heavy elements than our Sun. These metal poor 
stars also differ in their kinernatical properties. They do not belong to the disk of 
our stellar system like the globular clusters and their heavy element abundance is 
I/IO and 1/100 that of the Sun. There is strong correlation between the kinemat-
ical properties and the chemical abundance of the stars. The stars in the highly 
flattened disk have nearly circular orbits around the centre of the Galaxy and their 
chemical abundance is similar to our Sun. The stars in the halo, at the contrary, 
have orb'ts of large 'excentricity and low heavy element ccntent. In the context 
of the dynamical evolution we mentioned already that the galactic disk probably 
born by the collapse of the diffuse matter not condensed into stars during the for
mation of the halo. The spatial distribution of the heavy elements indicate that 
the chemical enrichment took place during the formation of the disk. It means 
that some process had to exist producing heavy t'ements and recycle them into 
the inter- stellar matter and the newly born stars inherited already this abundance 
cf elements. There is an other gradient in the abundance of the heavy elements 
pointirg towards the galactic renter, very' well pronounced by the globular clus
ters. Arcording to this gradient the heavy element content of the globular clusters 
increase in the direction of the centre of our galbxy. For this gradient probably 
the processes are responsible producing the heavy elements during the formation 

of the central condensation. In the light of all these fact« we have to consider 
what kind of processes could be responsible for the he "y element formation. If 
we intended to synthesize these elements from lighter components (the Big Bang 
produced only light nuclei) we can get some idea on the possible processes and 
the necessary physical conditions, b> comparing the initial and the final chemical 
abundances. The burning of the hydrogen into Helium is going on at few ten mil
lion degrees. This process is the major source of the energy production of the vast 
majority of the stars. The burning of Helium into heavier elements requires some 
hundred million degrees and the building up of the element* on this way can pro
ceed to the iron, energetically the most siable among the elements. In the reality 
this process can not get the iron because the star becomes unstable before reaching 
it. The synthesis of elements heavier than the iron requires some non-equilibriuxa 
process. This non-equilibrium process may take place in the supernova explosions. 
Among the most precious records in the old chronicles are those reporting on the 
unexpectedly appeared new stars. The most famous among them perhaps the ce
lestial phenomenon appeared in 1054 and recorded by Chinese astronomers having 
at present a characteristic nebular patch, the Crab nebula, in its place. This neb
ula emits observable electromagnetic radiation from the gamma to the radio range 
indicating the presence of energetic particles moving in strong magnetic field. Ac
cording to theoretical computations these stellar explosions, called also supernova 
explosions, sign the death of stars heavier than a certain critical threshold. There 
are controversial values for this critical mass but it probably larger than 1.6 solar 
masses, the Chandrasekhar limit. The corresponding investigations revealed that 
the lifetime of the stars having masses lower than our Sun comparable with the age 
of our Galaxy. We mentioned earlier that the heavier elements represent only a few 
percent of the mass of stars having the Solar chemical abundance. Their estimated 
total mass equals about 1 0 u solar masses. It means that about 10' solar masses 
had to be converted into heavier elements. Analyzing the frequency of Supernovae 
in external galaxies one concluded that in the average there is one flare-up in every 
few decades in galaxies similar to ours. As a matter of fact the last supernova in 
our galaxy was observed by Kepler in 1604. If we compared these frequencies with 
the 10' ° years age of the galactic disk we conclude that every supernova had to 
produce 2-3 solar masses heavier elements. Of course, not this whole amount was 
built up by explosive processes but stiil a significant fraction should be produced 
by explosions. Taking into account the large uncertainties of these estimations the 
Supernovae could be responsible for all of the heavy elements but it is worth of dis
cussing other possible resources. There are very energetic processes in some galactic 
nuclei which appears dramatically pronounced in the quasars. Unfortunately, until 
now we are far from having detailed models from these energetic phenomena and 
therefore we are not in a position to make quantitative estimations concerning the 
heavy element production in these processes. TÍ4e next step in the chemical evo
lution was the synthesis of the molecules in the interstellar space. In the last 20 
years by means of the radio astronomical observations one discovered a number of 
organic molecules, predominantly in dense interstellar dust clouds. Namely, inside 



these clouds the molecules are protected against the destroying interstellar radi
ation field. So the chemistry and the survival of molecules is localised at certain 
particular places in our Galaxy. There is a very complicated process towards the 
birth of biological structures and the appearance of intelligence. The cosmic phe
nomena outlined obviously give a general frame work for them but the details of 
these processes are far beyond the scope of the present paper. 

About tue mentioned possible black note in tne 
galactic center, it is wortnwmle to rtmember tue reaeer 
to the paper 'Physical Backgrounds...' in tins Volume, 
mere Fig. г gives interesting constraints between masses 
ana sixes. 

Norn, an objttet with 4 million solar masses can be s 
black note with a site cca. ix of tne mentioned observee 
upper limit. 
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ABSTRACT.lt Is pr«scnt«d h«r« th« sain nuclair reaction« producing 
energy la stellar Interiors. By these reactions the stars are wor
king as alcnimlc factories in traasautatlng the «lements building 
up the periodic system of elements from the hydrogen until the 
Iron and more. Then It is given an outline of stellar evolution on 
the Hertxsprung-Kussell diagram. I point out. that the widely pro
pagated belief of the exclusiveness of the contraction at stellar 
formation has to face with basical challenges confirmed by new 
observations. The early stages of stars seem to -show behaviours 
contradicting the generally held views of stellar birth. 1 give 
here some ways to test the possibility that some unknown, basi
cally new reaction is at work at young stellar cores (e.g. a phase 
transition of Biggs-bosons). 

DETAILS. The stars are starring by their own iatinslc nature. As 
far as we understand it now, mostly gravitational and nuclear en
ergies are liberated in the stellar bodies. Until today, it is not 
made any systematical test about any basical need to look for some 
new fundamental process supplying stellar energies. What we know 
is that most of the stars which are old enough, we can Interpret 
with a more or less coherent picture in which these stars are born 
from a contraction of a protest«liar nebula when the two main ener
gy producing process are the gravitational contraction and the nuc
lear fusion. 

Nevertheless, the young stars are presenting some principal dif
ficulties to this picture. In this way it seems that our under
standing of the stars can gat a radical Innovation just from the 
study of the evolution of the young, just born stars. I want to 
show here some ways opening before us in this field. 

By the claasical contraction hypothesis the protos>tellar nebula 
starts to contract by a gravitational Instability or with the 
halp of som« outer effect e.g. shock-waves from supernova« or 
high-velocity stellar winds from neighborhood young stars.In this 
first stage the star is contracting and the liberating gravitati
onal energy Is used to rise th« t«mp«ratur« of the star. Half of 
the energy produced is radiated away from th« surfac« of th« star. 
During the contraction the first energy producing nuclear reaction 
starts to work at about million Kálvin degre*. This is the 
so-called d«ut«rlum-burning(Stahl«r,1983). At this stag« the star 
has a large radius and a low surface temperature, so the star is 
above the main sequence in the teaperature-luminosity diagram 
(Hertzsprung-Russell diagram,see Fig.I.) where our Sun is now. 
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Fig.l. 
H«rtzsprung-Russ«ll diagram of th« solar neighborhood stars 

Aft«r th« exhaustion of the deuterium-fuel the star begins to con
tract again and th« «n«rgy Is supplied again mainly from tha gra
vitation.Whan th« t«mp«ratur« at stsllar cores reaches four milli
on Kelvin degree, a new reaction starts to work, the proton-proton 
reaction (Salpeter,1952, Beth«,1939). 
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As a result, th« proton-proton chain produces helium from hydrogen, 

4H-* B* and liberal*» (.7 M«V par nucleon entrgy. 
During the proton-proton chain th* energy production goes with the 
fourth power of the teaperatura, 

«г»« I 4-
The next fusion reaction» the CKO cycle begins to work when the 
central teoperature reaches T> 16*1(TK, 
n C + p-»*N *f fcW* T * 
в В - Л + «*+vfc 
e C + p-»*K +•$ 

< V N + p-»*0 + 7> 

^ • » " N + «* + 4 

* N + pV*C +*He. 

As a result, 4 H-» He and the CNO elements are catalizators. When 
th* hydrogen is also exhausted, the star begins to contract until 
Its central temperature reaches НТК when the He burning starts. 

At this stage the star turns off the main sequence and becomes a 
red giant because the huge energy production blows up the envelope 
of the star and its radius becomes so large that th* surface 
temperature decreases significantly. 

The star then exhausts its He content too and gravitational cont
raction of stellar cores periodically alternates with new types of 
nuclear reactions while th* central teoperature of the star is 
continuously arising. 

i*C-e Kg, Я«, Ha, Al 
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When tha central temperature reaches 2000 < the stellar cor* 
begins to produce the most stabil «lement, th* Iron. With the de
velopment of th* Iron cor*, th« star can easily b* unable to «mart 
•nough thermodynaalcal pressure la its core against tha hydrostatic 
pressure of th« envelope «ad th« «tar can collaps« «ad explode 
which w« Interpret a« a supernova explosion. D- ring the explotion 
•11 the heavier «laments ar« easily produced and ar« thrown lato 
th* interstellar «рас*. 
la this way th* supernovas are making us the favour to produce the 
earthly «Urnents and to dtvtlop th« background of oar existence 
here (now the reader 1* expected to fe*l h«r/hlms«lf a« a supernova 
remnant). Recently It appeared n*w theories acclaiming that two or 
thre* or aor« supernovas ar« n«e««««ry (or «plaining th« detail« 
of th* ch*aical composition of th* Earth. 

As a first ch«ck of th* eoatractloa hypothesis we can use eh« 
results of th* neutrino detections from the solar core(Davis, 
1970-). Th« standard tb«or«tlc*l solar model« «u||*st that w« 
should have to measure a solar neutrino flux with th« proton-proton 
cycl« (Jh« central temperature of the Sua is about 14 million K) 
7.ÍW 10" counts/see, I • 7.( solar neutrino unit(SMU). Th« solar 
neutrino problem, which is a basic»! challenge of our understanding 
the Sun, consist« is th* fact that th* measured neutrino flux is 
less than th« third of this value, 

L - 7.1 SNU (Davis et al.,1990). 

What means more, recently there are new and independent measures 
of the solar neutrino flux strengthening this result and simulta
neously suggesting strongly that the solar neutrino flux is 
changing in (antl)eorrelation with th« solar aagnetlc activity 
cycle of eleven years ( see Fig.2. and Lande,1990, Davis,1989). 



Fig.г. 
The ancicorrelat£on of th« solar neutrino flux as maasurad 

with th« * Ar counts with th« xunspot number 

Tt presents a fundamental problem with the standard solar aodels. 
tod If v» do not understand our Sun. what can we think about our 
understanding of the much less known other stars? 

One possibility to explain the ceutrlno discrepancy la to assuffl« 
that the Sun does not work as a regulated fusion reactor япа the 
observed antlcorrelatlon of the solar neutrino flux with the solar 
activity indices reflects real changes at the solar core in the 
energy producing reactions with the 11 years cycle. Recently I 
made a suggestion» that (e.g.tidal) flows at the solar cor« with 
an amplitude of 1 - НГса/s can produce in a local «agnatic field 
assumed to be present with a strength of 10 Gauss can generate 
local thermonuclear runaways which aakes tha energy production 
to be unbalanced (Grandpierre,1990a.b). Öpik (1972) has shown that 
the gravitational effects of the planets Jupiter. Earth, Venus 
and Saturn generate a tidal flow in the Sun with an amplitude 
of 100 cm/». In regarding the magnetic fields, it is usual to 
assume much larger strength at the solar core and the 10 Gauss 
value seems to be quite plausible. The mechanism works in the fol-
lowing vay. The flows mean that electrically charged particles 
of the ionised solar plasma are moving in a magnetic field. This 
means that a dynamo effect is at work and so the flows generate 
electric fields locally. The electric fields are accelerating 
the particles to a large speed during which they suffer continu
ously many collisions so they heat the plasia to a very high tem
perature locally, because the nuclear reactions are excresely 

sensitiv« to the taaeeratur«, «ad к м м и of • positiv« feedback 
(the larger th« temperature, the larger th« rat« ef th« energy 
production, which tie«« th« »ere th« temperature etc.). 1st thi* 
way from time to time • local thermonuclear runaway develops which 
then generate« exlosive cell«. These celle are hotter then their 
surrounding«• so they «r« accelerated by th« buoyant fere« out» 
ward* towards the surface. They can reach the surface where they 
may produce secondary explosions which lead to flat« phenomena 
what is th« moat spectacular phenomena of solar and stellar acti
vity. 

It is interesting to not« bar« that Vood(1972) calculated th« pla
netary tides exerted to the Sun and he found that the tide« run 
in close correlation with th« sunspot numbers for two hundred 
years having a eycl« of 11.2 years (Fige.3,*.). kith this mecha
nism I waa able to interpret the dependence of stellar activity 
cyclea on rotation rataa(Crandpierre,1990b). 

number»(«olid line) 
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Tlg.S. 
Color-magnitude ditgrae of globular cluateca 
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Ftg-6. Flg.7. 

Observed color-magnitude diagram 
of NGC 1866 

Calculated synthetic color-
magnitude diagram of NGC 1866 

;\ov let us see an interpretive diagram for the young stellar clus
ters (Fig.8., from Cohen and Kuhl.1979). Plotted are the evolutio
nary tracks for stars with different masses (expressed in teres of 
solar masses). In these the stars begin со evolve from up towards 
che sain sequence. First the tracks are almost vertical»which 
means that the scars are gaining cheir energies in chese stages 
mainly from, gravitational contrattioB. Stellar models are telling 
us chac in these stages the stars are completely conveccive, i.e. 
buoyant forces are mixing the material through che stars. For lar
ger masses, these vertical lines turns after a tine into almost 
horizontal. These horizontal tracks belongs to a radiative state 
of stellar interiors when the convective flows are ceasing at the 
stellar cores. Plotted are the isochrones which show the times 
necessary to reach the point on the cracks with contraction. The 
contractive process can be followed with the help of the constant 
stellar radius linesi dashed). 

Fig.8. 
Interpretive diagram of young stellar clusters 

With the help of Fig. 8. it is easy to interpret now the Hertzs-
prung-Russell diagrams(HRPs) of Che young stellar clusters. First 
let we see the HRD of the few million years old NGC 2264 cluster 
on Fig.9.(Kalker,1956). On« can recognize that the cluscer is so 
young,chac che scars wich spectral cypes later Chen B9 (log T 4.1) 
had not the occasion during their lives to reach the sain sequen
ce (the smaller the mass of a scar, the later its spectral type, 
che slower its evolution). This means that Che turn on to che main 
sequence did not happened for all the scare. WhaC is also very in
teresting is that some stars are below the tain sequence. By the 
contraction hypothesis this fact cannot goc any interpretation. 
The area below the main sequence is a forbidden region for Che 
young stars by this hypothesis. 



Flg.9. 
Color-magnitude diagram of NGC 226*(observed) 

A more recent diagram for the same young cluster for more faint 
stars are made by Adams et al..l983 (Fig. 10). What we can see 
here is the shocking fact that a significant aoount of the faint 
stars are below the main sequence! It is characteristic to the po
pularity of the contraction hypothesis within the astronomers that 
the authors of this work constructing this diagram even did not try 
to interpret this fact. 

The thing is that the two diagram is easily be united in our mind 
(I will do it in an other paper). Then it is clear that the ten
dency of the stars towards later spectral types (lover surface 
temperatures) to getting closer to the main sequence is really 
continued at the fainter stars so that around log T -3.60 already 
a large percent of stars are below the main sequence(3MS). It is 
really surprising that the tendency of the lower temperature stars 
to be sore far away from the main sequence» which i3 also prescri
bed by the contraction hypothesis» Is completed with an opposite 
tendency which broadens the main sequence into a fan-shaped area. 
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Fig.10. 
Observed Hertxsprung-Russell diagram of che 

fainc stars in NGC 2264 

This characteristic of the lover main sequence is also shova in 
Fig.11. for the faint flare stars of the few hundred million years 
old Pleiades young cluster (Parsamyan, Oganyan 1989) in their 
spectrum-luminosity diagram. It seems that from chair 333 scars 
more than the half is below the main sequence. 

One of the most young stellar clusters is the 1С 1396 in the 
Orion which is a few million years old only. The recent measure
ments of 276 hydrogen emission stars ( which art the ones thought 
widely to be pre-aain-sequtnet PMS stars) is ihovn in the lumino
sity-color diagram of Kun(1990),see Fig.12.. This diagram is prac
tically the same is the HRO. As one can see. there are a lot of 
medium-mass scars with a color B-V»^-0.5)-(+0.5) (which is an equi
valent of a spectral type B5-C0 or a temperature 30 000 К - 5 900 
К) below the main sequence. One can speculate thac as the stars 
become older, they lose mass enough to turn into a later spectral 
type while still p-eservlng their BMS state (Fig.12.). 



Fig.U. 
Spectrum-luminosity diagram of the 333 faint flar« 

stars In the Pleiades cluster 
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Fig.12. 
Color-magnitude dlagraa of tha H-elpha amission 

«cars In tha Orion young clustsr 

When looking after a HUD for larger mass young stars• ve can set 
the dlagraa of Finksnatlltr and Mundt(1974) ,Fig.13. It Is very 
strange that while at tht old »teller aggrtgatas and clusttr* 
we do not stt any objects below the main sequence, just at tht 
young stars, which should have to be high above tht main »equenc», 
do wt st* objects to be BMS stars. There art some tfforts oadt to 
interpret thtst strängt diagrams with observational errors, »elec
tion»! effects or by abnormal circumstellar absorption. Neverthe
less, wt hav* to keep In our mind, that Adams tt al.(19*3) provtd 
that any abnormal circussttllar absorption ÍM measured to be play 
a role orders of magnitudes ltss than 0.1 percent. Froa tht work 
of ?arsaayan(198b) it is clear that foreground scars, observatio
nal errors and spectral type uncertainties while ere playing a 
role, their sum tfftct 1* significantly Its* than tht obstrvtd 
tfftct. 
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Fig.13. 
Herttsprung-Russell diagram for Herbig Ae/Be stars 

Ic seems that ve have enough observational basis to look after 
some ocher conception of stellar birth and early evolution. Al
ready in 195* Ambartsumian developed an alternative idea for 
stellar origin trying to interpret the observations showing that 
tne expansion processes are dominating at the formation of stars. 
It is still true that the contraction hypotheses did not got any 
direct observational support. At the young stars by the contrac
tion hypothesis we should have to observe generally mass infall 
to the siars. What is observed, is the opposite. All the young 
stars are showing signs of mass outflows, without any unambiguous 
sign of mass inflow. The most young the star•the most pronounced 
are the signs of mass outflows. Just at the youngest stars the 
so-called bipolar mass outflows are the most developed. The obser
vations are telling us that the stars are born in associations of 
early-type 03 stars and later-type T Tauri type stars and these 
associations are expanding (see also Grandpierre,19SÓ). 

Ambartsuaian suggests that a superdense prssteller aattrlal 1* ex
panding and ita tran«formation at lower densities to normal stel
lar material ii the process creating the start. For a long ties 
this hypotheses did not got much attention because tha theory 
was not developed enough in detail to be able to model tha star 
formation process. Nevertheless, recently the Nobel-prize winner 
Lee and his co-workers developed mors concretely tha idea that 
superdense Higgt-bosons In coherent state can form stars which 
are able to produca energies much more effectively than tha or
dinary matter, i.e. with almost 100 percent effectivity (Fried-
berg, Lea. Pang 1987 and Chiu.1990). 

Haro(1976> proposed a view by which tha youngest stellar objects 
are the so-called Herbig-Haro objects. Ha assumed that there exist 
an evolutionary line from tht Herbig-Haro objects from below tha 
main sequence through the Herbig Ae/Be stars or at lower masses 
trhrough the T Tauri stars to th« flart stars. It Is Interesting 
to note here that recently Movsesyan and Magakyan(1989) published 
a paper about a new object with optical bipolar outflow CoKu Tau/I. 
Tltis object is very faint and its spectrum seems to b* similar 
to the Kerblg-Haro objects. This means that this star is deeply 
below the main sequence on the HRD while at the sari time it Is 
very young since it has a strong bipolar outflow. Jutt these cha
racteristics should have to possess the youngest stellar objects 
formating by expansion, having unusually high surface temperature 
(keeping left in the HRD) and being very faint(keeping down from 
the main sequence). 

There are other signs showing that there are two basically diffe
rent ways of star foraation. Some T Tauri type stars are clearly 
formed in regions far from any nebula, these are the isolated 
T Tauri stars (De La Reza et al.,1989). It seems to be hardly 
interpreted the origin of stars with contraction of a nebula 
without signs of a nebula which are normally easily observed around 
a star. 

It is clear since a long time that some baslcal difficulties are 
present for the contraction hypotheses to interpret the HRD evo
lutionary tracks of young scars. There are some age-parameters 
like the variability, the Li-abundance, the nebulosity, the Infre-
red excesses fu the circumstellar dust, the presence of bipolar 
outflows, the hydrogen emission line strength which whea shown 
in the HRD of young clusters, does r.ot show a clear tendency to 
correlate with the age derived from the position of the stars in 
the HRD (Walter et al.,1988,see Fig.14.). In this diagram the T 
letters represents T Tauri stars with early activity characteris
tics and che filled circles are for the so-called naked T Taurl 
stars uhiiA are much less active by the above age-parameters. 
Nevertheless, it is a significant overlapping on the KRD for 
thise two different kinds of objects. 



Fig. 14. 
riertzprung-Russell diagram oi the pre-main-sequence 

stars in the Taurus-Auriga young cluster 

3n Fi^. 15. it is presented the decay of chroaospheric emission 
with stellar age. The crosses stand for main-sequence solar-mass 
scars, the letters T mark T Tauri stars» the asterisks represent 
naked T Tauri stars in regarding their Mg II h + к fluxes. 
The open circles stand for naked T Tauri stars, the filled circles 
for solar-aass stars by their Ca II H + К surface fluxes. The 
solii line is the exponential-decay solution for Mg II from Simon, 
Herbig and öoesgaard. The classical T Tauri stars are clearly 
anomalous. 1 think that this diagram suggest that the T Tauri 
scars show an activity supplied by an extra source. 
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Fig.IS. 
The dependence of the strength of chroaosphe-le 

activity of young and main sequence stars 

Appenteller(1983) remarked that eh* activity of T Tauri «tan may 
be 10 -10 times stronger than in the Sun relative со the photo-
spheric continuum, Secause the chromospheric emission in the Sun 
is 6.77*10** part of the photospheric value (see e.g. Atnay,1976), 
this means chat the chromospheric emission of the T Tauri stars 
may be ten times stronger then Che photospheric continuum for 
these stars. I suggest that In this case the T Tauri stars be
have like a continuously erupting Instable objects rather than 
possess with a stable photosphere. At T Tauri stars the larger 
part of energy may liberate in form of flares which makes it a 
hard task to locate them in the HM. If one count the excess 
energy of the flares as radiated from a normal photosphere, it 
is clear that ve locate these stars more high above the main 
sequence than they as stars are. This means again, that some 
T Tauri stars are much closer or below the main sequence. 

Ey my hypothesis of tidally triggered stellar activity, the level 
of activity is strongly influenced by planetary tides. Because 
the planet formation is going on a time scale ICT-liT years, 
one can expect the rise of the planetary induced flare activity 
with this shift in stellar ages. There are observations showing 
this effect. Herbig, Vrba and Rydgren(I986) made a suggestion, 
that e.g. the T Tauri star FQ Tau is only slightly above its 
presumed point on the main sequence, yet it has a very string 
emission spectrum with a line width of hydrogen alpha IK A.# 

The similar spectral type Pleiades stats are showing only 3 A 
in comparison 



1 suggest that in completing the classical contraction hypothesis 
ii is in work at stellar formation an alternative expansion-born 
process. During the evolution these expanding objects can quickly 
or slowly intersect the main sequence from below, depending on 
their sasses. Their activity characteristics are also influenced, 
by the planetary tides effecting on the« when they turn to be 10 
- 10 years old. In this way the confusion on relating the age 
characteristics with the localization on the HRD can be dismissed 
with the careful analysis of the individual objects. 

If it is in work a new type of energy producing mechanise, the po
sition anomalies can give us some physical Insight into Its phy
sics. Л11 the young stars below the main sequence are extremely 
Interesting objects to reveal this new physics. It is highly pro
mising to separate the two class of young objects in the HRD. In 
making this, ve would be able to derive synthetic HRDs for the 
contracting and expanding objects separately. With the help of 
these HRDs showing the localization of the two classes of objects 
we could derive separately their evolutionary tracks from observa
tions in comparing the different young clusters diagrams. 

It is worthwlle to note that the existence of the í'an-shaped area 
ar young clusters gives us a little physical Insight of the nature 
of the stars located below the main sequence. It is well known, 
that metal-poor dwarfs, the so-called subdwarfs populates the same 
area in very old globular clusters. These subdwarfs possess very 
high space velocity characteristic of Population II stars which is 
a decisive sign of their old ages. The BMS objects found in 
young stars does not have this high space velocity, consistently 
with the age of its parent clusters. In this way we can think that 
these dwarf s:ars are originating in a process which produces no 
setals, just as in the case of the creation events (see Arp, Bur-
bidge.Hoyle.Xarlikar,Vickriaasinghe,1990). I can suggest to inter
pret the fanshape in a way that expansion-born stars with larger 
Initial masses can pull on more metal-rich material from their en
vironment by their larger gravitation in their earliest stages 
when they are very hot but very faint. The larger the mass of the 
star, the more material it is attracted to the surface oi the star, 
the more close it will be to the main sequence. 

It seems to be an urge need of efforts constructing observational 
KRDs for young clusters and calculate synthetic HRDs with a spe
cial care for unusual objects. The evolution of very young stellar 
objects promises new and challenging excitements by predicting 
chat basically new physical processes are at work and we can 
observe and understand their nature. 
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The roots of the idea for universal abundances of the chemical elements go back to 
the thirties or forties of oar century when fine spectral analysis of stellar spectra became 
available. With increasing amount of material surprising uniformities were found: the abun-
dances of the different chemical elements were the same is the photospheres of the Sun or in 
remote stars, interstellar clouds or the celestial objects. The differences in the abundances 
did not exceed the error o! their determination. 

The most precise method to determine cosmic abundances is a spectral fine analysis 
which is described in many textbooks [I], (2J. The essence of the procedure is that we h we to 
construct the model of the radiating region of the celestial body (distribution of temperature, 
pressure, velocity, turbulence, chemical composition etc), we have to know the relevant 
atomphyskal data of the radiating species (spectral line strengths, population of the atomic 
energy levels, line broadening). With this knowledge we compute the frequency distribution 
of the emergmg radiation and we compare it with the observed spectra. The parameters of 
the radiating region must be varied until the best coincidence cf the observed and computed 
spectra is found. One of the parameters is the chemical abundance of the elements, thus, 
we can determine them. This procedure is complicated, because of its uncertainties the 
abundances can be determined in the most favourable cases by an accuracy of factor 2-
3. The photosphere of a star в hot, we can determine abundances oi dements since the 
molecules are destroyed except for some stable molecules in cool stellar atmospheres. 

The abundances of the light elements from H to Li are surprisingly uniform in very 
diferent celestial bodies and the same is true for the heavier dements. The simple picture 
of mixing the observed cosmic abundances bom two uniform mixtures of light and heavy 
elements is very dose to the reality. We have, however, to mention the numerous exceptions 
to this simple picture. 

The following theoretical background can explain this simple picture. The abundances 
of the light elements from H to Li depend critically on the early evolution of the universe, it 
is now generally accepted that D, He, Li were produced in the big bang while the heavier el
ements were produced in stellar interiors and they were expelled in the interstellar space uy 
supernova explosions of massive stars in the early phases of the evolution of galaxies. These 
are the main Hues of our knowledge on the creation of chemical elements. The numerous 
exceptions in the observed abundances must be explained individually. The explanations are 
usually acceptable, thus our simple picture on the creation of the chemical dement* has sur-

3 6 

vived the challenge by the observations which indicate very peculiar chemical coraposrtios» 
in the atmosphere of some stais. 

Finally we give a typical composition for stars of Population L the abundances of some 
chemical elements in the photosphere of the Sun (2). The abundance is the logarithm of 
the number density of the given species in a volume which contain» 1012 hydrogen atoms. 
Population I indicates that the stars belong to the younger stellar population of our Galaxy. 

Chemical abundances of some dements in the solar photosphere Щ 

H He С N О F Ne Na Mg A) Si P S 
12.0 ? 8.5 7.9 8.S 4.6 7.6 6Л 7.6 6.4 7.7 М 7.2 
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The path of the evolution of aatter can be described - as a 
first approximation - by the series of stable structures 
/Bérezi, 1978./. This series represents a hierarchy of en-
bedding. The series can be divided to two parts, not only 
from antropocentric. point of views, to a cosmic series and 
to a microworld series. /Stable structures are results of 
equivalency-classifications on structural levels: they are 
the representatives of the structural levels.//Fig. 1./ 

Solar System, which belong to a star, i.e. the Sun, can be 
divided to. two basic types of subsystems in this stable 
structure series. Description of the evolution of the Solar 
System by these two structural units: by crystals and planet
ary bodies will be in focus in our paper. These units make it 
possible to give two independent models: one which describes 
chemical structure and differentiations, and one which de
scribes the "gravitational crystallization* In the size-
frequency spectrum of preplan«tary bodies./Table.1./ 

Three principles form the basic steps in this review: 
1. Reduction: which, is used to correspond the main steps of 

evolution to two stable structures of the Solar System: 
to crystals and to planetary bodies; 

2. Differentiation of a set: the set of the two basic stab
le structures will be considered with common origin, and 
evolutionary history will be shown as global /and local/ 
differentiation events followed on spectra of structures; 
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Fig.l. The hierarchy of "stable structures" 
The concept "stable structure" refers a relative stability of 
the structures during decomposition or building. Layer-repre
sentatives of this "stable structure" hierarchy form multisets 
which later undergo on a crystallization period which produce 
the following layer of "stable Structure" /Bérezi, 1978./. 
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Three kinds of multiple-particle system-approaches In the Solar System Evclutlon Models 

Authors Multiset 
considered 

Parameter 
distinguished Regardless of Phenomena 

which preserved the events 

Kepler 
Newton 

orbiting 
mass-points 

orbital 
elements 

a. chemic. compos. 
b. size-frequency 

remnant orbits of celestial 
bodies in the Solar System 

Lai.iMr 
Lewle-
-Barshay 

Grossman 
orbiting 
minerals 

chemical 
composition 

a. orbital element 
b. size-frequency 

composition of minerals in 
smaller and larger bodies 
of the Solar System 

Hartmann 
Kilhelms 
Wood 
Chapman 

orbiting 
bodies and 
"particles" 

spectrum of 
size"frequency 
of "particles" 

a. orbital element 
b. cheraic. compos. 

crater statistics of surface 
layers of different age from 
planetary bodies 

u 
0 

Table.1. The "parameter distinguished" column shows those regions where reductions over 
the "regardless of" column were carried out in model-building. 
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SOLAR NEBULA 

О 
HOMOGENEOUS SET 
OF EARUER STRUCTURES 

CHÉMCAL 
CRYSTALLIZATION 

SILICATE-BELT 
METAL- 9ELT CE-BELT 

GRAVITATIONAL 
CRYSIALUZATION 
(ACCRETION) 

STRUCTURALIZATONI 
IN THE LOWER SIZE 
REGION OF 
SIZE-SPEKTRUM 

' * 9 

PUANETESIMALS 

SECOND 
CHEMICAL 
DFFERENTIATDN 
ON THE PROTOPLANETARY 
BODY 

MOLTEN 
REGION 

STRUCTURAUZATION 
HTHE UPPER SZE 
REGION TF 
SIZE-SPEKTRUM 

PROTUPLANETARY BODY 
Fig.2. The main 
steps in the e-
volutionary pro
cess of the Sol
ar System from 
primordial solar 
::ebula till the 
formation and a 
global differen
tiation of the 
planetary bodies. 
Central perpendi
cular summarizes 
the events on the system level of Solar System /the three 
stages with solar nebula/ azü the right side perpendicular 
region summarizes events referring planet formation: a pla
netary evolutionary poi.-.t of view focused in the next paper 

/Illés, 2-,this volume/. 

LAY£R£0 PLANETARY 
BODY WITH 
CONVECTICNAL CELLS. 

PLANETARY BODY 

With the given data the chemical energy of the Earth Is: 

Echem." 6 Л ° 5 ° * v " X 0 " 3 ° u l e ' 
The gravitational bonding energy is г 

s - i e -!*i Egrav." I G — 
where M is the mass of the Earth, R is the radius of the Berth, 
and б is the gravitational constant. With the given data the 
gravitational energy of the Earth is: 

E " 1 0 3 2 joule, grav. J 

Within the error of the estimations the two bonding energy types 
are equal.Therefore we show the evolution of the Solar System in 
two, independent episodesi chemical crystallization and "gravita
tional crystallization"./Bérezi, 1978. Fig.2./ 

DIFFERENTIATION 

Mechanical models of stellar accretion deduce the initial condi
tions of the two later "precipitating" periods. The conservation 
of the moment of momentum in the contracting stellar nebula .const
raints outer equatorial layers to remain left out from further 
accretion when solar nebula contracted to the measure of Neptun's 
orbit /Alfvén, 1970./ This lebula left out fro» the further accre
tion is the object of the crystallization processes to be shown. 

CHEMICAL CRYSTALLIZATION 

-Model-of Lewis and Barshay /1975/ describes the series of miner
als which precipitate from the Solar Nebula with cosmic /solar/ 
elementary abundances. In their summarizing map, on a p-т diag
ram of solar gas / solid phase borders they can deduce precipi
tating minerals which are in equilibrium with the slowly cooling 
gas nebula. The map /Fig.3./ shows that cooling temperature /with 
the distance from the Sun/ differentiates the nebula. This tempe
rature-differentiation forms chemical belts around the sun, which 
can Be characterized by a dominating mineral phase. There is a 
great three part division of precipitating beltsi metal - silicate 
- ice./Fig.2./. The inner belts arei refractory minerals, metal 
Ni-?e, and the three main rock forming silicatesi feldspar, pyro
xene and olivine. Troilite divides this hot region from the outer 
belts, where H 20 begins to play a dominant role. First H.O trans-



LEWIS-BARSHAi MODEL ROSE-PRIOR-MASON-ANDERS TABLE OF METEORITES 
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Fi?.3. Summary of the chemical crystallization in the Solar System according to Lewis 
and Barshay /1975/ and meteoritic correspondence,to these mineral bands./Berczl, 1991/ 
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forms silicates into their hidrated variants /Serpentine and 
tremolite/ and later crystallizes in ice and forms clathrates 
with ammonia and methane. The minerals of this precipitating 
model of lewis and Barshay can be found in meteorites as shown 
on the Rose-Prior-Mason-Anders т>Ые part of Flg.3. 

-GRAVITATIONAL CRYSTALLIZATION" 

The process of accumulation into planetary bodies can be follow
ed on the theoretical size-spectrum- of the Solar System /hart-
mann, 1971./. Precipitating minerals appear on this diagram when 
they grow to a micrometer size /Fig.4.c.l./ Slow collisions col
lect them to planetesimal measures /Fig.4.c.2./, which later be
came 'fragmented by destructive large-speed collisions of growing 
planetesimals /Fig.4.c.3./. At least some planetary bodies grow 
up large enough to surviye destructions, but fragraentic part of 
the spectrum- remains a remnant of the accretional period of pla
netary formation /Fig.4,c.4./ This fragmentation spectrum has * 
been preserved on different planetary surface layers in the form 
of crater-frequency of these surfaces. /Fig.4.b./. 

Remnants of both, periods of "crystallizations" can be fouud in 
the smaller bodies of the Solar System. Their recent sizs-frequen-
cy spectrum is shown on Fig.4.a. Their optical and near infrared 
spectrum- was compared in the last two decades: especially those 
of asteroids and meteorites can give good correspondence /Fig.5./. 
Asteroid/meteorite spectral similarities proove not only the pre
sence of primordial materials of carbonaceous chondrites in the 
asteroid belt, but the presence of differentiated asteroidal bo
dies as well. /Chapman,1975., Gradie, Tedesco, 1982./ 

LAYERED PLANETARY. BODIES 

Materials has been transformed after their accretion into large 
planetary bodies. Accretional and radiactivity heat resulted in 
partial meltings /at least/ on these bodies and this process re
arranged mineral composition of planetary bodies. Density layered 
belts were formed. But the degree of of heating and differentia
tion depended on the measure /or equally the mass/ of the planet. 
Degree of partial melting or remeIting can be characterized by 
the abundance of REE content of planetary rocks. The scale of 
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Separation of REE and their enrichment in other partially melted 
rocks is the largest on the Earth, saeller on the Moon and the 
less on the meteorites with asteroidal origin /achondrites/. This 
is the characteristic«! feature of the »9.6. /Allegré et al.i977. 
Bérezi, Sz., Bérezi, J. 1986./. 

This short review intended to focus on the basic principles and 
the basic events in description of the Solar System structural 
evolution. The concise historical summary was helped with select
ed and fitted figure-molecules, which were taken fro» a new atlas 
of the evolution of matter under construction. The rich literature 
of the topic offers more details, as followst 
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ABSTRACT 
A conclsed treatment of different conditions influencing the evolution 

of planetary bodies Is given on the basis of the literature — following 
the way of thinking of the author. 
INTRODUCTION 

Thanks to the results of space research in the past 30 years, there 
are at least 25 crusty planetary bodies (instead of one) investigated 
directly i.e. geophysics could turn into an experimental science. Geophyis-
lcal models created to one single body.the Earth, may be tested now through 
different Initial conditions of many others. 

Meanwhile It has been discovered that the eternal fields of ice on 
the Antarctic collect meteorites like a giant telescope. The slow motion 
of its glaciers Integrates them In time and some slopes bring them into 
focus en masse, hereby having multiplied the number of accessible samples 
of heavenly material. Moreover the white icecover helps to collect ancient 
meteorites without any selection effect. 

Both new kinds of Investigation, the in situ analysis of izotóp abun
dances in particular, made a scientific evaluation of earlier hypotheses 
in planetary cosmogony possible, rejecting unrealistic ideas and leading to 
a more or less consistent theory of the evolution of the Solar System. 

What are the most important new characteristics of such a theory? 
First of all accident through collisions played a more important rcle 
in the evolution than supposed earlier, not only at the beginning, during 
the accumulation of small particles, but also later at the end and after 
the accretion period. The Impact of large projectiles gave sometimes rise 
to the birth of new planetary bodies, sometimes left Important marks (i.e. 
' craters) on the surfaces. Collisions influenced considerably the conditions 
of the origin and evolution of terrestrial life even at a later phase. 
Besides the more or less continuously acting influence of corpuscular 
and UV radiation - guaranteeing useful mutations of life-forms - collisions 
proved to be a general and important ongoing phenomenon responsible for the 
mass extinction of different species. Its significance comes from the fact 
that in a state-of-the-art planetary cosmogony the effect af catastrophic 
collisions is a natural consequence of the existing conditions and not an 
ad-hoc hypothesis as in many previous theories. This new conception needs, 
however, further verification. 

It is evident namely that impact features are present on every 
planetary body with a more or less stable crust — independently of its 
heliocentric distance. The scale varies from тц to e few thousand km. 
Moreover at the end of the accretion period large impacting projectiles 
left multiring basins on the surface of many planetary bodies. Consequently 
we have to suppose that accretion took place through collision not only 
by condensation and collision was a general phenomenon influencing the 
evolution even in cases when impact craters are missing. 

One of the interesting results cf space probes in the outer part of 
the Solar System Is that contrary to the lunar crust the majority of these 
satellites have an icy composition. This came as a surprise although it 

was known previously that the density of giant planets decreases with 
distance. The fact, however, that the satellites follow the same rule 
(see Fig. 1) led us to the conclusion that the bulk of the satellites 
accreted mainly from the clrcumplanetary matter (the composition of which 
was determined domlnantly by the T(r) function) and modified only «lightly 
by projectiles originating from other parts of the Solar System. 

Another surprising observation was the intensity and Influence of 
tidal heating. Traces of activity have been found in every satellite system 
and even small ley satellites, without such "traditional" heat sources as 
gravitational contraction or radioactivity, indicated melting periods by 
their spherical shape. Moreover, the Innermost small bodies proved to be 
the more active in every satellite system, pointing to the fsct that che 
"belt of life" is not necessarily restricted to a narrow heliocentric 
distance zone, hence life conditions may be more wide-spread than supposed 
earlier. 

Greenhouse effect has also vital importance in planetary evolution. 
If the partial pressure of CO, is slgnificsntly larger than In the terres
trial atmosphere then heat-escape is limited also la other wavebands (e.g. 
runaway green-house effect on Venus). It means also that there is a serious 
danger burning fossils fuels эг even releasing other kinds of latent energy 
(e.g. nuclear) on the surface of the Earth since it will contribute to the 
terrestrial heat balance by warming up the atmosphere and releasing CO.. 
The only solution of this ecological problem is give» by any kind of trans
formation of the solar energy available on the surface by devices like 
soler panels, wind-engines or hydroelectric stations. 

Finally magnetic fields play also an Important role in the evolution. 
A plrnet Is shielded by its own magnetic field from high-energy particles 
which represent a serious danger for life in interplanetary space. But 
strong magnetic fields of a planet may influence significantly the radia
tion hazard for near-by satellites snd electric current of their flux tube 
may generate "hot spots" on their surface (see the case of Jupiter and lo). 

Numbers in parenthesis [n] refer to the literature, in /n/ to the 
figures, in (n) to remarks. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PLANÉTA»? BODY AFTE» ACCKETIOH: 
thermal history + colllsionel history -
heating/cooling aa a function of tine 

Maat sources for a planetary body 
- solar radiation surface heating, aayraatrlc. continuous 
- gravitational saparatlon volusta haatlng. symmetric, long tar«, decays 
- radiogenic haatlng volume hasting, syaawtrlc, long tarn, decays 
- Impact haatlng (1) surface heating» aayanetrlc. episodic. A C O 
- tidal haatlng (2) voluM haatlng. episodic, 4 t » 0 
- aagnatospharic haatlng(3)voluaa heating. asymmetric, continuoua 

Cooling of a planatary body: 
- Interior to surface by - conduction 

- convection-» volcaoisn 
- surface - radiation 

- sublimation. — escape 
- In the presence of an atmosphere by 

- evaporation 
- atmospheric - convection 

- radiation (4) 
- eacapa 

memaxha: 
(1) lac/act energy 1* transformed partly into 

- heat energy — aurfaca molting 
- kinetic anergy of target «jecta 

- rays/halo around craters fit 
- escape of material, erosion loss of atmosphere 

- salsalc energy: nahes tectonisa to work 
- fracturing around the lnpact alt* 
- antipodal fracturing III 
- the Impact site will be a local centra of activity 

- acoustic energy 
(2) Tidal heating can be extremely important In regular, interacting 

satellite systems at times of resonances between evolving orbits. 
(Violent ongoing geologic activity on Io /3/. 
Ancient geologic activity on Ganymede , Enceladus, Miranda, Arial, 
In the casa of Triton the orbit clrcularlzatlon after capture 
resulted la tidal haatlng. 

Pluto-Charon system is completely coupled — there is no tidal 
haatlng now. No trac* of geologic activity is expected if there 
was no orbital evolution during their previous history. 

Tidal heating plays soma rol« in the large density and tha 
prolonged geologic activity of tha Earth as well.) 

(3) If a satellite without an atmosphere is orbiting inside a planetary 
magnetosphero then tha electric currant flowing in eh« magnetic /lux 
tub* may enter into th* body of the satellite: 

- the place of tha entrance is heated by the current giving rise to 
- higher temperature of the body (Amalthea, by J ) 
- continuous volcanic activity Sita (lo UOj ) 

- volumetric electrolysis of water-Ice giving rise to the 
possibility for burning/detonation of electrolytic gaa [Í6.17] 

(4) greenhouse effect can slow down tha cooling 
(Earth [Z0| . significant on Venus, may b* Important on Titan) 

WAT MM T№ TQgQUTWl HAXPWH ЦАРЮ) IT А НАЛЕТАМ »OWT 

- not enough far melting: irregular shape \ rsurfac* alteration 
- only just enough for melting: spherical shape V\by impact ami* 
- mora than enough for malting: spherical shape > gravitational separatism 

• geological activity) 
If malted, convection can be Induced 

by lnhomogenltles In composltlon/temperstura 
within tha cors/mantla/llquldosphere/acaosphere 

Consequences of the convection within tha 
- core/mantle: magnetic (laid 

(core: Mercury. Earth. Mars. Jupiter, Saturn 
mantle: Uranus, Neptune) 

- mantle: volcsnlsm/tectonlsm-* outgsssiag 
- liquldosphare/atmoaphera: - erosion of tha crust 

- redistribution of energy 
- atmosphars: - formation of precipitation 

- changes in electrical condition of the atmosphere 
(lightening, recombination) 

Diameter limits for meltin«: 
- in th* case of radiogenic hasting In 

- rocky bodies: «•» 100 km 
- ley bodies : -2000 km 

- if tidal haatlng is switched on : can be as low ss -»400 km 
(Hyperion has not but Mimas do has a spherical shape HI) 

KUMBE« OF PLASETAF.Y sOOIES OF THE SOU» SYSTEM KNOWN UT-TO-HOW 

grouped according to tha 

orbit orbit and «is« composition phase of Its material 
(temperature) 
gaseous planati 
crusty p.b. with 
substantial amount 
of atmosphere 
crusty p.b. without 

atmosphar* 
debrles without 

atmosphere 

hello-
centric: 
9 planets 
x ssteroids 
x comets 

planeto-
cantrlc 
60 sat. 

4 giant planets 
4 large planets 
1 middle-sit* pi. 
x small planets 

(•asteroids) 
x comet* 
7 large sat. 
IS middle-site sat 
3« small sat. 

gaseous planati 
rocky p.b. 
rocky debrles 
asteroids 
outgassad com. 
mcteorolds 
icy p.b. 
icy debt les: 
comets 

pi.: »l«ntt: p.b,: planatary body: sat.: satellite: com.: comet; x: many 

CLASSIFICATION OF FLANETA IV SATELLITES 
planet's name total number of number of number of numb«г of planet's name satellites large sst. middle-ilxc sst. small sat. 
Mercury 0 - - -Venus 0 - - -Earth 1 1 - -Mars 2 - - 2 
Jupiter 16 4 - 12 
Saturn 17 I 7 • Uranus 15 - J 10 
Neptune 6 \ 2 i 
Flute 1 - 1 -



WHAT KIND OF MARKS MAY BE LEFT ON THE SURFACES BY THE DIFFERENT EVENTS? 
Heating: expansion in general ) except in the case of special material 
Cooling: contraction in general/ (e.g. water densest at 4 C) 
Phase change: expansion or lontracticn 
Impact: 

- scars - crater (on every crusty planetary body) 
- centre of fracturing 
- antipodal fracturiag (Mercury antipodal to Caloris Basin /2/) 
- crust break-through —»-volcanism /5/ 

(naria on the Moon, Triton?, white spots on Umbriel? 
light? or dark? material on Japetus?) 

- rays/halo around craters as target ejecta spread /1/ 
- too large core (part of Mercury's crust splashed dovn 

by a huge impact and escaped fl]) 
- moon (part of Earth's crust splashed dovn by a huge impact 

and a part of it accreted into the toon [11,24,25] 
after explosion of proto-Pluto by a large-body impact 

the debries accreted into a binary planet Pluto-C'.iaron [*9]) 
- mascoo (Moon) 
- blow off the atmosphere (Argyrae /6/ impact on Mars [[12,13,22,23J) 
- implantation of the iapactor's material into the atmosphere 

("nuclear winter": extinction of living species on Earth) 
- which slovly settles down forming an "anomalous lays'" on the surface 

(e.g. iridium-rich layer on the C-T boundary on Earth) 
- deposit of flood caused by csunamies along the continent's margins 

if the lmpactor reached the ocean (East coast of Africa, C-T boundary) 
- shocked quarr grains if the impactor struck continental crustLl*l 

(North-America, C-T boundary) 
- carbon deposit layer settled down after world-wide fire 

caused by the impact-heat (Earth, C-T boundary) 
- acid rain [15] 

The effect of the Impact may be modified by the condition of the 
- iaxpactor: - coming from planetocentric or heliocentric orbit 

(giving rise to a smaller /7/ or a larger /8/ crater) 
- having an angle of impact 

- «.perpendicular: - spherical crater (common everywhere) 
- total explosion of the target 

- flat: - butterfly shaped crater /9/ (Mars) 
- escape of intact boulders 

(SNC meteorits from Mars) 
- splash down of crust: escape of material 

- target: - in the presence of atmosphere/liquidosphere 
- the impactor is oelted/vaporized/broken/exploded 

(lack of small craters on Venus [29]) 
- the crater erodes 

- in the presence of vo'acile rich terrain 
- lobate craters /10/ can be created (Mars) 
- «nd if rfcervards the surroundings is flooded by vol-

canism of magma — poorer in volatiles — then negative 
ringed craters /11/ can be formed by erosio (Kars) 

- the strength of the svrface materi 1 can influence 
- the existence of the central peak in the crater 

(Jovian ice-satellites are softer—»п.: central peak.) 
- the relaxation rate of the emerging relief 

(Curved crater floor in Tethys /12/—at time 

'* e 

WHAT KISDS OF DEFORMATION CAM BE PRESENT 
ON THE SURFACES OF CRUSTY PLANETARY BODIES? 

Crust fissures because of change of curvetura earned by 
- tidal deformation (Europa linear feature* /13/) 
- dome formation above mantle upflow (Earth, East-African graben) 
- uplift on places of converging mantle flow if 

there is no subduetlon (Venus parqueс terrain unit* l2)/l*/) 
Expansion: 

- global: rift valley 
- because of heating 
- because of freezing of the Interior of an icy body the 

crust cracks through owing to volume increase /15/ 
(Tethys, Titanla, Dlone?, Ariel?) 

- local: 
- rift system because of local heating /16/ (Enceladus, Miranda?) 
- global rift network because of global mantle-circulation 

/17,18,19/: crust-pieces are spread away by mantle convection 
(Earth, mid-oceanic ridges: huge polygonal units on Ganymede, 
Ariel [б], Umbriel [7j, Triton) 

Compression 
- global: drying up (contraction) of a planetary body: thrust faults 

/20/ (Mercury, Miranda[5j) 
- local: material towering 

- on site? of converging mangle flows: 
- lift off of crust blocks /21/ (Tibetien Plateau on Earth, 

Lakshmi Planum on Venus, Miranda?) 
- chains of mountains /22/ (Earth, Venus) 
- continents /23/ (Earth, Venus) 
- subduction /24/ (deep oceanic trenches on Earth) 

- parallel grooves when new crust is formed and older one is tbrusttd 
(Ganymede, Enceladus, Inside the expansion graben on Ariel, 
mid-oceanic ridges on Earth /25/) 

- collision of slipping material with stable crust fragments around 
- mountain slopes: grooves around mountains /26/ 

(Mars, circular grooves around large shield volcanoes) 
- the slopes of bulges (Mars, around Tharsls bulge) 
- the slopes of uplifts formed by converging flows 

(Venus parquet units and 
parquet terrain inside a parquet unit [2J/27/) 

Mixed: expansion and compression 
- transform fault /19/ (Earth, Ganymede, Enceladus, Triton?) 
- global plate tectonisj /28/ (only on E«rth) 

Impact may cause somr modification of all kinds of deformations. 

RESONANCES IN SATELLITE SYSTEMS OF JUPITER, SATURN AND URANUS. 
(Recent resonances are represented by heavy lines, the earlier possible 
ones by dotted lines.) 

---- Janus 
1:2'% ,-Mimas —.^•--•s 

*---)>.Enceladus J 1:2 \ . . . 
1:21 Tethys-r-s , i ' 3 Miranda-4 Ш 1о >Dicne -<—!'-'-' .--?,-Ariel .)l:3 

Euroya , ,)-Rhea 2:7( ,. j,'- Umbriel -' 
Ganyaede Т;'4-Titan 4-^y*-Titania 
Callisto '-Hyperion »-Operon 



WHAT LEVE). OF GEOLOGICAL ACTIVITY «AS REALIZED 
OK THE VARIOUS PLANETARY BODIES? 

So traces of activity 
- only targets of Impacts /29/ 

(all the debries-satellites, Mimas. Hyperion) 
- albedo features:frost along cracks /30/ 

(trailing side of Dlone and Rhea) 
Freezing of interior of an icy body: rift valley of planet-size /15/ 

(Tethys, Titania, Dione?. Ariel?) 
Drying up (contraction of the core): thrust fault /20/ 

(Mercury, Miranda? [5]) 
Traces of differenciatlon on the surface 

- rays/hslo of albedo feature around impact craters /1/ 
(Mercury, Venus, Moon, Ganymede, Callisto, Titania, Oberon, Ariel) 

- aare /5/: lov viscosity lava flov 
— probably In connection with break-through of young crust 
(Mercury, Moon, Mars, Triton, Japetus?, Umbriel?, Cberon?) 

- linear albedo features at rift network /13/ because of crust fissures 
in connection with change of curvature (Europa, light and dark) 

Traces of mantle circulation 
- rift valley of somewhat smaller than planet-size /31/ 

(large canyon on Venus, Valles Marineris on Mars) 
- local groove-system becuse of 

- local heating /16/ (Enceladus) or 
- rising or sinking of boulders /32/ (Miranda) 

- huge polygonal units of ancient crust /33/ 
(Ganymede. Ariel, Umbriel [7], Triton. Earth) 

- together with global rift network /17/ 
(Ganymede, Ariel. Triton, Earth) 

- with parallel groove system inside the grabens of the rift 
network /18/ (Ganymede, Earth, Ariel £6]) 

- and transform faulted parallel grooves /19/ (Earth) 
- shield-volcano (hot spot volcanism) /34/: local mantle upflow 

(volcanoes on Venus and Mars, Hawaiian type volcanoes on Earth) 
- material outflow along cracks: new crust forming, thrusting because 

of compression: parallel groove system /18/ 
(Ganymede, Enceladus, Ariel, Earth) 

- traces of crust vanishing: 
(half craters /35/ on Enceladus and Ganymede 
deep oceanic trenches /36/ rn Earth) 

- transform faults /19/: displacing of crust-pieces on surface of a sphere 
- local (Ganymede, Enceladus, Triton?) 
- global: global plate tectoaisa (Earth) 

- lift off of crust pieces /21/ (Miranda, Venus, Earth) 
- crease of crust: chains of mountains /22/ 

(Earth,Freya and Akna mountains on Venus) 
- continents /23/ (Earth, Ishtar Terra on Varus) 

Traces of saall-sctle terrain circulation within the crust: 
terrain polygons /37/ (Triton?, Earth) 

Traces of slipping on slopes in connection with 
- mountains /26/ (Mars) 
- bulge (Mars around Tharsis bulge) 
- dome /27/ (parquet terrain on Venus) 

VOLCAMISM 

Kind of volcanism: 
- along cracks: the largest amount of volcanic material is emerging 

to the surface by this kind of volcaaisa 
(Mid-oceanic ridges on Earth /25/, 
Moon, Mars, Europa, Ganymede, Enceladus, Ariel, Triton) 

- hot spot volcanism /34/(Venus, Mars, Io, Earth:Hawaiian-type volcanoes) 
- subductional volcanism with volatile-rich lava /38/ 

(only on Earth from volcanoes along the deep oceanic trenches) 
Material of "lava": 
- silicate magma (Mercury, Venus, Earth, Moon, Mars) 
- sulphur (Io) 
- water (Europa?, Enceladus?) 
- ice /39/ (Ariel lie]) 
- nitrogen (Triton [19J) 

Result of volcnnism: 
- ovoid /40/ (unsuccessful volcanism) (Earth, Venus) 
- resurfacing (flooding, erosion) 
- outgassing 

Recent active volcanism 
(Earth to —10 km high, !•> to -250 km high, Triton to ~% km high, 
material from Enceladus forms the E-rlng?) 

ATMOSPHERES OF CRUSTY PLANETARY BODIES 
name of the 
planetary body 

surface pressure 
(atm) composition corresponding 

percentaces 
Mercury IQ" 1 5 He, H 2 98Z, 21 
Venus 90 C0 2, N 2 96,41, 3,41 
Earth 1 N 2.0 2,H 20, Ar 78Z, 211, 0,11, 0,91 
Mars 
lo 

0,007 
ID' 1 2 

C0 2, N 2, Ar 
SO,, S, Sa 

93,31, 2,71, 1.6Z III 
1.6 

ю- 7 

•> 

S 2, Ar, CH 4 

N 2, CH 4 

СН 4Св], N 2?, Ar? 

B5Z, 12Z, 3Z 

TRACES OF RUNNING LIQUID OS THE SURFACES /41/ 
Traces of running liquid's erosion: Earth, Mars (water), lo (sulphur) 
River beds on the surface: only on Earth and Kars 
Recently running water: or.)у on Earth 
Liquid ocean: 
- on the *ur?ac: 

Earth : HjO 
Titan?: mettn, «tan, propen, propán? [26,27,28] 

- under an ice-crust: 
Euro;*: HjO '. 100 km deep, ice crust 20-30 km thick [2l]) 
Enceladus?: HjO 
Triton?: nitrogen (from the depth of 20-30 km?) 



VOLATILE ELEMENTS (ATMOSPHERE. HQUIDOSPHERE) 
Sources: only giant planet* ara able to capture the surrounding gases, 

in all other cases the bulk of the volatile content directly 
inherited from gases occluded in the solid planatesimals 
froa which the planetary body accreted 

- outgassed from the Interior of the planetary body 
(active volcanisa speeds it up) 

- volatile content of an impactor body may also contribute 
- implantation froa solar wind 

(generally negligible except in the case of Mercury) 
Losses: 
- escape (slow mechanism) 

- growing with temperature 
- decreasing with the mass-increase of the planetary body 

(growing ascape velocity) 
- the escaped volatile» of satellites are exhausted 

gravltationally/electroaagnetlcally by their own planet 
(Apparent at the orbit of Mimas, Enceladus, Tethys, 
Diooe, Rhea, Titan. Spectacular in the case of Io.) 

- In the presence of an own magnetic field 
Ions can be accelerated by electric fields 
to escape velocities (polar wind at Earth) 

- solar wind erosion (slow mechanism) 
especially strong In the lack of own magnetic field 
(Venus, at high solar activity in the case of Mars) 

- blow off in connection with Impacts (episodic, quick mechanism) 
it may occasionally be significant (Hars, Argyrae impact /6/) 

- fixed into the soil (slow mechanism) 
CO, Into charbonaces: 
H^O into hydrated silicates: 
H^O, CB 4, Ю Ц , N, into ices/clathrats 

- freeilng onto the surface /42/ (slow/quick mechanism depending on the 
temperature and its variation) (glaciers only on Earth /42/) 

Regain: given material is regained only in certain temperature rangas by 
- rain-fall (Venus: sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid 

Earth: water» sulphurous acid, water with hydrochloric acid) 
- snow-fall/hoar-frost (Earth: water 

Mars: water, carbon dioxide 
to: sulphur, sulphur dioxide 
Titan: hydrocarbon aerosols of larger molecular weight [27] 
Triton: nitrogen, metan) 

Recycling: in substantial amount only in the case of Earth 
because of global plate tectooism 

POLAR CAPS IN THE SOLAR SYSTEM Мл/ 
Earth 
Mars northern polar cap: 

southern polar cap: 
Triton 
Pluto 

н 2о 
н 2о 
C0 2 / C0 2-H 20 clathrat 
S 2 

.HAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT PARAMETERS FOR THE ORICIK ОГ И Г Е ГзТ? 

• ZEST d l " r U * t t e n ) Г- 2 £ осГаГ" 
- cnemxstry j V, - on the surface of the cruse 

Both depends strongly whether 
1./ the source material was already emplaced 

when planeteslmal formation began 
Z.I during the accretion there was a continuous lafall of 

interstellar material into the circumsolar region 
Temperature 

la cat* 1./ continuously high (run «way accretion) 
in case 2./ continuously low after cessation of early runaway accretion 

(the impact hot spots were distributed in time and space, 
they could cool down before the next Impact) 

Surface composition 
in case 1./ - magma-ocean on the surface 

- water - as solution In melt —* \ 
decomposed by metallic iron! /hidrogén escaped 

• as wapor in the atmosphere J \oxigeu accumulated 
dissociated by UV photons J 

- CO, in the atmosphere-*greenhouse effect strong 
- blomolecules destroyed (if built up) 

la case 2./ - always a water ocean on the surface with present day mass 
at the end of the accretion 

- water bound in sediments 
- water loss and oxlgen production slow (present day level) 
' continental territory small 
- ocean shallow 
- many islands because of extensive volcaoism-* 

- many places for blomolecules being screened 
from DV radiation under an overlying layer of water 

- many places for accumulation of rust and clay minerals 
Composition of the primordial atmosphere 
(supposing that the bulk of it is identical with the volatile content of 
ordinary chondrites — since they could be the end-product of interstellar 
dust aggregates — a minor part of it came from carbonaceous chondrites 
and the rest is atmospheric by-product) 

- H,0, COj, CO, Hj, SOj 
- hydrocarbons come from carbonaceous meteorites 
- no NH./CH. neither In ordinary nor in carbonaceous case 
- hydrogen (maximum IX) comes from meteoriclc carbids and water 

(through photoinduced oxidation of dissolved Fe ) 
- NB, formation by 

- lightening in И- rich atmosphere 
- photoreduction of water by nitrogen on rutlle (T10-) sands 

In the intertldsl and wave zone of the ocean 

file:///oxigeu
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Thermal conversion in the Е«гт'»Ш« 

Tantha rh»r. everything lows In the dilerent shets of the Earths body, suiting from tf» atmosphere 
down to the central eon». There is no solid motionless matter above our head or under our foot For the 
atmosphere this is quite evident but on the geological time scale the Earths crust deforms also wtth 
surprising ease. The next she), the most voluminous one in the Earth wkh its depth of 2900 ton. the 
mantle, circulates at a speed of several centimetres a year and drives in this way the wandering of 
continents. The fhjid metaKc core of the Earth convects much more rapidly and produces the 
gerjmagnelK fiett Ths global sysMm of circulation 

in every she!, therefore к may be caked thermal convection The heat source of the atmosphere is the 
solar radiation, whi t the internal layers of the Earth are heated rjy the ia*oactrvty rt the» consttuents 
or by the original heat which accumulated at the beginning ol the Earth's history. 

These circulations так« the Earth a living rx)0>fmtr«rjianetolciials«inse) in contrast to such frozen 
planets as the Moon. 

On the surface of the Earth, continents drift oceanic basins are bom a r t later disappear. According 
to the recent global tectonic theory, the primary tectonic units of the Earth's surface are the plates 
(Figure 1) which behave almost rigioTy and move with respect to each other. These blocks carry 
continents and their motion leads to the growth or disappearance of oceans. The plate tectonic motion 
gives the frame and motive force to ptacMcaly every endc^erK geologtcal process Mce orogenesis or 
magrnatism. 

The drift of the plates is the surface manifestation ol convection in the iriarale. Consequently one can 

say that the internal motor of the geologic evolution of the Earth's surface is the therrnal convection of 

* * mann* This evolution shows a certain cycUcity. e g, the recurrence of ororjencrjerMs in the Earth's 

© X 



lite, on the other hand it leads to irreversible, unidirectional processes like the permanent growth ol 

continental crust, a result ot the continuous crust-mantle differentiation. 

The plates are said to be separate blocks of the lithosphere. coldest outer she* of the Earth, which 

consists of the crust and the uppermost part of the mantle. This shefl, 100 km deep approximately, 

behaves rather rigidly, at least in comparison with deeper, less viscous parts of the mantle. Its relative 

rigidity justifies the usage of the term "plate* for the lithospheric blocks. This paper wB now summarize 

recent views about the origin of the Hthosphere and its plates in the light of the convection theory. 

mt«t ic«i )her» as a corwertiv» boundary layer 

A simple model case for studying tree thermal convection is the arculation nvüntained In a horizontal 

fluid layer by bottom heating. The most important dimensionless hydrodynamlcal parameter describing 

this low is the Rayleigh number 

B a . - Ü S É I Í 
VK 

where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, g is the gravitational acceleration, ЛТ is the 
temperature difference between the lower and upper boundaries, d is the layer depth, v is the 
kinematic viscosity and к is the thermal diffusivity. Convection starts when Ra exceeds the critical 
Rayteigh number Rá , which is in the order of 10*. The actual Rayleigh number of the Earth's mantle 
is about I O M O V therefore this sheBc* the Earth triust be in vigorous circu^ Ra the 

convection shows a sharp boundary layer structure (Figure 2) which means trat the significant 
temperature gradients are confined to thin boundary layers at the top and bottom as we* as to thin jet-
like structures in the centre of upgoing and downgoing flow. The strong circulation and mixing in the 
centre ot the convectrve "cells" eliminates any large temperature variation. 

The Earth's mantle differs in many respects from the simple case of Figure 2. but the boundary layers 
must be present in the Earth since they are necessary elements of the high Rayleigh number flow. For 
example, the top boundary layer wkh its high vertical temperature gradient is a consequence of high 
vertical heat flux produced by the vigorous convection. Near the horizontal upper surface this high heat 
flux cannot be transferred by vertical convection, therefore strong conduction and high gradients must 
develop. 

The main complication présem in the real Earth is due to the temperature-dependence of its effective 
viscosity. Decreasing temperatures induce rapidly increasing viscosity. Therefore the upper boundary 
layer of the Earth is not only a thermal boundary layer but also a mechanical one. which differs from the 
deeper fluid layers by its very high viscosity. This thermo-rnechanical upper boundary layer of the Earth 
is called conventionally the "Uthosphere" The viscosity contrast between the lithosphere and the 
underlying layers amounts to several orders of magnitude. This appears as a relative rigidity of the 
lithosphere. (It is to be noted that with increasing depth the pressure-dependence of viscosity becomes 
important, probably dominant, leading to increasing viscosities Therefore a zone of viscosity minimum 
is expected below the lithosphere. This weak zone is called the "asthenosphere") 

RoslO 

RQ=10 4 

Ra=W 

Fig 2. Development of boundary layers at high Rayleigh numbers. The figure* 

show a vertical cross-section of two counter-rotating convective cells in an 

infinite horizontal layer. The contours are isotherms drawn at equal intervals. 

The horizontal boundaries of the fluid are isothermal. 



The boundary layer theory predicts a power law for the thickness of the boundary layer в: 

± - ( R a / H a j " ™ 

» 0.28 for temperature-dependent viscosities (Richter et e l . 19вЭ). Using this law. a theoretical 

thickness of around 100 km can be estimated for the Bthosphere. This result agrees very wefl with the 

geophysical observations. 

Of course, a lower boundary layer can also be present in the mantle at the core-mantle boundary. 

This is even a necessity if the bottom heating, la . the heat «ux from the core imo the ггапве is significant 

as is assumed by the dynamo theory of the geomagnetic field. 

The breakup of the Mrhosnhere into plates 

The quasi-rigid behaviour of the Ikhosphere complicates the numerical problem of convection 

modelling. If this behaviour is not taken into account in the numerical solution of the equations of 

convection, e-g, • the temperaftire-aer^enclence ct viscosity is weakened, then the typical three-

difnensiora panem ol cenveaion в sinfl^ 

Fig.3. Stnitturetfcorrvecticfl with temperature-dependent viscosity isotherms 
in a horizontal plane, in the low viscosity zone ("asthenosphere") below the 
surface. Temperature is decreasing from the centre towards the periphery of 
the e e l Ал infinite horizontal layer may be Had up with the repetition ol such 
square cafe. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Fig.4. Three sages of development of a new ascending jet: isotherms in a 
vertical cross-section. The uppermost figure shows the Interior of a previously 
existing convectrve cell, the lower boundary layer is unstable. A ima l 
perturbation triggers the new upweWng (second and third stage). TheRayleigh 
number is 2.5-10'. 



Rg.5- Reconstruction cl the South Atlantic. 120 msSon yews «go. Shaded is 
the region of Rood basalts, production of th« Watvis hot spot (Wh»« and 
McKeraie. 1989). The outer circla shows the extant of tht mushroom-shapad 
hot temperature anomaly caused by the mantle upweKing (cf. Figure 4). 

atrwctiurnnar( je«*e)up»«e«r(gintt»cenirea^ 

periphery of the cei. The sheet-eke nature of the descending current corresponds very we» to the 

observed geometry of subducting oceanic slabs (Figure i ) . but the long linear structure o< oceanic 

ridges suggests a sheet-Kite character for the ascending current as well. The discrepancy between the 

simple three-dimensional medals (Figure 3) and the observed reality is explained mostly (e.g. Bercovici 

et a!.. 1969) by assuming that the sheet-like upwefting beneath oceanic ridges is only a shadow and 

passive feature, du» to the breakup of the rigid lithosphere. The real deep-rooted upgoing current may 

then be concentrated, jet-like and not necessarily situated beneath oceanic ridges- Indeed, high-heat-

tux volcanic "hot spots" like Hawaii. Cape Verde Islands or Iceland are usually attributed to ascending 

jets coming from the deep mantle and they are not efways eeerweted wim c«e«YiJc rirjges. 
On the other hand, the initial breakup of a Hthosphertc plate into two otoefce eeeme to be a 

consec*iencerftrwesrivaiofanewaeec-roottdHttto 
1989). In the convection theory, this newly bom jet is due to the InstabMry of the lower boundary layer. 
The irattbiity err*» a rapidly rising Wgh-temperature blob and a tal (Firajre 4). The ЫоЬ. arrMrtg al rht 
top. warms up tha lithosphere. producing very high heat Bow. extensive partial rnelting and the rhinning 
of the lithosphere. The пс.иу formed upgoing current can break up the thinned Uthoephere by t » 
dynamic stresses. These event« can be traced at several continental breakups (e.g. Figure S). The high 
heat content of the newly bom jet and the consequent melting below the lithosphere cause* lava 
extrusions In big volumes over large areas. 

The scenario is then the following: A new boundary layer InstaMlty produces a rapid ascending jet 
which breaks up the overlying uthotpheric plate Into two plates, thus initialing the evolution of a new 
oceanic basin. The jet gradually calms down but i «mains a deep-rooted upweHing centre of the 
circulation for a long time. The surface signature of It is e long-lived hot spot In the new ocean, not 
necessarily at the spreading centre of the oceanic ridge. The oceanic ridge overlies a shs*ow sheet-Ilk* 
ascending current which is only e passive consequence of spreading. On the other hand, the slab-type 
subduction corresponds very well to the sheet-like character of downweWng found in simulations wkh 
temperaturfrdependent viscosity (Figure 3). This scenario Is proved to work in numerical experiments 
with explicit presence of plate* in the models (Cserepes and Chrisiensen, two). 
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It has been well-known for long times that the large movements 
and changes of the Earth's surface considerably affected the evo
lution of the living world. At the end of the Paleozoic the Va-
riscan orogeny coincided in tine with the large extinction periods 
of the flora and fauna and with the progress of types, respective
ly. These phenomena were accompanied with large-scale climatic 
changes, as well. A similar turn can be observed at the Cretaceous/ 
/Paleogene boundary in the evolution of the living world, this is 
the period when the folding of young mountain chains has become in
tense. It is also known that 450 to 400 million years BP the Cale
donian orogeny allowed the marine fauna and flora to adapt them- • 
selves to the terrestrial conditions on the temporarily subsiding 
and rising lands and to occupy the marginal parts of the continents. 

it would be rather attractive to consider these surficial rearran
gements as decisive reasons in the evolution of the living world. 
The situation, however, is by all means not so simple. The Earth 
was inhabited already 3 billion years BP, before the Caledonian o-
rogeny but these populations were restricted to the oceans. The oc
cupation of the land required the change of the atmosphere's com
position, too. During the several billion years the oxygen produc
tion of marine algae increased the free oxygen content of the at
mosphere and generated the oione shield protecting the Earth sur
face from the ultraviolet radiation, respectively. Obviously, the 
life could occupy the land only in an orogenic period when it was 
already protected also in the lands from the ultraviolet radiation. 
Since tnat period the erosion processes of continents have been 
changed by the plants, the vegetation generated the soils and pre
served the surface from erosion that had been very strong in the 
earlier periods. Subsequently, the vegetation occupied the terrest
rial parts within a relatively short time in geological sense and 
generated flora realiss during very short time span. 

Undoubtfulxy, during the orogenic movements not only simple verti

cal topographic changes proceed. In these case« the boundary bet
ween the sea and land Is considerably displaced, certain seas be
come closedt in other regions new oceans open, the salinity of the 
separated part basins changes, too. The Tethys fairly well exempli
fies this phenomenon. Since we have known that the shore-line dis
placements, the rise or subsidence of the crust have proceeded al
so in the geological past only with a velocity of a few centimeter 
per year, it has become obvious that from the aspect of the living 
world these surficial changes could not have taken place with dra
matic speed but have been slow enough for most of the species to 
adapt themselves to the conditions. Though in comparison with the 
Earth's history of 4.5 billion years the extinction phenomena pro
ceeded suddenly, these changes involved great ttm» intervals. E.g. 
at the time of the Variscan orogeny first the pterldophytes were 
replaced by the gymnosperas but the fundamental change of the fauna, 
i.e. extinction and progress of new types followed only seceral ten 
million years after this process. Similar time displacement can be 
observed in the Cretaceous in the case of both the flora and fauna, 
i.e. about 100 million years BP the gymnosperas were replaced by the 
angiosperms and the extinction of different terrestrial animal 
groups followed only subsequently by 30 to 40 million years, among 
others the extinction of dinosaurs. Their living space has been oc
cupied very rapidly by mammals that had been subordinate till that 
period. 

One may believe that in this case the change of vegetal food sour
ces affected the animal kingdom. But, contemporaneously with, the 
changes in the terrestrial animals, enormous extinction waves fol
lowed also in the marine regions. E.g. at the end of the Paleozoic 
the unicellular foraninifers of greater site, the trllobltes, cer
tain corals and echinoderms disappeared. In the Cretaceous the mol
lusc carnivorous ammonites predominating so far in the world ocean, 
certain wide-spread foraminifers and numerous shallow marine re*f-
-building organisms also disappeared. The changes in the oceans can 
be first of all explained by the totel rearrangement of shallow ma
rine biotopes. At the end of the Paleozoic the Pangea possessed a 
special position since in places of seas separating the former con
tinental parts mountains arose. The Late Plaozoic glaciation, first 
of all in the southern hemisphere followed in relation with the con
tinental drift. The closing of continents changed the former oceanic 



current systems, tne wind systems also changed and the positio;. of 
continents as compared to the poles was also modified. 

The interactions between surface changes and life can be analyzed 
with more troubles in the early billions of years when life was 
restricted solely to the oceans. Oncertainities are growing what 
about the period of the initiation of life. It is sure that in 
the early life of our planet the temperature conditions did not 
allow the presence or formation of life. Though the first solid 
crust"developed relatively rapidly subsequently to the total melt
ing but at the beginning it was often broken by the glowing magma 
material of the deeper seated strata. In this period no fluid pri
mitive ocean can be spoken about and the composition of the primi
tive atmosphere considerably differred from that of the recent one. 
Based on the radioactive age determinations of the first sedimen
tary rocks the presence of fluid water can be presumed to exist 
around 3.7 billion years ago. The age of the oldest pillow lava 
like basaltic rocks relating to ocean bottom as also 3.8 to 3.6 
billion years. Since that time all the geological observations 
prove that the overwhelming majority of the Earth's surface was 
covered by oceans during billions of y."»ars. Life was generated in 
this medium and as mentioned above this has been its birthplace 
for about 3 billion years. 

In this early period two factors can be taken into account that 
decisively affected the marine living worldi the ultraviolet ra
diation and the crustal movements. The latter one formed continents 
from time to time, changed the depth of oceans, changed their sa
linity, modified the ocean currents, produced new shallow marine 
biotopes and allowed the development and evolution of reef-like 
assemblages close to the shores. The two effects occurred many 
times together since in lack of the ozone shield only thick water 
layer was the only protection against the ultraviolet radiation. 
The fixed reef-like biocenoses, however, got considerable dose of 
radiation during the rise of sea-shores. The oldest known alga 
reefs are 3.5 billion years old. 

In this initial period the most decisive factor is that not only 
the surficial processes acted on the living world, but the living 
world re-acted on the evolution of the Earth generating a special 
atmosphere and new types of rocks, e.g. limestone and dolomite. In 

the Paleozoic it changed the surficial weathering and erosion 
and due to the decomposition of the dead organisms it produced 
coal and hydrocarbon beds. 

It would be an error to derive the evolution, crises or flourish
ing of the living world mechanically from the surfieial changes 
and to neglect its inclination to the perpetual regeneration. 

He are not sure how to judge the effect of changes of the Earth's 
magnetic field on the living world. Paleomagnetic studies reveal
ed that the northern and southern magnetic poles of our planet 
interchange within geologically very short intervale, i.e. by 
several hundred thousand or one-two million years. The magnetic 
field of the Earth decreases to the tenth at the moment of the 
interchange, the Van Allen belt surrounding the Earth will be 
deformed and does not protect the suiface from the cosmic rays 
/the ozone shield, however, provides the the protection against 
the ultraviolet radiation/. These cosmic ray showers, however, do 
not correlate in time with the extinction or mutation of the spe
cies. Moreover, mankind itself had to undergo several cosmic ray 
showers, mainly when taking into account that the evolutionary 
way of man can traced as back as to the Miocene. Similarly, no 
unambiguous relationship exists between the volcanic activity and 
the climate. It was previously presumed that the intense volcanic 
activity of the Carboniferous period transported many carbon di
oxide into the atmosphere and this would result in a green-house 
effect. The warming up together with the abundance of carbon di
oxide produced extraordinarily favourable conditions for the vege
tation. The rich vegetation producing the greatest coal reserves 
o; the world is explained by tnis fact. 

Based on instrumental measurements it seems so that in case of 
volcanism the fine dust erupted into the atmosphere has decisive 
role which as against the carbon dioxide results in the,decrease 
of solar radiation and leads to sooling. Similar double tendencies 
may prevail in the course of the human activity concerning the 
energy production since the thermal power plants emit not only 
carbon dioxide but also large quantities of fine dust. By all means 
in the age of scientific-technical revolution mankind affects the 
atmosphere and the living world much more rapidly than the geolo-



gical conditions of the Earth's change. The surficial changes 
due to mining and building activities, the rearrangement of the 
river network on a continental scale represent environnental 
changes that exceed in scale the spontaneous changes of the 
Earth. 

Plate movement* after the breakup of Pangea /reconstruction/. 
6 7 

The megatectonic effects influencing tue course of 
evolution »ere expressed both in macroevolution end mi-
croevoiution. Megatectonic effects caused bot aggrega-
tions »па isolations between ecological communities, 
species ana populations, The megetectonic perturbations 
of ecological communities reorganized the chains of 
trophic interactions, inducing altered ecological interac
tions.The changing ecological contexts in turn affected 
species-soecific and/or popuistionai interact ions,e.g. 
tne historical sequences of the networks of predation, 
competition, parasitism, mutual ism. srmbiosis etc. 

As regards the macroevolutionary effects, mega tec
tonic motions operated in the set up of reproductive iso
lations between populations.it is well Known that the re
productive isolation has been the overture of generation 
of new species. By expanding or contracting the number of 
individuals of populations, tectonic effects were able to 
affect the level of genetic and phenotypie variation in 
microevolution of local populations. 

In brief, the emergence and extinction .moreover the 
interspecific and intraspecific ecological interactions 
have changed during megatectonie deformations,crest ing 
renewed diversity,complexity and stability patterns. 
Therefore, megatectonic effects served as constraints on 
evolutions, opening up new evolutionary possibiIities in 
many cases. 

f 
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According to several lndepent evidences and arguments the pri
mordial terrestrial atmosphere must have seriosly deffered from the 
present one. The reasons are as follows. 

1) Earth and sun have originated from the same matter (Bercii, 
in this Volume), so, even vita differential evaporation ac. 
molecules containing hydrogen, such as «rater vapour, methane and am
monia would be expected as dominant. 

2) Free o 2 is not expected in equilibrium, being too aggres
sive. 

3) The present atmosphere is not friendly with organic macro-
molecules, so the development of early life would have been impossi
ble. 

Present living organisms can e.g. deliberate О г or eat up 
aetnane or ammonia. Thermodynamic considerations show (Uilacs, at 
the end of this Volume) that Life can convert the matter content of 
the atmosFhere on a time seal« much shorter than the age of Earth. 
Even without organisms uv radiation produces some Og, and astronomi
cal observations show reducing or neutral atmospheres around the 
other planets. 

Model calculations starting from possible primordial atmo
spheres can result in the present one, and some paiaeonthologic data 
suggest the changes. Fig. i is such a compilation. For more explana
tion and further details see the standard literature, e.g. Refs. 1 a 
2. 
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One usually tries to start a presentation with a "bon mot" to arouse the 
interest of the audience. Why not try once the opposite? Let us start with a 
platitude. 

Viruses do not exist because «e have discovered then but rather ме could 
discover them because they existed. Moreover, their discovery started the 
other way round. Viruses did make themselves discover. They caused diseases in 
nan, animals, plants (and even bacteria), thus attracting the attention of' 
doctors, veterinarians, tanners and bacteriologists to their existence. And so 
they did in an epoch when everybody was hunting for microscopic, live 
pathogens, the new paradigm cf medicine and biology at the turn of the past 
century. 

No wonder, therefore that the first viruses emerged as agressive, acutely 
pathogenic "filterable" agents, causing epidemic outb. aks with great losses 
either in human lives or in animal г plant production. These viruses received 
a well deserved attention and it was soon discovered that as pathogenic agents 
they can be controlled by the classical epidemiological measures (Burnet, 
1945; Nobel Prize 1960), including the active immuniration of their potential 
•xists. In a medical-epidemiological sense they were therefore included in the 

group of pathogenic Microbe« with invasiveness, virulence and possibly 
toxigmnicity. The classification of viruses, too, wee based on their 
pathogeneelty and host range, and tney were accordingly catsgorixsd as 
neurotropic, enterotropic, dereotropic, ttc. viruttt, pathogenic for plants or 
animals (including huaena). Some hesitation existed aa to the potential viral 
natura of the bacteriophage«. 

The crucial breakthrough came when Luria Ü93J), Delbrück (1950) and 
Hershey (1952) (Nobel Prlte ДО«) discovered that all true virus« eaasntltlly 
represent an infectious genetic information. At that time it was already known 
that the material manifestation of inheritable information was in all 
biological entities the desoxyribonucleic acid, -0NA- (or in some viruses 
ribonucleic K i d -RNA-) macroaolecule. Therefore the ssoalngly tautologlc 
statement of Lwoff (19«0-, Hobel Prize 1965) "the virus is a virus" had at that 
time a profund meaning. Lwoff and Toumier proposed a classification of all 
viruses essentially on the basis of the chemical nature of their genome and 
the geometry of their extracellular form, the virion. These authors also 
defined the characteristic biological features distinguishing viruses from all 
other biological entities as shown in a somewhat modified form in Table 1. 

The fundamental change of paradigm in virology (in genetics and cell 
biology) has led to an exponential increase of knowledge in the last *0 years. 
This change resulted in a much less speculative and romantic approach to the 
problem of virus evolution. The basis of storage, coding and raiding of the 
genetic information being universal in all biological entities, viruses were 
soon found to be optimal and highly versatile tools of molecular biology 
(including genetics and evolution). 

As shown in Table 2, at present various mobile and extrachromosomal 
autonomous genetic entities are known and the viruses seem to represent a 



special evolutionary product of such "normal" structures. A somewhat modified 
scheme originally proposed by Jacob (Nobel Prize 1965) and Wollman (1961) 
gives an idea on that concept (Fig.l.) 

At present state of knowledge the classical concept of viruses being on 
the "bcderline between live and non-live" seems to be obsolete. It is known 
that no principle or substance exists that would confer "life" to non-live 
matter. It is a minimum level of structural and regulatory complexity that 
causes life to evolve from coacervates of regulated, cooperative catalytic 
functions and structures. No part of a cell is live, only the cell as an 
entity does live. It appears therefore that virus evolution could not start 
before cells had existed (but apparently started quite soon after cells came 
into being). 

The viruses as autonomous extrachromosomal units of genetic information 
may potentially evolve fro» an already existing autonomous live unit 
(essentially a cell) in at least three possible ways, as follows: 

1) As a result of prolonged symbiotic coexistence with successive loss of 
"unnecessary" genes and/or as a result of gene exchanges and mutations. 
Typical examples of that type of evolution are the eukaryote-prokaryote 
synbionts Cyanophora paradoxa and Pelomyxa palustris, and as extreme forms the 
mitochondria of animal cells and the chloroplasts in plant cells. That type of 
evolution hardly applies to viruses because of their strictly parasitic 
coexistence with the host cell. Certain authors nevertheless believe that 
evolution in this way cannot yet be definitely excluded in the case of the 
largest DNA viruses (e.g. members of the Poxvirus family). 

2) Evolution of an independent entity from a mobile element (either 
transposon or episome) of a genome. The close resemblance of replicative 
mechanises and some homologies of certain sequences suggest a passible 

evolutionary relationship between transposons and the ONA viruses replicating 
via reverse transcription (Hepatitis В Virus, HBV; Cauliflower Mosaic Virus, 
CaMV). Both HBV and CaMV would either replicate or integrate (like true 
episomes) and differ from a true transposon not only by their ability to 
integrate as multiple DNA copias (cDNA), but also, by producing virion progeny 
having a direct cytopathic effect on the host cell. In this light it does not 
seem too far-fetched to speculate that a virus emerges when a given DNA 
sequence looses its integrating capacity and transforms to a true, virion 
producing, non-integrating cytopathic virus (distantly related to a true 
Plasmid). The possible mechanisms of transformation may be multiple mutations, 
frameshifts (not only in transcription, but also in splicing), gene Cor 
sequence) losses or gains (insertion and deletion), recombinations and other 
natural (or occasionally induced) modifications of the genome. It should be 
noted that a HBV infection is nearly always chronic, with continous production 
of non-infectious virus-specific surface antigen (HBsAg). The integrated viral 
genome may occasionally induce a primary hepatocellular cancer. 

Most true animal DNA viruses except those of the Poxvirus family would 
rarely cause a fatal illness, being mainly involved in chronic persistent 
infections with prolonged shedding of antigen; such infections occasionally 
cause (infrequently malignant) transformation of the cells. The ONA of the 
Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) exists in the African Burkitt lymphoma cells as an 
episome, replicating autonomously and producing some EB nuclear antigen, out 
never complete virions (abortive cycle). Transforming polyoma- or adenoviruses 
produce no virions either in the transformed cells (non-permissivity). Their 
genome (polyoma complete, adeno defective) is randomly integrated into the 
host genome and codes for the production of specific tumor (T) antigens. 
However, in many cases the integration of the papova- or adenovirus genome has 



no obvious biological consequences. The human adenoviruses do not appear to 
have any causal relationship with any human tumor, and produce a malignant 
transformation only in newborn rhodents. Investigations into the papilloma 
viruses of Australian cattle disclosed the surprising fact that the virus 
abundantly produced new virions while growing in the benign outgrowth 
(papilloma), whereas in the hairless or non-pigmented cutaneous regions of the 
sick animal the same virus occasionally acted as an inducer of cancer. The 
cancer cells, however, dit not produce virions and contained the viral genome 
in the farm of episomal elements. The facts listed here as examples strongly 
suggest an evolutionary relationship of many DNA viruses with the so-called 
"normal" mobile genetic elements, such as transposons (yeast Tyl; Oorsophila 
Copia; humans Alu), processed genes (e.g. the globin gene in humans) 
rearranged genes (e.g. antibody diversity) and the episomal elements. 

As to the possible origin of RNA viruses, let me refer to recent advances 
in the study of heterogeneous nuclear RNA (hnRNA), small nuclear 
ribonucleoprotein particles (snRNP) and processing mechanisms involved in the 
maturing of mRNA. It should be noted that while the prokaryotes have only type 
II RNA polymerase (transcribing mRNS) eukaryotes additionally have type I RNA 
polymerase for the synthesis of large ribosomal RNA, as well as type III RNA 
polymerase for the production of a great variety of diverse small RNAs, 
including rRNA and tRNAs. 

The average viral RNA is single stranded and has a M W of 2,5-7,5 ж 10 
daltons, very much like the average classes of mature polycistronic mRNA. The 
viral RNA may have positive,- negative,- or ambi-sense. Positive-sense RNAs 
resemble mRNA, being capped at the 5'end and polyadenylated at 3'end. The 
negative-sense RNA viruses carry in their virions specific RNA polymerase, 
that makes possible the synthesis of a positive-sense (mRNA) strand. The 

purified RNA of such viruses is not infectious. Some members of the Arenavirus 
family have ambisense RNA in their genome. Some RNA viruses have a double 
stranded genome. 

The single stranded (but diploidic) genome of the RNA tumor viruses 
replicated by reverse (RNA—0NA) transcription, also deserves mention. The 0NA 
trascripts of these viruses are integrated into the host genome. If the viral 
genome is complete, progeny RNA tumor viruses are produced. A copy of tl* 
viral promoter, with or without some residual viral genes (defective virus) 
will, if inserted close to a protooncogen (cellular oncogen), give rise to 
malignant transformation without virion production. 

Since the central step of virus replication is the production of mRNA, 
Baltimore (and Temin; Nobel Prize 1975) classified all viruses on this basis 
as shown in Fig.2. The synthesis of viral mRNA being in most cases performed 
by the host's machinery, it is very likely that viral structures are 
"familiar" to the host. In view of this it does not seem impossible that some 
viral RNAs may have originated from tinkering with the genetic "junk" 
resulting from splicing or some other processing of the hnRNA. 

As already noted, the genetic functions and structures of the cells and 
viruses are essentially similar and to some extent even "interchangeable". 
Thus the hypothesis lies close at hand that viruses originated from, or rather 
in, the cells as by-products of the maintainance and translation of genetic 
information. Once a self-replicating autonomous unit had come into existence, 
its genetic changes could easily led to the evolution of a primordial virus. 
Mutations, insertions, deletions, genetic shifts and drifts could than readily 
do the rest of the work required for the production of the entity known as 
virus. 

The viroids (Diener, 1976), autonomously replicating small (МИ « 1,1 X 



10 ) naked infectious units consisting of single-stranded RNA, can be regarded 
as the classical type of a "primordial virus". Up to now they have been found 
only in plants and are not true viruses, because they do not have an 
extracellular (virion) form. They accumulate as protein-nucleic acid complexes 
in the nucleolus like the "normal" small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNP) 
and are replicated entirely by pre-existing (or activated) host enzymes. The 
viroids are not translated and exist in a covalently closed circular form with 
several short base paired regions with alternate mismatched loops. They have 
some regions homologous to the 5'end of an snRNA (e.g. Ul) involved in 
splicing. Thus it is thought that viroids may come from aberrant introns, the 
more so as spliced introns are themselves often covalently closed single 
stranded RNAs with base paired regions. Sequence similarities were also found * 
between viroids and the ends of transposable elements of genes, as well as of 
some retroviral proviruses. Thus viroids may represent transcripts of such 
elements that have become independent of the DNA phase in their replication. 

Even this brief and superficial review of current knowledge on molecular 
genetic events and gene transcription permits a deep insight into the 
complexity and abundance of those events and phenomena wich may serve as 
sources of autonomously replicating genetic elements. Although the details are 
obscure, there seems to be little doubt that episomes (dsONA), viroids (ssRNA) 
and various present viruses may have evolved from "normal" elements of DNA and 
from various functional and "vaste" RNAs. 

Last but not least it should be noted that since the laws of molecular 
genetics are universal, a "coated" autonomous genetic element - as is a virus 
- may in principle easl> ma\,e across any taxonomic barrier. Evidence has been 
presented that viruses harboured by rnodents or other wild or domesticated 
animals are being transferred by arthropades to another animal or bird. Thus 

enrichment or modification of the viral genome during its horizontal and 
vertical migration in populations of varied susceptibility or resistance 
appears to be another factor for guiding viral evolution. Such effects ire 
well demonstrable for example by the continuous antigenic "evolution" of human 
influenzaviruses (Orthomyxovirus) and AIOS viruses. Viruses having scanty 
genetic markers (in comparison to bacteria or Drosophila) are or rather will 
become excellent tools for investigations into the molecular genetic bases of 
evolution. 

Conclusions 

The viruses have no fossile ancestors, although they seem to have evolved 
parallel to the begining of life on earth. Considering the extraordinary 
conservativism of genetic tinkering ("Evolution remembers only successes"- F. 
Jacob), as well as its extreme versatility ("there is nothing impossible in 
biology" - A. Lwoff), one would wonder rather than comprehend why virus 
families are relatively irmumerous (Table 3). However, the surprising 
variability of some virus families (e.g. Hyxoviruses, AIDS viruses) and the 
intricate interactions of the genetic machinery of viral and host genome in 
other families (Retroviruses, Hepadnaviruses, viroids) help the investigator 
to divine the possible mechanisms of the evolution of autonomous, encapsicated 
infectious genetic elements (viruses) from the "normal" mobile and autonomous 
genetic elements of the cell or even from the genetic junk available in 
nucleus and nucleous as a by-product of splicing or some other processing ci 
the hnRNA. 
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Table 1. 
Differentiating features of microbes and viruses 

1 1 2 ? *> 
äacteria Mycoplasms Rickettsia Chlamidia Virus 

Growth on 
media 

Binary fission 
DNA+RNA 
Rioosomes 
Metabolism 
Antibiotic sensitivity 
Interferon 
sensitivity 

Organism 

1 obligate, 2 facultative intracellular parasite 
3 except for hepatitis В virus (H8V) 
4 various exigencies 
5 filterable 

Table 2. 
Mobile and extrachromosomal genetic elements 

Element Nucleic acid Autonomous Reverse Integration Capsid 
replication transcription 

Transposon l.ds. DNA 
Episome c.ds. DNA 
Plasmid c.ds. DNA 
Virus l.ss. DNA 

CSS. DNA 
l.ds. DNA 
c.ds. DNA 
l.ss. RNA 5 

l.ds. RNA 7 

Covirus l.ss. RNA 
Viroid l.ss. RNA 

+• + 0 
0 • 0 
0 0 0 
0 o1 

• 

0 0 • 

0 o2 * 
o3 0* + 

0 Ä o6 + 

0 0 * 
0 0 1 
,? ,10 

Notes: 1 Adeno-associated viruses (AAV) integrate 
2 Temperate phages (e.g.) integrate 
3 Hepatitis В (HBV) and Caulimo Viruses (CaMV) replicate via reverse 

transcription 
4 Some Papovaviruses (when causing cancer), HBV and CaMV may integrate 
5 May have > or - sense, genome. Some of them have segmented genome (2-3 
segments) 

T 4 



6 Retroviridae (Oncorna viruses) have in their virions a specific 
reverse transcriptase and their DNA copias integrate into the host 
genome. 

7 Single family (Reoviridae) with segmented (10-12) genome. 
8 Different genes of the virus in separate capsids 
9 Not yet identified 
10 Complementary DNA segments found in the host genome. 

1 = linear, с = circular 

FIG. 1. 
A possible flow chart of events in virus evolution. 
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FIG. 2. 

Classification of viruses as templates for «-RNA synthesis 
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Table J. 

The known Families of viruses 

Total number of virus Families« 52 
Out Of the«: DNA IB 

RNA M 

Number of virus Families pathogenic (also) for vertebrates: 1' 
Out of tnen: DNA 6 

RNA 13 
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Abstract- The hypothesis postulates that amino acids were first used as coenzymes of 
ribozymes. Similar to many contemporary cosnzmyes. amino acids are thought to hav* 
been equipped with nucleotide "handles-. In order to reduce the error in 
ribazyme-amino acid coenzyme association, different type amino acids should have been 
assigned to different mono- or oligonucleotides, which could have been the first 
appearance of a coded assignment between amino acids and nucleotides without 
translation. The three-letter code must have become fixed before the appearance of 
oligopeptide tracts. The emergence of oligopeptides could have triggered a bifurcation 
of RNA function: some rfeozymes have become better messengers while losing catalytic 
activity; whereas others have remained as shrinking cores of rfconudeoprotem 
enzymes. Stereochemical bias in oligonucleotide-amino acid interaction could have 
facilitated the fixation of an unambiguous code, though absolute specificity 
(predestination) was not necessary. The assumption that coding had appeared before 
translation in an RNA world to improve the repertoire of amino acid cefaclors renders 
a primordial error catastrophe loop Inefficient. 

As with many questions in biology, one can take here as wed either a bottom-up or a 
top-down route of enquiery. The bottom-up strategy tries to get from elements with 
known properties to systems, whereas the top-down approach attempts to figure out 

the delate considering the pattern of behaviour at the system leve). In evolution, these 
approaches often hav* an additional twist since they may (but do not necessarty) refer 
to possUe temporal order as wail: tt Is understood that rudimentary element» precede 
systems not only ki the structural but also In the temporal sense. Sine« we have 
a reasonably rich description of the present state of the genetic code without having 
ideas of commensurate clarity and detaledness about the «vilest stages, I she! 
concentrate on the bottom-up route which, unfortunately, wit not take us right to the 
top. 

We stm do not have a due how aH the complicated machinery of protein 
synthesis with ribosomee, tRNAs, and synthetases, could arise. Whle we are sure 
about the end of the process leading to the code, the beginning Is far less definite. It 
Is dear that basically we have two options.' either an RNA world or a protein world; 
here i wH assume the existence of an RNA world (Glbert, 1966). Although we do not 
have a full picture of tn* origin of translation, some ingenious ideas have been put 
forward. Some of these are compatible with each other, others are mutually exclusive. 
In what follows I wBl outline my approach to the problem which does not Include a full 
scenario either. Some element» of the argument wll be borrowed from other 
hypotheses. 

C o d i n g C o e n z y m e » H a u n d l s m 

I think with Ginti (1983) that the origin of translation and the genetic cod» 
must have followed a route leading from rlbozymes to isofunclional protein enzymes. A 
crude picture of the process passing via rtoonudeoprotein enzymes has been farmed 
by White (1982). The details of this transition are far from trivial. The distance 
between two nucleotides m nucleic acids is about 0.34 ran, that between two amino 
acid residues In proteins is about 0.36 rvn. This correspondence implies that if we 
have a functional ribozyme, H could not act as a messenger for an isofunctional 
protein using the present three-letter genetic code, since critical distances within the 
molecules would not be conserved (and vice versa: mRNAs of today's proteins are 
unlikely to behave as ribazymes). Note, however, that White's scheme does not rely on 
such immediate isofunctlonajity,- short oligopeptides might have first aided the 
ribazymes. , 

I think that the first amino adds used regularly by RNA organisms were acting 
as coenzymes of ribozyme*- Many contemporary coenzymes have nucleotide "handes" 
by which they could have easty been positioned in the active sites of rtjozymes (Fig. 
1). Amino adds cefaclors must have had similar handles (Fig. 2). Thus I think that 
contemporary amino add actuation is a relic of the final step of an ancient process 
synthesizing amino acid cefaclors, and the rlbozymes catalyzing it were the first 
assignment catalysts. 
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Fig. 1. The соепгутпе NAD*. Note the adenine residue and the 5'.5' pyrophosphate 
anhydride bond between the two nucleotides. 

The final statement can be clarified as follows. Amino acids have a wider 
variety of chemical functions than nucleotides, so it must have paid to use as many 
cofactor types as possible. Given the assumption that amino acids had nucleotide 
handles, four amino acid types could have been assigned to four nucleotide types. One 
can immediately raise the question about the advantage of such an assignment. Since 
a single nucleotide cannot generally be expected to be fixed by base pairing alone for 
a long time, both the nucleotide handle as well as the attached amino acid must have 
been bound to the ribozyme by secondary chemical bonds (hydrogen bridges and Van 
der Waals forces). 

Three error types in amino acid cofactor binding are possible: (1) wrong amino 
acid with good handle, (2) good amino acid with wrong handle, and (3) wrong amino 
add with wrong handle. White type 1 and 3 errors would severely impair catalysis, type 
2 errors would be not so harmful, although the configuration of the active site wojid 
be somewhat distorted. If the four arrino add types occurred in all the 16 assignment 
(in which every amir» acid can be paired with every handle), selective and strong 
binding by the ribozymes would be difficult. If each amino acid type is assigned to only 
one nucleotide type, distinction becorr.es easy, and catalytic activity is reliably increased 
by distinguishable coenzymes. Therefore, the mos* ancient code could have been а 
one-letter one, but it was not used to synthesize proteins in translation. Amino acid 
cofactors could have been used at critical points only, to aid acid-base catalysis or the 
formation cf hydrophobic pockets, for example. 

The emergence of a specific assignment can be aided by affinities between 
am.no acids and nucleotides. It is known, for example, that hydrophobic amino acids 
favour A, the most hydrophobic base (see Lacey and Mullins. 1983 for review, arid 
Lacey et al. 1984; Mullins e! a/. 1984; Lacey and Mullins, 1985 for further data). .Any 
such affinity could have been amplified by the active site of the cofactor-synthesiri'iq 
ribozymes. (It seems likely that a group of chemically iimilar amino acids was assigned 
to each nucleotide, in the spirit of the ambiguity reduction hypothesis; cf. Woese. 
1965, 1967; Rtch, 1966). 

CH,-OH 

Fig. 2. The "coenzyme" isoleucine with an AU handle. Note the 3 ,5 ' pbosphodiesier 
bond between the two nucleotides. 

Further increase in catalytic potential could have been aci.iwed only through the 
synthesis of more coenzymes with specific handles. Handles madj of two nucleotides 
instead of one allow for 16 non-overlapping assignments; a dramatic Increase Indeed. 
The essence of the former one-to-one assignments must have 1-een preserved; If Phe 
had been assigned to A, it should have become assigned to AA later, and similarly for 
tr.e other assignments. At this stage nearly every function of ribozymes could have 
been fulfilled better by proteins, at least in principle. 

Although it is dear that the final configuration with a maximum of 16 
assignments is selectively advantageous, the details of the transition need elucidation. 
Doublets rather than singlets can be used to encode for either entirely novel amino 
acids, or to reduce ambiguous assignments in a given vocabulary. In what follows I will 
give an example of the latter process; vocabulary extension can be visualized along 
quite similar lines. 
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Fig. 3. The lauge of amino acid coenzymes ki rtazymes and the amblgulty reduction 
process, (a) U Is assigned ambiguously to ammo adds a, and а,,, (b) The appearance 
Ы longer nancies, ( d Favourable nucleotide usage at the coenzyme binding sites and m 
the handos leads to unambiguous assignment and refined catalytic potential. 

Imagine that in the one-letter "code* U at assigned to two dfferont, chemically 
related amino adds a, and *? (Fig. 3a). On* way for passing to a two-letter code Is 
to reduce ambiguity as follows. By mutation, the relevant coanzymt-synthaslzlng 
гаэогут» could charge related «nucleotides as wrii rather than only U with the amino 
adds (Fig. 3o). If there is place for the novel coenzymes with their larger handes to 
fit into the rbozymes (Fig. 3c). then thia can happen with the continuity of function. 

How one can gal from ambiguous two-letter assignments (Fig. 3b) to 
unambiguous ones (Fig. 3 d is Influenced by three conditions: 0) the relattee production 
rate of specific assignment catalysts; (2) the usage (anatognuo to codon usage In 

Table 1 

«i H 

(c) 

«i "a * i «г 

и + 
A + + + 

(d) (e) 
la) Antidoubtet configuration, (b-e) Doublet eonflguratione. For doublets, * mdcatee a 
bias towards the novel coenzyme binding nucleotide in rbozymes working better with 
amino add a. and in those performing better with amino add a,. For the sake of 
simplicity, only U and A are Included m this example. 

preeent-day organisms) of dnudeotkJee m the Hbozymes at the cofactor-bmdJng sites; 
and (3) the bias (stereochemical, for example) m the assignment Itself (Fig. 3o>. I wfl 
dtecues these m turn, using mulaUe mutende some arguments by Bedian (1982). 
Assume that there is no intrinsic bias m the production rate of the mutant assignment 
catalysts, which leaves ua wRh factors (2) and (3). to which I wM refer to as doublet 
and antidoublet usage, respectively, for the sake of simplicity. The crucial question Is 
the relationship between these two, presumably biased, usages. 

Lot us imagine that amidoublet usage is fixed. This is Justified because It la 
known that the baas In amino edd-dkiudeotido Interaction is more pronounced than 
(hat In amino add mononudeotia* interaction (reviewed by Ucejr and MuMns, 1983; 
Shimixu. 1987) There are four possMe doublet usage patterns (ТаЫе 1). Case Ь is in 
complete agreement with the amidoublet usage a, hence fixation of urambiguous coding 
is easly driven by improved catalytic potential. Cases с and d are partly m conflict 
with antidoublet usage, since either rfcozymee working better with a, or - j have the 
same nucleotide m the novel doublet position. The assignment (say, for a,), where the 
two usages agree can be utMzed easily, the other antidoublet cannot compete 
successfully beacuae of mispaJrlno at the novel position. This is not so wHh the other 
type of rbozymes needing « , h their active sit*. There the hand* of the correct 
amino add pairs poorly, whereas that of the wrong amino add pairs perfectly. The 

U 

A 

(a) (b) 



situation Is not »iiipaliH. however. CenteuKy of function la maintained through two 
facts: one. that the MUal simple hanta with the ambiguous assignment can «Ш pair; 
second; »hat one amino асУ used for the othar has been customary ei the WtleJ 
phase itself. Nevertheless, mutations altering unfavourable doublets at the critical site 
w» be at a aetectWe advantage end thus w * unjmateh> gat fbied. 

Completely opposite biases for doublet (Table 1e) versus enUdoubtet usage leads 
Wo' an anpasse; evoejlionary progress becomes possMe when either one is altered, 
the fk-st by mutation pressure, the ascend parhapa by othar mutant synthesizing 
rfeozymes modifying the WteJ assignment bet». 

R r - o r r « А г г И г ч о A c i d C o e n z y m e « - t o P i - o t e a l r t e * 

Longer tracts of neighbouring amino adds would have later been formed on 
rfcozymes. Rax>zym«e which could bind these tracts only through the handles would be 
at an advantage since they would be shorter. The enclosing ceH would replicate faster, 
too. К could have bean at this stage where handtes must have been transformed to 
ancient adaptors (primordial tRNA analogues), which could bind not only io the 
ribozyme by base pairing but also to each othar (cf. Orgel, 1989; Smith and Yarus, 
1939). m this way parts of ribozymes bindktg the amino acids rather than the handles 
directly became dispensable. The fixation of the triplet code presumably occured at this 
stage: two nucleotides were required for coding, and the third nucleotide served as a 
kind of "spacer" between adjaceKt adaptors, to be used for coding only later (the "two 
out of three" hypothesis; Lagerkvist. 1986). This coding frame would have become 
frozen by the formation of the first oKgopeptide-Hke tracts. 

The origin of adaptor molecules, and hence ;he transition from at most 
trinucleotide handles to ur-tRNAs, is not dear. They may have been recruited from 

molecular serving other roles previously. An interesting suggestion of Weiner and 
MaizeJs (1987) Is of this genre: they think that ancient tRNA-like molecules tagged the 
genomic RNA molecules for replication. Removal of a tag led to molecules acting as 
catalysts only; free tags could have been charged with amino acids. But apart from 
this particular example. К seems very lately that an organism based on RNA catalysis 
contained al sorts of smaller and larger digorfeonudeotides for various reasons; some 
of them could have been only debris. Fortuitous charging of any suitable molecule 
would have led to the emergence of adaptors. 

At this stage specificity of activation by dMferent rfeonudeoslde-triphosphates 
served no cooing function any more; tod») amino acids are activated by ATP only (note 
tht difference in the binding of amino adds to AMP versus tRNA: the former is on 
the 5 . the latter on the 3' С atom of rloose). If self-sustaining oligopeptides could 
have been formed from these aligned amino acids, this would have served with the 
benefit of making adaptors reusable. Here a dtfferentiatior. of ribozyme genes is to be 
expected: some versions of the original gene produced RNAs which became more 
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Fig. 4. Exon duplication by reverse setf-spilcing of an RNA transpose«. Roman and 
arable numerals stand for axons and introns, respectively, (a) Alternative saif-spaclng 
leads to a deficient spliced product and an RNA trantpoaon containing «кол II. (о) 
Reverse self-splicing of the transposon into a futty spliced gene product, resulting In 
the duplication of exon II. See Augusth ef a/. (1990) for experimentally demonstrated 
reverse setf-spHclng. 

efficient messengers whle losing catalytic eMIty, whereas other descendants were stM 
Involved as submits in functional ribonucleoprotein enzymes. Such • division of labour 
must have been advantageous, since assembly of functioning enzymes would have been 
faster and messengers would have become reusable. Ribozymes catalyzing peptide 
synthesis would have been advantageous, and become the ancestors of rbosomal 
RNAs. (It should be noted that workers In the field begin to think that crucial step» In 
protein synthesis are catalyzed by rbosome) RNAs rather then proteins, and in 
particular the formation of the peptide bond occurs spontaneously, once the two iRNAs 
are positioned suitably, see Moore, 1988; DaWberg, 1989). Thus we have got coding, 
messengers, adaptors, und RNAsomes (prknordia! ribosomes). The problem is that 
digp- (or poly-) peptides are synthesized In stretches, and no complete messengers 
exist. In order to replace RNA entirely the cell must have solved two problems: the 
size problem as explained above (complete messengers must be considerably longer 
than ribozymes), and the problem of forming a t»*iykf uu-'ypeplkJe diain «cling as an 
enzyme. 

Rfcozymes themselves are likely to have been formed only after the regular 
self-excision of introns. Moreover, exon shuffling was presumably pcssUe through the 
activity of RNA transpose*«, utlLJng the abllty of reverse self-splicing (Gilbert, 1986). 
Exons in the RNA world could have been functional cassettes like stem and loop 
structures (hairpins; cf. Cedergren and Grosjean. 1987). As shown on Fig. 4, these 
component processes can lead to exon duplication, which in turn results in longer 
potential messengers, wMe keeping the overall chemical character of the single exon 
in the duplicated region. Repeats of digonudeotide modules can have peculiar features 
from the point of view of translation. If the reading frame (having no interrupting stop 
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Flg. 5. The growth and codkig capacity of oligomerlc repeats (Ohno. 1987). (a) The 
pentamer is elongated by unequal pairing and primed replication. Ш The elongated RNA 
codes for a polypeptide chain with the pentapeptidk: repeat Ser-Lys-Ala-Lys-GIn in a * 
three reading frame«. This is due to the fact that the initial oligomer Is a 
pentanudeotide. ( d The one nucleotide longer hexanudeotide repeat can code only for 
dipeptidtc repeats, or or may be aborted by terminator codons (ter) . Thus, ancient 
RNAs coud have been made of oligoribonucleotide modules whose sizes are not integer 
multiples of three. 

codons) Is made of triplets, then concatenated modules o n be corredy read in any 
frame provided tn t length of one module dtflers from an Integer multiple of three 
(Ohno. 1987; Fig. 5 ) . 

Before the appearance of messengers, starts and ends of sequences harbouring 
amino acid tracts were marked by the entire structure of ribozymes. However, 
translation on messengers needs start and stop signals. W h i e I have no idea why the 
codon of methionine was chosen as an initiation signal, choice of stop codons may 
have had two different reasons. There is the posslbllty that the assignment of any 
amino acid to triplets now serving as terminators was unfavourable for some 
physico-chemical reason. On the other hand, It is peculiar, as Senapathy (1988) has 
noticed, that the splicing signals in eukaryotic pre-mRNAs (and group II introns; cf. 
Cech, 1986) v e closely related to terminator codons. He therefore argues that splicing 
signals emerged from stop codons. Considering, however, the Ifcely possibility that 
self-spiKing and exon shuffling preceded protein synthesis, I think that a better 
interpretation is just the opposite: stop codons evolved from ancient splicing signals. 
This had two advantages: useless introns were not translated, and sequences prone to 
frequert enzymatic cutting were not Included as messengers for protein synthesis. The 
contiguiN of coding tracts of messengers could have been achieved by mutations of 
nonsense to sense codms. and aided by the information-preserving feature of 
oligonucleotide repeats (cf. Fig. 5) . 

The crucial assumption In my incomplete scenario I» that of • continuous 
<feveiopment of enzymatic activity, because each gene was present kt several copies, 
experimentation with new variants was p o s . b e without the risk of losing function 
entirely. The original rbozyme served as a shrinking core or scaffold, onto which the 
novel protein structures assembled. Tha rlbonudeoprotein world has been a transient 
one, but memories of It are kept in the few contemporary examples of functional 
rbonudeoproteln complexes. Including as Important ones as rbosomes (Moore, 1968). 

О I « c u t et a l o r « 

A m i n o A c / c / « r t e f O t r i o / - Co&nxyrmma 

As it Is apparent from Figs 1 and 2 , there are two crucial difference« between 
the structure of existing nucleotide coenzymes and that of the postulated amino add 
coenzymes. First, the coupling of the two nucleotides in NAD, for example, differs 
from that in nucleic acids. Second, the non-nudeotide part is often bonded to the S' 
rather than to the 3' С of rbose. The second feature is true for the amewecyt-AMP 
(not a coenzyme but the activated form of amino adds) molecules and 
S-adenosyenethionine. 

The current absence of 3 . 5 ' phospnodktiter dnudeotide coenzymes can be a 
ghost of the past competition on behalf of amino acid coenzymes with coding nancies; 
no molecules but these ware allowed to mimic the structure of nucleic acids and thus 
have been enabled to associate with r t x z y n e s through conventional base pairing; art 
option not avalable to NAD, for example. However, one must be careful with this 
argument since one cannot substantiate a theory by a predicted аееепд of a 
phenomenon. 

The binding of the amino acid to the 3' (ester bond) rather than to the 5' 
(anhydride bond) С of riboee could have served a distinguishing role between activation 
and coenzyme usage. 

Although anino acid coenzymes from contemporary organisms are not known, К 
is interesting that Gly-tRNA and Ser-tRNA are used for peptkfogiycan synthesis (see 
Inouye and Deiihas, 1988) and Glu-tRNA is required for cNoropnya synthesis In 
chioroplasts (Schön e l a/. 1986). It may well be true Ihat these non-ooenzymatle 
activities have been present in rbo-organisms also (cf. Bemer ef a/. 1989) utilising 
amino add coenzymes with coding handes. 

Note that the coding h w d e hypothesis is independent from the assumed 
intermedtate stages In my scenario of the rioozyme-protein eruyine transition; it is 
compatUe with the deletion-replacement alternative (Benner et tl. 1989) as we». 
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The nature of the amino add-codon assignments would, according the abov* 
scenario, not foBow the "fozen accident" hypothesis (Crick, 1968) Sometimes people 
think that N states that the assignments are completely random, which is wrong. In 
reality, the hypothesis maintains that, whle oodon configurations should be resistant to 
mutations, and simiar codons should code for simiar amino adds, there Is no 
chemical relationship between the cognate amino acid and the corresponding anticodons 
(or codons). The fact that aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases rarely recognize the Identity of 
the correct tRNA by the anticodon (Yarus. 19B8) seems to be ki accord with this. 
Historical accidents in the choice properties of ancient assignment catalysts would thus 
have been declsh* kt shaping the code. This view was challenged repeatedly. 

Woese (1965. 1967) coupled the ambiguity reduction hypothesis with the 
so-caled stereochemical one in thanking that the anticodons of ancient tRNAs 
stereochamically recognized the cognate amino acid, simiar to the lock-and-key 
relation between substrate and enzyme. Obviously, this fit could not have led to very 
accurate disrimir>ation, hence the ambiguity. According to this view, at least overall 
chemical sknlarlty. if not sterlc complementarity, between amino acids and antlccdons 
should be found. There exists such a significant relationship between anticodon and 
amino acid polarities (Weber and Lacey. 1978; Jungck. 1978). 

The usual objection is that the measurements (reviewed by Lacey and MuHlns. 
1983) have been taken under highly non-biological conditions. The s.iag Is that for 
amino adds, measurements ki various 'non-biological' systems used to correlate nicely 
with each other and with the "mutation ring" of Swanson (1984). The most promising 
approach is due to Shimtzu (1982). who demonstrated that there is ki fact a 
lock-and-key relationship between space-fling molecular models of a complex 
consisting of the anticodon and the so-called dsrknlnator base of tRNA. and the 
cognate amino add. In vitro measurements made for some of the suggested complexes 
(Shknizu. 1987; Yoneda et Ы. 1985) show that the blnoTng Is real, although not <ery 
strong, and seems to be discriminating enough. The fact that the antlcodon and the 
dBcrkninator base are on opposite ends of tRNAs is obviously dKfkxrt to explain on 
this ground. Perhaps ur-tRNAs were considerably shorter (as ki the scenario 
presented previously), and the tal folded back on to the anticodon. to form the 
necessary complex. 

It may be surprising that such a smallish complex of rbonudeotides could 
discriminate among the amino adds. Note, however, that due to steric relations, even 
kt a sizeable rtxnyme the number of bases erectly repsonstte for binding is unlkely 
to exceed four anywav. The rest is needed to reduce the fluctuation of the binding 
site configuration. I have proposed a crucial experiment to test (Szathmary, 1989) 
based on the suggestion (Szathmary. 1984; 1990) that different rfcozymes could be 
produced by r» vitro RNA breeding. Breeding RNAs able to bind amino acids seems 
equally possible. After sufficient experimentation, a whole array of different RNAs. 
each specific for a particular amk» ac'd. is to be expected. Different RNAs binding 
the same amino add could also emerge. Then one could test for the significant 

occurrence of anticodon Hu> structures ki the ielected molecules. Uhtl than, en» to 
left wWi the ГееПпд that the ccmplementerlty demonstrated by Shkntau (and by other* 
for related models) could have hardly arise by chance alone. 

Yet la must be emphasized that although stereochemical Ыеа enhance* the 
evolution of an unambiguous cod», strict "biochemical predestination" Is by no mean* 
necessary for this (Bedtan. 1962). 

T h e / r » v e r - » e Problem of t h e Error- С axt mm ti-opHm 

Usage of amino add ecenzmvee with a dametanuy rtezyme background has an 
important consequence for the 'error catastrophe' problem. Orgel (1963, 19731 has 
called attention to the problem that translation errors, If going beyond a certain 
frequency, can initiate a runaway process resulting ki ultimata death of the eel, since 
erroneously produced translation protein* w * make more translation error*. Hoffman 
(1974) realized that there wes en rmarse problem ki the origin of life; given a crude 
enzymatic activity and low seiectMty, how can a rudimentary system get off th* 
ground? Not* that, kt agreement with Bedian's (1982) observation, the number of 
critical sites should not be too high. This .condition is easty satisfied In an RNA world, 
wher* amino adds are used kt important cases as coenzymes, but there is only a 
very fakít, if any, error loop since proteins as such are lacking at this stage. 
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ABSTRACT 
А зепега! scheme is outlined -for the evolutionary history of 

organisms. For tnis history evidences are of double origin: dated 
fossils, and t>i','"n»'"! cat , genetical and morphological inferences 
from extant orgi 1 isms. 
1. IHTRODUCTIOH 

An interdisciplinary symposium may open and reveal new di
rections of explorations although it focus on classical problems. 
One of tne oldest framewerk of description in biological evolu
tion is tne phylosenetic tree. In our paper we intend to switch 
on new lamps to illuminate this classical framework in order to 
find a more detailed structure of it from different viewpoints. 

One important viewpoint is: hierarchy. Hierarchy emphasizes 
a basic background information of investigations: the structures, 
as W H O L E - S are formed on nuiti-layered (multi-embedded) series of 
lower structures. The second important viewpoint follows from the 
first one: it is the distinction and separation of evolutionary 
informations belonging to different hierarchy levels. The conse
quence of this viewpoint-distinctions is the assumption: differ
ent layers of structural hierarchy may exhibit different dominant 
evolutionary mechanisms and tendencies. 

Hierarchy levels are the results of equivalency classifica
tions on structures, structures in a common range according to 
their space, time and some other basic parameters form a class 
which has a representative in the hierarchy table of "stable 
structures" CBerczi, this volume). The main trends of evolution 
of matter can 6e comprehended by these "stable structures" in the 
"Cosmo". "Micro", and "Life" blocks (ladders) of hierarchy. The 
hierarchy structure of evolutionary series suggested two differ
ent inter-hierarchy processes which alternately follow each 
other, one is the differentiation, the competition period between 
equal-hierarchy structures, the other, the Building together into 
a more complex structure is the structuralization period during 
evolution. 

If we use these principles to the evolution of living world 
we may separate three r>asic structural levels o< hierarchy. These 
tnree levels are the following ones: unicellular level, multicel
lular level ind tr.e level 0? creatures living together in ecolog
ical systems. Different equivalency-groups on these hierarchy 
levels are: K I N G D O M S on unicellular level, PHYLA on multicellular 
level arc ECOSYSTEMS on rr.u 11 i-creatures level. 

In our paper two of these three hierarchy levels are dis

cussed: those oi phyla and kingdoms. Overview of classical trtei 
of phyla and discussions of the basic principles and results from 
tne correlations of fossil remnants according to their morphol
ogy, sites of finding and communities over correspondence* be
tween layers and fossils, layers and their radioactive material 
content till the parallel exact background time seales and their 
mutual correspondence*, and finally the division of phylogenetlc 
and Kingdom-genetic main processes will be given. 

We shall see that on different levels of hierarchy the domi
nant processes follow different main evolutionary tendencies. 
During the formation and development of unicellular creatures 
symbiotic processes, the building together into a more complex 
unit programs were the dominant tendencies of evolution, while 
later in the multicellular evolutionary period the morphologlcai-
functlonal-topological differentiation of the phylogenetleal 
units (the branching of the tree of phyla) was the dominant evo
lutionary trend. During the period of the (here not discussed) 
ecological organizational level also the building together ten
dency became dominant. 

it is important to note that focusing on hierarchical part
ing and the corresponding tendencies of evolutionary processes is 
.1 ' 1 strict and exclusive characteristic, of course. Embedding 
oi structures in a hierarchy implies that the different tenden
cies operate parallel with each other on the different working 
hierarchy levels, but with different evolutionary speeds. Hierar
chy levels and tne corresponding dominant evolutionary tendencies 
represent a method which helps to emphasise those aspects of evo
lution, which can not be shown in the classical frameworks-
Fig. 1. shows both the classical phylogenetlc tree and the divi
sion of kingdom evolutionary region with building together ten
dencies (and the two neighbourhood hierarchy levels) and gives a 
map to connect different evolutionary regions discussed. 

2. THE EVIDENCE OF FOSSILS 
Tne data of fossils, as we are going to see, establish an 

ensemble of biological events in a 3 dimensional pseudo-Rieman-
nian (surface-time) continuum. To see this, remember that the ac
tual fossil, which is now being unearthed at the geographic coor
dinates 9, ? at depth z, died at some time t, when the geo
graphic coordinates of the same site were the different values 
e, • (cf. the motion of utosphere oloek earlier referred as 
"wandering of poles"). This seems to suggest a coordinate trans
formation law 

e -. ete, •, t) 
• : «(в, •, t) (2.1) 

z • z <e, •, t) 
in the domains 

Oie.e<tr, o<*, •<2», t 0ststp r í,ent' 2 í 0 (2.2) 
where t 0s-4.6 ays. we shall see that the functions (2.1) do not exist on the 
wnoje Jcmain. However, they may exist on finite domains, and this 
existence will be oiscussed. Taking first the existence granted, 
now we are going to outline the principles of the determination 
of the functions. 

First tne motion of the litosphere blocks. Consider a rigid 
block. On it we identify a set of sites 

«о- !»ои <>•. 1. . . v 
Between tne sites we can measure xvtvi) distances s 0g. These are the present data; however on a rigid Block all the dis
tances must be preserved. These constraints seriously restrict 
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the possible motions, and the amtrtntitl laws are simple. Con
sider a motion in the coordinate space x 1: 

X*' = X 1 • K'tX^ldt (2.31 
where Xх is the vectorial field describing the n.lfti at differ
ent places. The distance to be Kept is that of the sphere 

ds< -- R< (d6> «cos' 6d*> ) s 
: »ndx^dx* (2.4) 

where gjK is the metric tensor [ijj the Einstein convention means 
summation for indices occurnnf twice, up and down. (R Is the ra
dius; in the usual but not feofraphlc convention 9 differs 
with an additive и/г.) Then the condition that motion (2.1) pre
serve the distances is 

Ki;K • *K; 1 : ° < г - 5 ' 
which is the Killing equation, and ; stands for covariant deriva
tives (i). Solving the equation for'the above geometry one ob
tains 

de -- la(t )sin«'b(t )cos*)dt 
d» .- Il*(t )co>»-b(t)sin»]tge (2.6) 

• c(t)|dt 
So 3 independent possible motions exist, with SO(3) commutation 
law [2], obvious for the 2-sphere. The global law is more compli
cated, as will be immediately seen. 

As for the depth г, except for exceptional circumstances 
there is continuous sedimentation, e.g. the depth is monotonous 
with time. One can write 

dz -. tie, *, t; p)dt (2.7) 
where { is the rate of sedimentation, and p stands for the 
paraaeter(s) of some local circumstances. The dependence on geo
graphic coordinates is for climate, snow, Ic. 

Now we are going to look for the ways of determining tre ac
tual transformations. 
3. THE MOTION OF LITOSPKEBE BLOCKS 

Assume first that there is no problem with dating, and that 
we can identify a rigid ЫосК. The first problem is relegated to 
the next Section; the second is automatically cheeKed by the re
sults, we nave a set of synchronous sites from t0, with the actual coordinates 

Xa 1 = 1в а, »a). a:l. . . v (3.1) 
and we are looking for 

(e o|t 0>. *<><*о>> In the motion 4v(v«lJ distances are invariant: 
.'ар*9.*! : -'aSl®'*' ( 3 г > 

For aef íniteness • sake we give the distances on the sphere: 
s a P = R' larctg [sin'e a-C 0e' ) "*cose a-

-arctgtsin» ej i -Cgj ' j *cos9fii (3 .3) 
where C aj is determined via 2(* ?-*„) : (3.4) 

: arcsinl d - C a e ' )-l t(l*C a e' )-гсае> я п - 2 в 9 П -
-arcsinl il-C a p> )-) ! d-C a B » )-2Cae» я п - 2 в а ] I For v sites the number of variables to be determined is 

2v, while that of equations is 4v(v«ll. Therefore for 
v>3 one would expect overdetermination, i.e. no solution at 
all. However we have seen that there exist motions preserving all 
the distances: the rigid motions which have 3 degrees of freedom, 
s e m i tnu the number of SO(3) generators 12). Tne explicit for
mula is obtained by integrating eqs. (2.6): 



e:arcsinlcos8sine«jineeosejín<»«v)i (3.5a) 
*=arctgU-cosasine*ine*coj9[sinucos(>»«y)* 

*cos8cosasin<i-«y)])/lsinosinBsine (3.5b) 
• cos6(cosacos('MY)-cosf)s inas In (f'V )) 1 

The formula is rather complicated, but contains indeed 3 Ire« pa
rameters of tne notion ol the whole block, а. В and v. 

Therefore all the original coordinates can be reconstructed 
by measuring the present coordinates • 3 combinations of the 
original ones. This can be achieved if we can observe 3 original 
directions on the present sites, neglecting the moderate differ-
ence between geographic and magnetic poles one can make use ol 
palaeocagnetism. 

If ferromagnetic materials (iron, nickel, cobalt; for com
pound e.g. the magnetit) are cooling through the so called Curie 
point (for iron 770 с ) in an external magnetic field, then by 
interaction the magnetic momenta of a fraction of tne electrons 
taKe a com-aon direction parallel to that of the external field 
C3]. Later this magnetisation remains, except for strong external 
fields or reheating. Since e.g. volcanic lava contains some fer
romagnetic coxponents, the original north direction can be traced 
back from some ancient rocks С») • 

A direction is tne relation 
йч/йа z a (3.6) 

The north direction is 
d* : 0. (3.7) 

Therefore the ancient magnetism shows d* a(t 0);0, whence one 
gets 

li**/ä9)(34/a*)-lj a = a a (3.8) 
So one direction is one restriction for the transformation (3.5). 
because of the Э free parameters we need measurement at least at 
3 sites; if we want to distinguish between geographic and mag
netic poles г йоге data are needed. For more sites again the re
lations are theoretically overdetermmed. Therefore if there is a 
solution, then it is a check for the original assumptions. Obvi
ously because of measurement errors &c. there «ill be moderate 
deviations, but that problem can be overcome by fitting proce
dures . 

If the differences are substantial, then there is somewhere 
a serious error with the fundamental assumptions. The most O B V I 
OUS possibility is that the sites originally belonged to more 
than one rigid blocks; then the incompatible parts are to be han
dled separately. 

we do no*, go into the further details of the procedure. The 
coral of i.his Section is that, with a sufficient quantity of 
Falaecr-agnet ic data, from dated synchronous sites the ancient ge-
ographic coordinates can be reconstructed. Now let us see, how to 
date. 

4. RADIOACTIVE DATING 
The firmest dating methods use radioactivity. Radioactive 

atons decay wi*h the rule 
S(ti - S n e " x t 14.1 ) 

where л is characteristic to the matter (connected to the 
r.iif ; . Í ? : J S Í T by T = O.693/1) Í5], and, according to 
numerous experiences, is highly independent of external circum-
stances. The reason fer this is that radioactivity happens in the 
.•:-i.-; ?u.* :a slight exception is the fi-decay by K-capture, where 
"he e.ectrcn shells participate too), and there the density is 
ooa. !C l" tirr.es the average terrestrial one. while the specific 
energy corresponds to t o 1 0 K. Such concentrations cannot be af

fected from outside. 
if one Knows the original quantity of atom* N 0, then from 

the measured N(t) one gets t using ь, determined in labora
tory. This is the situation for C»* dating (6), since the cosmic 
radiation maintains a roughly constant concentration of the atmo
spheric radioactive carbon, continuously building into the living 
organisms, but decaying after death. Unfortunately for C>*> 
т:5730 ys, so the method is ineffective after cca. 50000 ys. 

If tne mother and daughter nuclei can be found together, and 
the daughter one cannot be expected originally (being e.g. a no
ble gas) then the total number of them shows No- The simplest 
such case is K*° -> Ar* 0, where the mother nucleus is an isotope 
of the very abundant potassium {7]. 

Unfortunately abundant nuclei with T < Í Gy cannot be ex
pected anymore in the present Earth. So substantia) errors appear 
for the пеяг past, say below l ну. However these are technical 
problems. 

So one can calculate the ages of some identifiable layers. 
Therefore transformation (2.4)ls possible on a lattice; between 
lattice points some smooth interpolation is needed, whose details 
are also immaterial now. 

5. STBAT1GBAPHT 
The solid surface of the planets consists of units: blocks 

and strata with з-dimenstonal extension. They are surveyed йу 
stratigraphy which puts them into proper order drawing eorrespon-
lences and relations between them, identifies the course of 
events, the course of devastating and building up effects which 
formed them and roughly states their relative ages too. 

on Earth's surface the various strata of deposition and sed
imentation can be marked off and put in order according to their 
contents of fossil remnants (biostrat igraphy) or up to their gen
eral physical (chemical, mineralogica), petrological ) character
istics (rock stratigraphy). A series of strata identified in this 
way forms a time stratlgraphical sequence, where tne units are 
stratigraphical units of tne geological ages. Each unit can be 
corresponded to a geological period on the time scale. 

The basic principles of stratigraphy can be summarised as 
follows. For the order of the (not overturned) depositions it is 
true that the younger rocks are laying on the older ones, the in
trusive rocks are younger than tne penetrated ones and the unit 
cut by a fault is older than the fault itself. The extensions of 
recent geological 1ayer-forming-events to the past and to the 
whole planetary surface are also important basic initial condi
tions in the use of the recognised surface forming processes in 
stratigraphy. 

If two strata are touching, one overlaps the other, so we 
can easily determine their relative ages. If we can find a wide
spread unit, tnen smaller units laying on it or outlooki-* from 
it can also be dated relative to this wide-spread layer. This op
portunity gives a hierarchical program to stratieraphy: let us 
look for such wide-spread strata on tne planetary surfaces -we 
ma;' call them aati-plines- which can be followed on a great part 
of the whole planetary surface. 

The result of the stratigraphical (global and local) mapping 
is an idedl sequence of stratification, in which succession of 
strata form a "bore log", where a relative age can be corre
sponded to each strata, on tne other hand, independent series of 
morphologic evolution of living Beings also can Be corresponded 
to several strata. Cross correspondence of these independent pro-
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cesses, on different levels of evolutionary hierarchy, result» in 
a complex dating method to siratisraphical series of planetary 
surface depositional units. The mutual correspondence enable; us 
to refine absolut« ages, and, more generally, to get the abstrac
tion oi time as independent variable. FeedbacK with this time 
concept gives tue tool of the general time sequence on which the 
fossils and other fixed states of evolution of matter can be 
studied', the episodical remnant can be projected on the idealised 
background of tine scale. This methodological series of abstrac
tion, generalisation and development of concepts is an important 
condition of the reconstructions of evolutionary scenarios. Gen
eralized pnnc>ples of stratigraphy form one of the most impor
tant concept'onal constructional bacKground to evolution: both in 
the local history of the Earth ana in the evolution of the Uni
verse by extension of the stratigraphical principle to a general 
embedding principle for structures in the series of "stable 
structures", wh;ch build a skeleton to the global evolutionary 
history of matter. 

6. THE GEOLOGICAL ERAS 
An era is primarily a set of subsequent identifiable layers, 

and, therefore, is not a pnori synchronous on the whole Earth. 
Therefore it is much more certain, which is the layer or era of 
the fossil than its age. However with suitable identifier organ
isms the synchronisation can be made probable and it can be 
checked by datings. The following Table gives the well estab
lished eras, some of their characteristic events or organisms, 
and the average dates. Not all the systems are identical (Ordovi-
cian is e.g. often classified as part of Silurian). For further 
detaiis see e.g. Ref. 8. 

Era or subera Event Beginning, Mys 
Cenozoic 
Quaternary Ice ages -l.t 
Pliocene Permanent ice on Antarctic -5.2 
Miocene Andesith.es in Carpathians -23.3 
Oiigocene Cooling starts -35.1 
Eocene Nummulites -56.5 
Paleocer.e Divergence of mammals -65.0 
Mesozoic 
Cretaceous End of Dinosaurs -145.6 
Jurassic Birds -208.С 
Tricssic Early mammals -245.0 
Paleoioic 
Fermian Red Sandstone -290.0 
Carboniferous Carbon accumulation -362.5 
Devonian Amphibia -чоа.5 
Silurian Land plants -439.0 
Ordovician Bryoioa -510.0 
Cambrian Outer shell appears -570 
Precambrian 
ver.dian? 
Ediacara? Ediacarans -600? 
Kipnean? Dalsiand orogeny -1650? 

Table l: Geological eras 
Before Cambrian the picture is somewhat obscure. It seems 

that the m a m reason is that the hard outer shell appeared at the 
beginning of Cambr;an, so previous organ isms had rauch less chance 
to be pr*servea. Thu*, first the sequence of fossils becomes dis

continuous ir time, and, second, the lark of clear identifiers 
maKes the earlier tentative "eras" ratner local. However, worn is 
in progress in this field; some precambrian candidates are in
cluded in the Table with question marks. Possibly the best 
founded such one is Cdiacaran. 

For later purposes we give 2 more data. Earth had developed 
4 6»l0 9 years ago, according to radioactive dating of different 
Pb ores ало* meteorites. The oldest layer in which more or less 
clear fossils of life forms was found is the Onverwacht and Fig 
Tree seriét. In the Barberton mountain, on the border of 
Transvaal and Swaziland, the Onverwacht seems to (tart at -3.T 
Gys; the microfossils were formed maybe between -3.4 and -3 Gys 
[9]. 

So the well and continuously documented part of the 3 dimen
sional space-time of fossils covers cca. sixth of the history of 
terrestrial life, and not more. 

T. PHTLOGEHET1C BECONSTSUCT1OH BT MORPHOLOGIC AHALTSI« 
Now we return to the picture where the 3-dlaenslonal space-

time continuum is filled with outward appearances of living or
ganisms (reconstructed from fossils). Our knowledge about these 
organisms is restricted. We cannot reconstruct biochemical de
tails, СНА sequence, * c , and we are lucky if any information is 
preserved about the nature of skm, outer shell and such. Host of 
the information is anatomical; rougnly speaking we have a sur
face-time continuum of J-dimens lonal photographs. But t/>3t we 
have, so let us start with this most direct morphologic set of 
data. 

It was learnt in the first half of last century tnat life 
had been changing during the available past. Departing from the 
present the forms tre becoming more and more different, and this 
is as well true with any other starting point (10). So there is 
an evolution of terrestrial life, and it is not cyclic. 

Recent organisms are classified into hierarchic taxonomieal 
classes according to the decreasing degree of similarities. The 
hierarchy is very complicated, and nere only the main points are 
to be mentioned. The fundamental unit is specttt, within which 
unrestricted hybridisation is possible. Therefore (without ex
treme geographic ic. separation) one expects serious overlaps of 
any characteristics of any two groups; if not, hybridnation will 
see about in some generations. Then similar species are classi
fied into a common genus, and so on; the main higher taxa are /J-
miln. ordo, clistis, phylum and resnum. In such higher units hy
bridization cannot work, therefore differences between different 
species are not expected to be washed out. 

The similarities and differences should be quantified in or
der to proper classification into proper taxonomieal units. E.g. 
a smaller difference would classify two species congeneric, wnile 
bigger differences would put them into separate genera, families 
ic. instead, generally decision is made on semiquantitative ba
sis: witn a sufficient earlier experience accumulated, one takes 
the "important" or "characteristic" differences, and estimates 
tneir degree. Of course, the method could be made (almost) purely 
quantitative by a construction giving uitttncts in the »pace of 
morphologic data. 

Consider a set of animals of the same general structure, 
wr.en all the differences are those of degree. (The length of the 
dolphin leg may be infinitesimal, when 0 is a good approximaiion. 
However, one cannot compare limb length» of a dolphin and an oc
topus up from fifth 1írcb; there is no possibility to say that the 
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length, of the fifth dolphin limb is o. ) Let us have agreed, which 
are the relevant morhologic data; then for a pair ав of species 
we nave a pair of parameter sets 

iPa'.Pe 1'- 0=1 •••»: 1:1-..N 
N being the number of parameters and и that of species. Then for 
a distance s o B, til) 

:h а »ау that 
'(PaJ.ijj) ! 0 
tPaJ.Pa|) s ° , 
(Paí.PBÍ> * *<P9bPaJ) 
ilPa'.Pe^ * »(Рэ'.Рт 1) - slPe'.Pr 1) 

in such а «ау that 
»(Pa 1. Ijj'l ! ° I*-«) 
MPaJ.Pa|) s ° , , l 7- 3> 
MPa!.Peí> * *<P9Í.PaJ) , , (Т.«) 
siPo'.Pe 1) • »(Рэ'.Рт 1) - slPe'.Pr 1) <7-5> 

Now, such morphologic "distances" «re indeed in use; for a review 
see Bef. 12. However, the problem is that intuitive distance def
initions generally result in something, which is in best case 
only a deviation, not a distance, not fulfilling e.g. the trian
gle inequality (7.5?. So here we proceed rigorously. First we 
.oncentrate on neig/itouring points, and the result snail show its 
own «encralisaticn. 

Henceforth we omit the vectorial index J and instead the 
vectorial variables »'И be boldfaces. For immediate neighbouring 
points instead of p a and Pp one can use p (some average) and 
dp=Pe-p a. By eq. (7.31 s[p.dp);0 at dp = 0. and by eq. (7.2) it is 
a minimum. Then for dp-->0 s depends on a quadratic form of dp. 
Then eq. (Т.Ч) is automatically fulfilled. How, if we want a dis
tance наелг in small parameter differences, then the only re
maining possibility is 

ds' = gas(P>dP Rdp s (7.6) 
This infinitesimal distance is just the distance m a Rie-

u r n space (whose »ointj are the possible Jormf). therefore fcr 
finite distances one can integrate up the infinitesimal distances 
atone the shortest lines (geodesies), for the details e.g. Ref. 
1. 

Now, if we have a set of species with reliable distance val
ues, then с can be calculated back from s 0£ via eq. (7.Ь). ц we 
hive more distances than metric components, then even not quite 
rili.ilt s values may give a decent ( by averaging and fitting, 
and afterwards с gives the better distances. 

Of course, lots of technical problems might arise if one 
tried to realize this program; e.g. the number of components of g 
may be quite remarkable. However, serious simplifications may 
also occur. We know tnat some quantitative parameters may exhibit 
serious variations within a low taxonomic unit. E.g. dogs can 
vary in almost any individual parameter, but still they are dogs 
as subspecies and wolves as species. Therefore, И a morphologic 
distance can correspond to taxonomy at all, then g 1K must be very 
special to give i<l for the frequent variations. This observation 
helps to reduce the number of ir.J»pendent coordinates and sett. 
lessor coaporents, as w i n be demonstrated on an extremely .de 
alised toy exacple. 

Consider a hypothetic extremely primitive phylum oi Metazoa, 
which consists of shapeless c/lmdric animals, wi'.h the only mea
surable data mass M. length L and radius B. Tiien at first the 
space is 3 dimensional, therefore the metric tensor contains Ь 
functions of 3 variables. 

However, animals have roughly the density of water, there
fore 

M = T' P 0R' U (7.7) 
witn pjzi g/cm 3. The the coordinate M would be redundant, so 
can be ignored. We remain with 

ds' =gRB0R< •2g R LdRdL«g L 1,dL< (T.9) 
i.«. with ) function» of l variables. 

Ho« we can observe that for one species both R and L change 
during ontogenesis, in a correlated «ay. For such a change 
L:L t r i L 0 f ( R / B 0 ) , di must bt 0, Then ont can «ritt 

RIX, L ( L x r y (Т.») 
and hence, requiring that ds' be quadratic in dy, «t gtt 

«RL = -iLLlLo/ReK'y 
IRR = •«"и.И.о/Ио»'**'У (7.10) 

which means one independent function (ij.^) of two variables; a 
substantial final simplification. 

Here we stop; we «anted only to demonstrate that in princi
ple one can build up a morphologic distance, «here the resulted 
structure is a Riemannian geometry with correct triangl« inequal
ity and all other conditions. We must admit that the definition 
of 5,39 1 S n o t sufficiently operative, clear and objective yet. 
The present taxonomic units inherit the intuitive elements of 
their construction as well. But such a programme can be adopted. 

It would be interesting to see how the distances change dur
ing evolution. For some cases, as e.g. for Equidae, a number of 
quantitative parameters are used, and then the evolution could be 
drawn in the morphologic Riemannian space. However, nothing seems 
to suggest that even natural changes would happen on geodesic 
lines, just as in thermodynamics they are not. (13], [141 
в. FHYLOGEMETIC TREES 

Let us now draw a diagram of evolution in the morphologic 
space. The diagram should be of N«1 dimensions, being the last 
one the evolution parameter, either time, or "the degree of evo
lution-. But of course one cannot draw a diagram above 3 dimen
sions, and even that is difficult. So let us make a i dimensional 
diagram-

Such a diagram is necessarily false from two reasons. One is 
the tremendous dimensional reduction ("projection"), the other is 
tnat we are going to map a i*eudo-Riemann geometry (including 
time) on a Riemannian one. (See the same problem when tne space-
и в е of the Minkowski world is depicted on a sheet of paper. ) 
However, one cannot help in this. Maybe the minimal distortion is 
obtained if we act as follows. 

Select an axis of evolution, i.e. the "mainstream", which 
will be the vertical coordinate axis x=0. Measure the distances 
in any time from this "mainstream" (anyhow), and measure the x 
distances accordingly. Then a familiar г-aimension»! tree is ob
tained. For the ancestry of horses such a simplified diagram is 
Fig. г-, for further details see e.g. Ref. 15. 

Admitting that this is only one example, we use this one to 
demonstrate the graph structure deduced írom fossils. According 
to tremendous amount of data accumulated, up from Cambrian tne 
evolution is i vdamental ly divergent (before it the data are in
sufficient to draw a solid conclusion). To b» sure, morpnologic 
convergence is not unknown: good examples are the piscine appear
ances of reptilian Ichtiosaurs or mammalian dolphins, or the siar-
supalian counterparts of some piacenta i lans. Still, comparing 
fossils from subsequent layers oie deduces that divergence is tne 
primary character. Namely: 

l) The convergence generally does not hold for the fundamen
tal structures, i.e. ichtyosaurs had become aquatic as their far 
Crossopterigian ancestors. Hrwever they had retained the reptil
ian structures inside. Similarly, dolphins remained mammals with 
lactation, »c. 
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Fig.2. Evolution of horses. 
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2) The evolutionary changes are irreversible (Dollo's Law) 
Dolphins m i l have degenerate leu, e.g., ana have not recon
verted quadrupedal limbs into Crossoptengian fin«. 

3) Cases can Be observed when evolution has a Branchini 
point with two diveriini descendants for a smile ancestor. How
ever, from Cambrian to present no case is Known when two substan
tially diflerent ancestors would mve been seen to be converging 
for a w n u e and then merging into a sinile descendant species. 

we ieel this last point the most important. According to it 
one can distiniuish two different Vertexes: 

4 ' I 
l \/ quite familiar г /\ ntver seen 

To be sure, vertex structure I is now reiarded as the consequence 
of some tund«i*»nt* в4 g*nelie« o< ih« lucinati ceils, and in 
this sense the phenomenoloilc rules are explained from deeper 
ones. However, this vertex rule was Known well before the advent 
of modern genetics, and can clearly be seen on Fig. г. 

From the ireat number of observations all conform to the 
vertex rule one can deduce the rule as something valid for the 
whole period available for morphological analysis in the 3 dimen
sional space-time continuum (i.e. aiain from Cambrian to pre
sent). Therefore when fossils are not quite continuous, one 
should use Vertex 1 for interpolation, but not vertex г. By this 
method one can get a continuous graph representing Kinships of 
species, genera, or higher taxonoiaie units. This is a "family 
tree" of living organisms. 

For higher taxonomic units the situation is less and less 
clear, because the junctions are farther and farther in the past. 
For classes of vertebrate the branching is still roughly clear; 
e.g. the origin of mammals is well clarified among Therapsida 
reptiles (16). However, going to pfiyjj the situation changes. 
Rougly speaKmg, it is the fundamental morphology which changes 
between г phyla [ П ] , therefore we los* all the possibilities to 
characterise such differences by differences of quantitative 
data. 

Of course, different taxonomie systems distinguish different 
numbers of phyla; however, from morphology, the number of animal 
phyla is always between one and half and two doiens. Fig. 3 is 
compiled from textbooKs, and worKs with гг ones; with the excep
tion of Archaeocyatha all recent, it is quite possible that there 
existed others too, now extinct, but it is hard to decide whether 
the lacK of success to find the proper taxonemie location of a 
fossil is caused by objective or subjective difficulties. The 
problem is that all these phyla are either hardly able to be fos
silized or Known from Cambrian. Therefore no lorKing or Brtncning 
if obtervtd for pfiyJi. From the empirical data the phyla of the 
regnum Animalia might even all be disconnected from the begin
ning. (ArxJ «imtlarlr, trtcrc were some Ideas trtat plarts would 
be tris>r>yletic, accerdirg to moropodlial, dicrtotonic and) verticil-
late orareriirig structure« list.) However this is huhly improt>-
•líWí e.g. because of serious biochemical, Cytologien »с. simi
larities. So by intuitive guesses and embryoiogic ic. observa
tions inert are some possible graph diagrams, one of which is 
Fig. 3. 
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Numbers f o r p h y l a : 1: P r o t o t o a . 2 : P o n f e r a , Э: A r c h a e o c y a t n a , 
4 : C n i d a r » a , 5: PI a t y h e l i i i n i h e s . 6 : N e m e r t i n i , 7: Kamptozoa , 
3:NeaatheHBinthes. 9: Friapul Ida, 10: Sipuncul ida, U : M o i l u s e a . 
12: Echiunda, i3:Anne)ida, 14: Onychophora. J5: Arthropode, 
lb: Tentaculata. 17: Chaetognatha, 18: Pogonophora, 19: Hemichordata. 
20: Eclinodermata. 2l:Tunicata, 22: Vertebrata. For hither group? 
2»3 = Parazoa, 4 = Radiata, >4-.Bi 1 ateral u : 5- .4 -.protostomata (5-
9-Acoeloaata. ю-12--01 lgomer Coelomata, 13-l5 = Art iculata ), 17-
22=Deuterosteaata (17-20=01igomer Deuterostomata, 21-
22=cnordata>. 
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tne daughter cell* »till can remain together. The Hesozo* (if net 
utter degenerates) are quantitatively ideal intermediate being*. 
And Porifera (:Paraioa) consist of individual but cooperating 
cells. However tne results obtained in such ways are very lim
ited. E.g., hence one cannot Know if Metajoa art monopnyletic or 
not, И they are, from which Protozoan group they started, ae. 

For different regnl tne common ancestors are «ven farther in 
tne past. Originally only two regnl were distinguished (animals 
vs. plants), and now the traditional systems contain five (say. 
Animalia, Fungi, piantae, Eubactena, Arcnaebacter la [20) ). If, 
e.g., genera differ in qu*ntJtitjvt morphology, while phyla do in 
morphologic structure, then regni differ in fundamental biochem
istry (e.g. autotrophy vs. heterotrophy). 

For extrapolation hypotheses are needed. We Know that enzy
matic sequences are determined by DMA ones, wnich in turn are 
subjects of continuous mutation, caused by e.g. cosmic radiation 
hits. As far as we Know, mutations are random, and mutation rate» 
are constant for moderne times (although for longer times tney 
can change because of changes in tne environment or intracellular 
defense mechanism). VjttJ mutations are subjects of selection, so 
rare to survive, but neutral ones survive also randomly. (See 
e.g. the argumentation in Refs. 21-22.1 Therefore sequence dif
ference» are monotonously growing with tne length of independent 
evolution, (against reversible changes see tne probability argu
ment* of Ref. 23) and can be u*ed to trace back the branching 
structure. (Clearly tne differences do not measure simply ttat, 
as seen e.g. from tne tree in Ref. 19. ТПеге for IBS rRHA change* 
the "farthest evolved" Deuterostomata is Tunicata with 5.15* se
quence changes from the common ancestor of Proto- and Deuteros
tomata, while on the Protosiomata side it is SipuncuiIda, with 
9.че*, both synchronous and seemingly not too evolved.) Of 
course, one must be careful to select the specific ensyme or RNA 
part, appropriate to the taxoncmie level considered. 

Before finally leaving the field of morphology, let us men
tion the only very slight indication of fossil morphology for 
connenction of two regni. The matter is very hypothetic, and we 
are not arguing for it, but no harm to list it as a possibility. 
some authors classify the phylum Archaeocyatha, together with Re-
ceptacui itoida, into a new regnum Archaeata between Metazoa and 
Metapnyta. Tne idea is roughly the following. We can observe per
manent loss of chloroplasts in some Frotistae. Therefore the 
usual guess is that the divergent evolution of Animalia and Pian
tae started from tne protozoan stage. However fossils permit the 
alternative that the divergence happened in multicellular stage, 
in the young Precambnan, or even between Ediacara and Cambrian. 
Tne suspicion can be based on tne difficulties to find a mouth or 
even a ventrodorsal difference on many Ediacaran fossils [24), 
which are of quite large size, causing anyway* a problem when in-
terpeting them as ancestral to Cambrian organisms. 

A multicellular organism of 0.5 m size without any mouth 
cannot be anything else than an autotrophe. If it is not empty 
inside as a biastuia). then the central cell* must eat tne food 
produced by the outer layers, so then the whole organism is a 
myxotropne, whence specialisation can go in both direction*. On 
tnis grounds u is not impossible to classify together »evera, 
problematic fossils, as Fetalonamae [25], mouthless Ediacarans 
and Archaeocyatha as ancient myxotrophes. For further possible 
support observe that m some 16S rRKA analyses Cnidana go with 
Piantae instead oi Animalia [2Ь). 

An alternative possibility is that Ediacarans were empty in-



»Ide (2*1. when tne above arguments lor myxotrophy are seriously 
weakened. We, however, do not want and do not have to settle t m s 
question here. 

As to'd above, we cannot go further into the past via mor
phology, and must turn to biochemistry and genetics, extrapolat
ing from extant organisms. But first let us see how to get quan 
titative measures of separation from biochemical or genetical 
differences. As seen in Sect. 7, "geometrisation" needs two 
steps: i) an operative definition, how to measure something for 
distance; .1) the checK if it is indeed a distance (meaning 
roughly Reis. (7.2-5)). H so, then metricisation follows (al
most; fine mathematical details are omitted here). But the check 
should be done on a lot of species, and the present status of art 
is rather before this stage. So here we mention well-accepted 
s-'iifstions for a biochemical and a genetic distanct; for further 
details see Ref. z^ and citations therein. 

Consider two species with the same multiple representations 
of proteins but of course with different probabilities. Then the 
probability distributions give a correlation coefficient R ap, and 

s a B = -lnR a 0 (8.1) 
For DNA sequences, form a hybrid DNA, and compare the disso

ciation temperature to that of pure ones. There is a decrease 
*ae T- a n d l n e n one can try with 

s a B z Q 4 a S T (0.2) • 
where Q sets the scale. 

These quantities are more directly connected to pfiy I ogene» 1С 
changes than the outward appearance. But, as seen, even for pn>:a 
the results are roughly compatible. However, this is not neces
sarily so for all the details. An mjorur.t example for the 
profit of the use of biochemical or genetic distances to estab
lish taxonomy is tne rearra.:g*r.ent in the superfamilia Hoai-
noiaea. Its recent members are the «-IÍÍC-JJ (2 species), the 
orang. gorilla and chimpanzees (3 species), and man. Hencefcrth 
we ignore tne gibbons. 

The traditional classification is vased on the obviously ex
pressed morphologic differences between man and the others. 
Therefore they were classified into two famines: Невинна (man) 
and Por.gida (orang, gorilla and cíumpamees ). Since fossils clas
sifiable into this family Fongida exist frca -13 Mys. the tradi
tional picture is Fig. í a. 

On the other har.-i, t>te man-jhicpar.iee genetic distance has 
been found extremely is?*. о.ег, jejev the average of that for 
close congeneric species. This problem suggests a reclassifica
tion of the ч ger.era (species?) as: family Fonj Ida-'rang; family 
X (still no proper name is acceptea)=man, chimpanzees and go
rilla. Then r.ie earliest divergence Jed to crane; the new picture 
is rig• еь. 

Pongidae Hominidae Pongidae X 
O G C M 0 G C M 

-21 ; 

Mys a. W 

Г Ц . » 
Traditional and new pictures about recent Hominoideae. 

Now we can try to use the biochemical and genetic differ
ences to explore the relation* among regn». 

9. AN OUTINE 0Г THE 0SJG1HS OF BIOLOGICAL KINGDOMS 
The origins of biological kigdoms are the origins of a di

versity of basic cell structure. The origins of cells are in turn 
a symbiosis between membranes, cataiists and genes ([29], [30)1 
embedded into the context of the evo lut ion*ri I y changing cyto
plasm. Following and modifying the worKs of Cavalier-Smitn ([28], 
129]. [30], [31]) and others (e.g. Ref. 32), first the character-
irtic features of the Kingdoms of organisms (cf, the Table of 
Fig. 5), secondly a compact scenario for tne generations of King
doms are presented. 

There are two classes of Kingdoms : Procaryota and Eucary-
ota. In Frocaryotes the DNA is not separated from ribosomes by an 
envelop, instead attaehted to "envelope skeleton"; the endomem-
brane system and the eytosHeleton are absent. The Procaryota has 
two kingdoms. 

1. тле Eubactena possesses mure in and acyiglyceroi membrane 1ip ids . 
2. The Arhebacteria posesses isoprenoid ether lipids, and 

outer membrane is absent (plasma membrane is present ), no 
BU'ilU, 

3. тпе лгсьегоа are character lied by the formation of a nu
cleus, wnile organelle» as mitoenoner la »c. are absent. 

The Eucaryota cells are nuc leated,and have endomembrane sys
tem. cytosKeleton, cytosi». aglicerol membrane lipids, at least 
one of mitochondrion, peroxisome ana chloroplast, there is no 
peptidogi ican cell wall. The Eucaryota can be classified into 
five kingdoms on the basis of mo'ectlar and cell strutture, and 
into a sixth one otherwise, discu.-sed later. 

*. тле Protozoa contains chloroplast envelope of three mem
branes, inc ludes mycetozoa.and it is predominantly phagotrophie. 

5. The Fungi shows food »bsorption,typically chitinous 
walls, and no chloroplast or phagocytosis. 



б. Tue Chrom is ti cells have (periplastidal compartments) 
tubular ciliary mastlgonemes and/or chloroplast endoplasmatic 
reticulum. 

T. in tlie Flint* cells Plasmids »re always present, the 
plasties are not In the endoplasmatic reticulum,there is photo
synthesis with chloplasts havin« two membranes. 

в. ГЛ* AnimHia are phagotropic organisms. 
up to tins point this is the most recent scheme of Cavaller-

Saith [3J]. Ii ehloroplasts are relative easy to acquire, this 
scenario is the most probable one. as far is we Know. The corre
sponding pnylogenetic tree is displayed on Fl«. 5. For the de
tails and the explanations see the cited worKs of Cavaller-Smltn 
and Margulls. 

However up to now it is not quite clear If the inclusion of 
cyanobactena to i o n chloroplasts was one event or happened in 
several times independently. In some time this question may be 
answered via comparative analyses of ehloroplasts in Euglenoioa. 
Plants and Chroeusta. Until that there is a possibility that the 
acquiring of chloroplasts was a single event, and the 
OphistnoKonta have lost them later [29] . This assumption 
(i.e.that it is much more difficult to acquire a chloroplast tnan 
to lose it, and some losses are indeed seen), together with a 
second one that the Edlacara animals have not had empty internal 
space, plus some (admittedly not unambigous) fossil data may sug
gest a different scenario, with a ninth regnum. As said ?revi-
jusly, there are guesses for mixotrophy of Ediacarans. Indeed, it 
is possible that these creatures were of mixotrophlc foraging 
.being the external cells photosynthetic (no mouth to eat), the 
internal cells heterotrophic, loosing their photosynthetic abil
ity in darKness. H so, such a multicellular being is a possible 
common ancestor if Metazoa and Metapnyta, This Kingdom is: 

9. tri* Arcneata, discussed extenrively in many paieontoiogi-
cai publication; (cf e.g. Pflug*s worKsb 

A possible unified phylogenetic scenario is presented in 
Fig. 6. 
10. CONCLUSIONS 

According to a general overview of evolution of matter based 
on stable structures there a-e two types of oeriods in evolution 
considering its main tendencies. One is a structure forming 
(building together) or structuralizationary period, the other is 
a differentiation period when tne earlier formed structures com
pete both in multiplication and structure formation of the next 
level of structures. ((33). [341)Tne main branching structure of 
the phylogenetic tree represents the differentiation and competi
tion period of evolution on multicellular level of living organ
isms. The other evolutionary tendency, building together, seems 
to have been dominant on the unicellular level of evolution: this 
led to the evolution of Kingdoms. 

The question of Kingdoms or regni is still open, and nobody 
has enough and unambigousevidence for any scenario. However the 
evolution of life; the existence of irreversible changes seems to 
be a well established fact. From the evidences it is not quite 
clear, which one is the uniqui direction. This question will be 
Dnefly investigated later in tnis Volume. 
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КГК1-1990-50/С B. Lukics t a>. (*as.): 
evolution: from Созтодепез i з to Biogenesis 
Abstract 

A two dimensional liquid crystal cell membrane model storing 
bending energy is examined. The model displays an automatic 
'cell* division process determining the stationary size of the 
cells, Mhich is stable against perturbations. On the basis of the 
kinetics of metabolic processes, a time scale for division is 
derived. The different rates of reproduction turn out comparable. 
The relationship between the bifurcation behaviour the model 
show» and the heterochrony of reproduction is discussed. 
1. Introduction 

One of the most ancient biological structures is the 
spherically symmetric membrane vesicle. Its significance is at 
least twofold. First, spherical vesicles arm the candidate 
precursors of the origins of modern cells. Secondly, there trm 
many modern cell components, which have retained this typical or 
generic shape, e.g. secretory vesicles, endcsomes or 
reccptosomes. 

The aim of this paper is to propose a physico-chemical 
description of deformation and subsequent reproduction of 
vesicles or primeval cells. This problem is of paramount 
importance both for cell and developmental biology and 
evolutionary theory. As Goodwin (1984, p. 219) claims : "There 
can be no aoequate evolutionary theory without a causal ace our. . 
of reproduction." This statement reflects our mctivation. In 
general, the concept of reproduction is connected to different 
classes of biological entities with different complexity. We have 
chosen the study of vesicle reproduction because the interactions 
between mechanical deformations and chemical reactions can be 
made tractable in comparatively simple ways. Me use the terms 
vesicle and primeval cell interchangeably. 

Many excellent surveys 9Г9 available on the physico-chemical 
processes of the biology of vesicle 'c.mation and reproduction 
(see especially Tanford, 1973; Luke, 1982; Koch, 1983; Oster et 
al, 1989; Che\alier & Zemb, 1990). These alternative approaches 
define the (continuum) mechanical and chemical properties of 
biological membranes, determining the dynamics and geometry of 
membrane bilayers. We follow a variational approach which is of 
the following specific properties that are different from the 
spirit of the above listed works : 

1. Our model describing vesicle reproduction is design such 
a% to generate other structures as kell, including gastrulation 
and dxially symmetric, periodical structures (Molnár * Vérhas, 
1990). 

2. Therefor«, we probably stress sore strongly the 
evolutionary implications of the model. 

This paper is organized in the following way. First, we 
describe л model capable of generating vesicle reproduction. 
Secondly, we show how vesicle site is regulated by reproduction. 
Thirdly, we introduce a time scale for the comparability of the 
different reproductive rates controlled by three classes of 
chemical kinetics. 

2. A mechanochemical model of seif-reproduction. 
The vesicle model is based on the excess of the Helmholtz 

free energy due to curvature. Following Helfrich (1974) and 
Deuling and Halfrich.(1976), the curvature energy i» given ac 

F c-/C'< 1(c 1*c 2-a)'*K 2c ic 2]dO 
where c. and c, *rm the principal curvatures, 

(2.1) 
and X- "2 

material constants influenced by the metabolic processes. The 
minimization of the free energy with constant volume and surface 
area leads to the system of differential equations which, in 
non-dimensional' form, for surfaces of revolution, reads 

[sin * a do!cos о 
dsj к d a 

(here К is the non-dimensional underpressure) and 

•^[piMH.j'.gg'-KaK-i-.] <2.2, 

dx 
üs cos a 

Explanation of the notations 

of revolution 

(2.3) 

Figure 1. 
The graphical illustration of the meaning of 

jlpha <c«) quantities, which arm 
the x, y, s and 

sed in the equations. 



The degree of saturation (relative volume) 
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Figure 2. 
A trejgctory of self-reproduction by vesicle fission. 

The notation is explained in figure i. The computations елЩьи 
shapes leading to reproduction (figure 2). The parameters ere 
given in figure 3. The,computation starts at the bottom where the 
equations contain a removable singularity. ( The first step of 
the Runge-Cutta procedure лгт done by hand.) This way the 
computations are able to perform any form of rotational symmetry. 
The symmetry breaking is simply a loss of stability. The 
variational calculus, when minimizing the Lagrengian, gives the 
same results as the complicated analysis of stresses, farces end 
torques in the membrane. 

Cell division 
bifurcation diagram 

0 2 4 
Underpressure 

Figure 3. The bifurcation diagram of self-reproduction. 

3. A physico-chemical description of self-reproduction. 
The above model shows that the membrane can have the natural 

property leading to cell division. The shape of the dividing 
cells *rm determined by the actual volume and the mrmm of the 
S'-ir-fjc». The pertaining quantity is the ratio of the volume to 
tno maximal one that can be wrapped up into the same envelope: 

V . r- v 

<T " b& ZS77 • 
(3.1) 



Here V is the volume of the cell, F the surface, V the volume of 
the sphere with surface F. This ratio is alwavs less then one and 
when it decreases under — 1 — the cell divides into two spheres. To J? 
determine the time scale, we have to know the kinetics of the 
metabolic processes that can be modeled in several ways. It seems 
plausible to suppose that the materials both of the membrane and 
of the plasma is produced inside the cell by the same system of 
chemical reactions. Hence, if the nutrition transport across the 
membrane is plentiful, the differential equations 

dv < 3' 2> 
q v ж К V 
dt K 2 V 

hold. If the nutrition, is the slow process (it is the determining 
one) then they govern a growth rate proportional to the surface: 

31 - KF 
SÍ * 
5t - K 2 F ' 

It is also possible that a single object inside the cell can 
produce the materials in question and this case, the rate of 
growth is constant i.e. . 

dF dT " K i 
Ü - к« dt *2 

(3.4) 

(3.3) 

or if the activity of this object varies with time 

dt * V 3 « - " ' 
jĵ . « K*G( . . . ) . 

The kinetics of the processes can be, of course, *ny other of a 
lot. nevertheless, these are rather simple for using as a 
basis for -further argumentations and they cannot be far from 
reality. 
3.1 Vesicle -size regulation by re>.-oductZon. 

Any of the above kinetics is accepted, the ratio of the two 
derivatives does not depend on time. This circumstance gives the 
opportunity to determine the volume as a function of surface, 
independent of the kinetics. According to the possibilities, we 
introdice the proper one of the notations 

K.V K;F КГ К*Б(...) i r l i 
K 2 V K 2 2 K*G( . . . ) 

quation 
к, (3.6) 

and obtain the differential equation 
dv 

which has the solution 

Here v e is the initial volume and * e the initial surface. The 
measure for the degree of saturation is 

V-*K(F-fV> 
7*rf 

depending on the actual value of the surface area. If the initial 
form is a sphere with radius r, the equations just derived get 

and _ _ 

—' " - . (3.9) 

*• 0 
According to the referred mechanism of division, when the degree 
of saturation has decreased under —, the cell splits up into two 
spheres, the radius of which лгщ not generally equal to that ot 
the initial sphere r, the new cells can be either smaller or 
bigger. Denote the radius of the spheres just after division by 
R. The surface 

F-2»4*R 2 or £_ . 2%z (3.10) 
from where, we obtain о r 

,2 i* 2£(2?_ -i) 
VI r r* 
n- • — " - • (3.11) 

This leads to 
r *fl 2-* 55J--J-S (3.12) 

2 Й "» 
This formula gives the size of the child cells depending on the 
siie of the original one. The equation is of third order, so the 
solution is not available in an explicit form, it is plotted in 
figure 4. The scale in the picture takes the radius r»3K 100'/.. 
The minimum of the curve is at 66.74, the straight line is the 
asymptote, which has the equation 

R- * - * ( r - », 

( R"0.794r*0.069 ). 
We see from the equation that 



and 
or 

R\r if r>3K 
R>r if r<3K 
R=r if r=3K. 

The inequalities say that during the consequent divisions 
sequence of the radii of the spheres tend to 3K, whatever 
initial radius was. The siie r»3K is stable against 
perturbations coming from the outer world. The environmental 
effects, of course, may change the value K, involving, this way, 
the change of the stable cell size. 

(3.13) 
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Figure «. 
The 'eJati-^.-ship between the sizes of subsequent vesicles. 

So far, we have not taken care whetner the ratio of saturation 
given by equation (3.9) is less then one. Because its initial 
value is I, the initial derivative can not be positive. Regarding 
the quantity %— as an independent variable, the derivative 

o — H 5 7 5 

is obtained, for the initial value of which we get 

3K 3 4-
ar— 
О 

so. 

(3.1«) 

(3.1S) 

From here, we obtain the inequality 
r>2K. 

According to this, in any case the radius is not less 
(3.16) 

then 2/3 

times the stable size, the above argumentation holds, but else, 
some modification is necessary, if the initial site is too «mall 
the processes of growth produces volume having no room inside the 
envelope. The membrane cracks, the superfluous material of the 
plasma pours out. The events from here depend on the force« 
closed the membrane originally. If they are able to close the 
leak the process of pouring out goes on until the radius reaches 
'the critical size (,-»2K) and then the above sequence of divisions 
proceeds. Otherwise, the damage is vmry sericus and the cell 
dies. To illustrate what has been said, here are two sequence« of 
consecutive sizes, the first is with increasing r*diii 
66.7V. 91. IX 96.OX 98. IX 99. IX 99.SX 99.87. 99.9X 
99.9X 100X .... 
the other with decreasing ones: 
1000X 801.IX 943. «X 518, SX 419.6X 31«.4X 279. 7V. 231.4X 
193.7V. 164.8V. 143.OX 127.2V. 116.ЗУ. 109.2V. 10S.0X 102.6V. 
101.3V. 100.7X 100.3V. 100.2X 100. IX 100V. ... 

3.2. A time scale for reproduction and the heterochrony of a 
morphogenetic bifurcation 

There is a strong suspicion that a dominating mode of shape 
changes in evolution is the heterochrony (Alberch et al, 1979). 
The heterochrony is the change in the timing and rate of 
developmental processes at the different hierarchical levels of 
the organisms. 

It is shown already elsewhere (Molnár 6 Werhas, 1990), that 
when the dynamics generated by the model discussed in this paper 
passes through different curvature domains, displays a set of 
qualitative behaviours. Me have also proposed that purely spatial 
branchings (bifurcations) possess different rate and timing, 
generating alternative spatiotemporal developmental dynamics in 
evolution. In the next step we shall point out how heterochronyс 
division rate changes can control the time of a spatial 
bifurcation (i.e. division). For this purpose, a time scale of 
division is to be derived, which makes possible the comparison of 
the different rates of reproduction caused by the bifurcation 
behaviour. 

First, we treat the time scale of the division for a cell of 
stable initial size. It, of course, does depend on the mechanism 
of the kinetics, nevertheless, those given in equations (3.2) and 
(3.3) give rise to similar formulae. 
For cells of stable size, 

(3.17) 

V 
v-
о 

о 
at fission and the saturation ratio is 

у"» 
m 1У" '• cy" 

1 
2" 

According to the kinetics given in (3.2) 



V»V exp K-t (3.18) 
о « 

while for the other kinetics, in accordance with (3.3) 
F-F exp K;t 13.17) 

о x 
From here, th* duration of a period of division is 

T - Ä- InZ and T - Ír- ln2 «3.20) 
K 2 1 

respectively. Applying then» and the equation (3.17), we obtain« 
^ - . » p ( - ^ g - «3.211 

From here v 

2 I n ^ 
1 » - • - w (3.22) 
T InZ 

follows, which gives the relative time scale of the division 
process. The numerical values belonging to the shapes in figure 2 
are given in table 1. If the kinetics is given by (3.4), the time 

Table 1. 
Relative timescale of shape transformation and division. 

(Kinetics: eqs. 3.2 or 3.3) 
ox OX О.ЗХ o.ex 1.4% 2.3X 3.4X 4. 7X 

6. 37. 8. IX Ю.35С 12.8X 15.8X 19.OX 22.9X 27. 2X 
32. 2X 37. 7X 43. 9X SO. 67. 57.6X 65.OX 72.4X 79.37. 
83. 9X 91.5X 95.9X 99.6X 100X 100 V. 100% 1007. 

lOOX lOOX 1007. 100X 100% 

scale is a bit different. To determine it, we solve the 
differential equation system (3.4): 

F»F *KJt 5 V»Vo*K£t (3.23) 
As this time we »re interested in cells with stable initial size, 
according to the relations (3.4) and (3.6) we write 

K.3 
F - - v ^ + - ^ 3 - < < 3 - 2 4 ' 
о о 36К" 

The period of the division 
36*K" 2 

T» _|_ , (3.25) 
К 

which yields 
^ » £_ « i* 1 . (3.26) 
о о 

The time scale of the division is 

* - 1ry- "I . (3.27) f TEF 
the numerical values belonging to the shapes in figure 2 are 
given in table 2. Here we notice that for the last ninm form, 
lOOX is written as we suspect that these forms belong to unstable 
equilibrium and the process of division proceeds fast after 
reaching these shapes. Nevertheless, this suspicion seems rather 
trivial from the physico-chemical point of view, and is in 
accordance with the customary structure of bifurcations, to prove 
it some further mathematical investigations шгт needed. 

Table 2. 
Relative tieescale of shape transformation and division. 

(Kineticsi eq. 3.« ) 
OX OX 0.2X 0.6X 1.0X 1.6% 2.4X 3.3X 

*.4X 5.BX 7.4X 9.3X 11.6X 14.17. 17.24 20.7X 
29.OX 29.9X 35.6X 42.OX 49. IX 97.07, 65.27. 73.3X 
81.3X 88.3% 94.ЭХ 99.ЭХ lOOX 100% 100X 

lOOX 100X 100X 100% 1007. 
100% 

Now, we turn to other sites. As each kinetics perform its own 
outcome, they *re analyzed one by one. We do not take care of too 
small sizes (r<2K). Regard, first, the kinetics (3.2). From 
equations (3.7), (3.9) and (3.18), we get 

v exp(K 2t> 
l*[^.«P(Kat) -ij 3 / 2 * (3.28) 

At the very time of division this fracture has the value — , 
which gives the relation between time and size in an implicit 
form. Introducing the stable size division time to tie formula — 
by using equation (3.20) — and rearranging equation (3.28), we 
Q«t 2 t 

f1 • °1 
5К " *• ГГЛ * f — * 1* 3-Tn2- (3.29) ж; 

In a very similar way, for kinetics '3.3), we obtain 

I* - l*2^ n
Wg r . (3.30) 

The kinetics in (3.4) leads to 



( 3 . 3 1 ) 

ÍOOX 

relative size 
20O5S 

Figure 5. 
The relationships between the relative vesicle size and 

the relative division time for different kinetics, 

4. Discussion 

In this paper не have discussed a irachinochemical model driven by 
three classes of chemical kinetics using a variational approach. 
The model displays self-reproduction of which the rate can be 
controlled by polymorphic kinetics. Thus it was possible to 
connect heterochronic and bifurcation behaviour, which *гш 
probably the alternative modes for the generation of spatial 
structures in the evolution of development. 

We think that this study suggests for us that slow 
•nechanochemical events serve as a source of developmental 
homeostasis or stability under the transformations of fast state 
transitions. 
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evolution: from Cosmogenesis to Biogenesis 

t. AH IHTBOOUCTION TO THE EVOLUTION OF DEVELOPMENTAL SYSTEMS 
The neo-Darwmlan theory of evolution has been described in 

terms of three properties ever since Darwin.These ргор.-it les are 
heredity, variation and reproduction (cf. Haynard Smith. 1986 for 
a more detailed discussion of this picture of evolution ). The 
cumponent processes of evolution can be classified at least into 
mutations, adaptations, constraints.frequency changes, rate-and 
direction determining processes (Endler 1 McLellan, 1938). 

The traditional developmental processes include the growth 
generating body size, the cell differentiation and its spatiotea-
poral organisation, the pattern format ion.generating ordered het
erogeneity of the organisms, and morphogenesis, governing the 
shape, form and in general the morphology of organisms. 

A central problem of evolution is to reveal the connections 
of evolutionary and developmental component processes. Although 
there exists a vast body Of work discusing the relationships be
tween development and evolution ( Gould. 19TT;Bonner, 19R2 ; 
Goodwin et al 1983; P.aff & Kaufman 1983 ; Ho & Saunders. 19e* , 
Molnár. 198V; Buss. 1987; Arthur, 1986 ; Thomson, 1989; Wake a 
Roth, 1989 ; Haynard Smith et al 1985 ; Kauffoun, 1987 ; Alberch 
et al. 19T9 ; Horder. 1989 ; etc. ). there is no general agree
ment even on what problems must be solved, or what class of facts 
is to be explained. 

In my view three general problems need to be address in or
der to get a deeper insight into tne nature of the evclucion of 
development. These are ;s follows : 1. The nature of the varia
tion of developmental dynamics ; 2. The developmental control of 
evolution ; 3. The ecological and evolutionary control of devel
opment. (Molnár, in prep.). 

The traditional view of evolution has been concentrated on 
the gene frequency changes of the populations.The reason was that 
the evolutionary play work In ecological theatre of organisms. 
The evolution, however, can be regarded as a process of collec
tive developmental transformations in populations .If ю , then 
the morphological transformations in populations may be derived 
from developmental transformations. Since the topic to be dis
cussed here is the origins and transformations of the biological 
forms. I shall discuss the morphogenetic transformations 

A brief survey of the theoretical aspects of the evolution 
of development include the following alternative point of views 

Buss'theory of development can be briefly summarised : "The 
thesis developed here is that the complex interdependent pro
cesses which«« refer to as development are reflections of an
cient interactions between' cell lineages In their quest for in
creased replication " (Buss. 1987, p.29). The dynamic competitive 
and cooperation of the coexistence of cell lineages do not incor
porate the important physicochemical aspects of morphogenesis 

and pattern formation. The symmetry conservation and symmetry 
breaking mechanisms of cell states and cell lineages 
is neglected, except the inductive interactions.lt has been pro-
posed (Maynard Smith, 1990; Molnár. 1990) that dual inheritance 
consisting of the DNA and its patterns of methyiatton may be a 
Plausible symmetry breaker, of which the amplification or sup
pression may account for a competitive .cellular diversity (see 
Figs. t. г.). 

The bifurcation theory of morphogenetic fields describe tne 
generations of forms in a mechanochemical framework (Oster et al, 
1980; 1988 ; Murray a oster 198»;Goodwin 1990).This research lint 
is inspirited mainly by the classic paper of Turing (1952), which 
Is reaction-diffusion theory of »morhogenesis .The morphogenetic 
field theory is unable to incorporate the collective, popula-
tional behaviour of ecotogicatly Interacting popula
tions.Therefore, in this view of evolution the morphogenetic 
fields are closed important transformations, such as the error 
correcting and variation generating sexual processes. 

A similar evolutionary picture has been proposed, in its 
spirit, in which the organisms are regarded as the variations of 
infolding of shell/membrane systems (Molnár 1 Vérhas, 1990). 

A fundamental aspect of the evolution of organisms is the 
interactive dissipative dynamics and the (sequential and parallel 
) information processing coupled via the genetic code (Maynard 
Smith, 1986). 

The ensembles of (epistatically interacting) genes can be 
represented by a random network of 0 (inhibited) and 1 
(activated) elements and the interactions of these random genetic 
networks retain generic, ordered behavior(Kautfman, 1987). The 
developmental logic immanent in evolution suggest a deep struc
ture for biology, in whlcn the hereditary variations are themes 
on generic, frozen organizational configurations OCauffman, 1987 
; Goodwin, 1990).At this moment this evolutionary concept seems 
to violate the evolutionary contmuit'.' of descent by modifica
tions, unless we assume that the basins of the attractors of ge
netic networks and of morphogenetic fields »re leaked.In the lat
ter case the gensric, frozen organizational features can net be 
frozen.Notice, for instance, that even the genetic code is chanf
ing. 

Arthur (1988) In a different theory of evolution of develop
ment proposed the •morphogentic tree set of hypothesis.The mor
phogenetic *.ree describes the causal structure of development, 
which he represented by a tree consisting of binary branchings, 
describing the tree-like propagation of the developmental and ge
netic heterogeneity.The structure of the tree can be transformed 
by selection.This clear view of developmental transformations 
does not contain real ontogenetic mechanisms.Also, It is build up 
a reification, being the «morphogentic tree is a representation, 
and the selection real jty.Siml lar relocations can be observed in 
those cases, when it is suppose that "adaptive evolution if gov
erned by interactive, rugged adaptive landscapes, or the 
»mxrnogene*is and its variations a-e governed by the solutions of 
morphogenetic field equations.Although I sympathize with alt 
these views, this snort analysis of their content may suggest the 
acceptance of their joint merits. 

2. DEVELOPMENTAL COHTBOLS IN EVOLUTION 
Traditionally, by developmental controls genetic, epigenetlc 

and environmetal controls »r» meant. 

http://interactions.lt


As regard» the genetic controls, the general view is that 
there exist a genetic program, governing development and its evo
lution (Davidson. 1990 ; Cavener, 1969 ; Raff & Kaufman. 1983 
; cut see Oster et at 1998. and 3ooJ»in 1990 for counter-example*. 

It is not implausible to reeard the genetic effects as gov
ernors of developmental parameters, such as the rate, time of 
differentiation, movements, death of the cells and their surface 
properties which act in the spatlotemporal organization of cell 
popul it ions.The nuclear and cytoplastnatic gene effects act via 
protein synthesis .The mentioned developmental parameters are in 
• urn regulators of gene effects via induct ion.The genetic regula
tory architectures are organized in a combinatorial superposi-
tional way (»garciá-Bei Iido. 1986).These are specific to each 
form od ontogenesis.Common regulatory rules and principles are to 
be found only at the lower levels of the hieararchical1 у orga
nized gene controls (Davidson, 1990) 

The cell surface contains coupling regulatory molecules 
»teinfcerg SPoole. 1981 ; Edelman. 1966). Edelman described cell 
and subtrate adhesion molecules, for instance, showing regulari
ties in their spatlotemporal appearance.The mechanochemical cell 
structures respond t>y mechanical deformations or by chemical 
cnangings to concentration gradtents.The local and global order 
in ssae caies. like in the fruit fly. can be described by spatial 
harmonics (Goodwin, 1990).The progressively finer subdivision of 
embryos uses huge amount of variation, based on a relatively few 
developmental parameters. 

As to the environmental controls of development, an impor
tant characteristic of a genotype is its reaction norm.The reac
tion norm is the phenotypic response of a genotype to an environ
mental parameter gradient (Lewontion. 1933), providing informa
tion on the possible range of phenotypic variation (plasticity), 
and stability. 

The polymorphism of the environmental controls is leglo. Ex
amples from algal »aaornogenes is reveal (Trainor, 19TO) that nu
tritional controls are capable of producing such morphogenetic 
changes that even »he species-specific traits may be lost (Fig. 
3). Er.v ironnental controls are capable of reor*an íz ing food chain 
reactions by morphogenetic changes. Certain rotifers react to vi-
timin E treatment by increasing body size, capturing larger preys 
<Gl ! t>ert, 1 989 . ) 

Instead of listing the unexhaustible cases of alternative 
environmental controls, how can we su-naarize the current ecologi
cal tendencies in the understanding of the connections of indi
vidual, inter-and intraspecific interactions ? Tilaan (1990. 
p.S. ) has proposed a promising, particularly succint idea : 
"(Tlhe development of predictive ecological theory requires 1. 
the determination of the major environmental constraints, 2. the 
determination of the tradeoffs that organisms face in dealing 
with these constrains, and 3. the explicit inclusion of these 
constraint.* and tradeoffs as the mechanisms of intraspec if ic 
and interspecific interactions ."These ecological Ideas can be 
useful in the exploration of morphological evolution. 

3. HOBPHOGEHETIC TBAHSFOBMATIOHS 
The transformations are relations, by which one structure, 

function or process is converted into an another one .By morpho-
genetic transformation I mean a change of a developmental path
way, in which the generation of form by the altered developmental 
pathway is also altered.Here a brief survey of the variations of 
the morphogenetic transformations in the evolution of bacteria. 

Protist*, plants and animals show a number of regularities, con
straints and tradeoff». The forms of the bacteria is controlled 
by the mechanical equilibrium between the cytoptasmat ic pressure 
and tne surface tension-like force of the celt wall (Koch, 1990). 
The bacteria show a relatively limited form diversity (set Fig. 
4). The world of bacteria are dominated by a biochemical func
tional diversity. The protists have cytoskeleton (a spatial 
filamental meshwork). which is capable of generating jointly with 
the cell membrane or different kinds of internal or external in
organic skeleton (cf.Goodwin, 19891- The essential form generator 
of eucaryotes is the variable controlled cytoskeletal deforma
tions, including ionic, mainly calcium-regulated con
trols. According to Hay (1988), the recorded number of Protist 
species is 2(0000. 

As the Fig. 5 illustrates, the plant form must satisfy an
tagonistic design requirements. A specific plant characteristic 
is their rigid cell wall.The assembly of plant cells can be de
scribed in terms of the theory of cellular solids (Hiklas, 1969). 
The plant body consists of coupled population of physiologically 
and mect.anochemical ly integrated c e U populations or modules (ef. 
Gottlieb, 1994 ; Harper et aJ 1996; JCIekovski. 1998 ; Groff * Ka
plan, 1989 ).Plants posses opened growth systems.Their modul num
ber, shoot and growth length, flowering nodes, presence, absence 
and the angle of branchings, etc.can be manipulated geneti
cally.The plant form change occurs at the level of the metamtre 
(leaf-axi.lary bud-internode ). A fundamental plant developmental 
strategy is the spatlote-iporal allocation of the merlstema gov
erning the plant geometry within tne phyllotactlc and other con
straints, of which the genetic and environmental perturbations 
are not well understood. As Cuius (1988, p.60) demonstrated, 
"higher plants have a genetically controlled variation sys
tem.This can be activated by a number of shocks.This genomic 
variation can be manifest as photyplc variation from which better 
adapted lines can be selected.In tne absence of any "shocks" the 
variation system is not active, or active at a very low level, 
and it is the exposure of the organism to the "shock" which 
causes variation.The limitation of the variation to a subset of 
the genome, which is controlled by the physiological state of the 
cell, gives the variation a Lamarckian dimension in that repeated 
exposures to the same shocks generate the same range of vari
ants." The estimated number of plant species i* 235000 (Barnes, 
1989). The evolutionary variations of the snoo-root systems 
can be classifiable (Groff t Kaplan, 1988). into the following 
cltssts : i.Neither shoot-borne roots nor root-bJrne shoot« de
velop; 2. The plant forms shoot-borne roots but not root-born» 
shoots. 3. The plant forms root-borne shoots but not shoot-borne 
roots; 4. The plant form both shoot- borne roots »nd root-Dorn» 
shoots. The important ecological implications of this classifica
tion was recognized by Harper (clt. Groff * Caplan 1988, p,410) : 
" I would expect plants forming roots from their shoots to be 
limited by light, and those forming shoots from their roots to be 
lited by water and nutrients." 

Figs. 6-8 show the evolutionary transformations of the 
roots, leaves, and flowers. 

The evolution of animal and plant forms гге dominated by 
cylidrical geometry, with other plate-or ЫоЬ-or-spherical forms. 
The animals can have 1. stiff, branching cylinder form; {.fluid-
filled, fiber-wound hydrostats ; 3. kinetic design with flexible 
Joints. 



My own view of the evolutionary transformation» of the bio-
Icii-jl forte? can b* briefly su»auri;ed in the following fore.The 
>rig;n3 maintenance, an) transitions of biological forms are 
driven by three coupled processes : I. By a variety of pnysico-
chemical properties of cells and cell populations ; г. By selec
tive mechanisms character!!mt the components and processes of 
developinc organisms ; 3. By a historical sequence of environmen
tal controls. (Molnár, in prep). 

The outline of the argument is as follows .It is demon
strated that the physico-chemical dynamics cf the development can 
explain a number of ontogenetic processes (Oster et al, 1980: Os-
ter 1 Murray 1984 : Goodwin. 1990 ; Thompson. 191T. Huzell 1933). 

Tremendous evidence show that selective cell death in the 
generation of vertebrate limb, in the dveloping nervous system, 
in insect and vertebrate immune system, in the aspecific and spe
cific effector system, in developmental selection of somatic mu
tations in plants do contain selective components and processes, 
driven by mechancchemical drive (Klekowski. 1998. Michaelson. 
198T. sach. 1983. Hinchliffe. 1981.. Buss 198T. 1988 etc.). 
4. OK6AJUZATIOHAL MULES AHD EVOLUTION 

Organisms, their parts, populations, communities seem to 
show a set of regularities in their origin, maintenance and tran
sitions (Huxley. 19Эг : Harper et al. 1986. Bell. 1984; Gold-
was J er 1988; Lindenaayer. 1982; Ost er et al 1988; Mitchison a 
Wilcox. 19Тг : Green. 198T ; Edelman. 1986 ; Drake, 1990 ; French 
et al. 19T6 ; Korder. 1989 ; Hinchliffe a Johnson. 1980 ; Toml in-
son. 1983 ; Raup. 1966; Kauffman. 198T ; Lewis. 1991 ; Goodwin, 
1990 -. Davidson. 1990 :Hadorn. 19T8; Wake « Roth. 1967 ; Ellison 
a Harvell. 1)89 ;Londsdale. 1990 ; ). 

There are many concepts of the rule of transformations at 
different levels of organization a brief survey of these rule 
concepts clarify their meaning. After an overview some useful 
rules, the following question w i n be address : What are the de
velopmental and evolutionary relevances of these rules ? 

The genetic coding rules and the Mendel's rules are the most 
familiar organizational rules.It is perhaps surprising that the 
genetic coding rules are not universal, "frozen" rules, but these 
are changing in the evolution (Osawa et al. 1990).Also, there ex
ist genes that violate Mendel's rules (Crow, 19T9). If such fun
damental rules are of dynamic nature, it is expectable that the 
lesser fundamental rules show much more "wobbling" in the self-
assembly of biological structures. 

The developmental rules are a subcase of the organizational 
rules, because they are restricted to the level of developing or
ganisms. In the pre-Darwinlan comparative embryology von Baer 
(1828) had already discovered "laws of development'.Gould (19TT. 
p.56.) put these laws into English in the following way ("a* 
probably the most important words of In the history of embryol
ogy, "according to Gould). "1. The general features of a large 
group of animals appear earlier in the embryo than the special 
features. г. Less general characters are developed fro* the most 
general, and so forth, until finally the most specialized appear. 
3. Each embryo of a given species..... instead of passing through 
the stages of other animals, departs more and more from them. 4. 
Fundamentally therefore, the embryo of a higher animal is never 
like the adult of a lower animal, but only like its embryo." 

The validity of these rules are of statistical nature, be
cause there are counter-examples.Von Baer's laws of developaent 
have been reinterpreted in the context of the bifurcation theory 

1 

(Molnár a vtrhas. i»90).iy the iterations of symmetry breaking 
instabilities a progressively finer spatlotemporal subdivision 
can b« generated in model embryos. The governing equation for the 
case of gastrulation has been described in this volume, toe (see 
Vérhas a Molnár ). 

In the current developmental biology wo can observe cellu
lar, tissue and organ rules.This is carefully analysed for the 
case of pnyllotaxts, in general for tne organization of the shoot 
of plants (Green, 198T). Green analysed the throe major phllotac-
tic (leaf placement) patterns. The leaves may be in a helical ar
rangement, alternating in a plane, or wnorled.Greens' definition 
of rule is •.» follows : "The most efficient rules have the in
stantaneous character found in a time-based differential equa
tion.When integrated over time and space, the rule produce the 
/developmental/ behaviour (Green. 198T, p.65T)." 

The three major phylotactic patterns are variation on a sin
gle generative theme.(See Jaccb, 1982, that evolution is tinker
ing of old structures). Green's explanation of phyllotaetlc pat
terns is based on purely mechanical activity of the iterative ac
tivity of cellulose reinforce pattern of the shoot surf ace.This 
activity can be reduced through the cytoskeletal cell behaviour 
to microtubules and associated proteins, finally to UNA and DKA. 

In this attractive scenario the txplieit reference to direct 
genetic form controls, photosynthetlea Ily or nutritionally in
duced, leave-forming meristematic excitability is lacking. The 
lack of environmental control of the leaf-forming or other func
tional dynamics of the rule-equipped system contains necessary, 
but not sufficient developmental description. 

For the description of dynamic plant morphology and foraging 
Bell proposed constructional rules (see Bell, 1984, for a re
view).The plant construction can be described by the probability 
of branchings, tne lengths of the modules (internodiums), and the 
angles of the branchings.The iterations of this parameters simple 
rules of growth lead to a variety of plant architecture. 

The limited set of basic tree architectures can also be 
treated by the iterations of simple rules of growth (Toalinson, 
1983).Halle et al. (19T8I have reduced the basic tree forms to 2) 
classes or "models*. As Tomlinson (1983 p.142.) claims, "trees 
develop according to a precise genetic ground plan-the architec
tural model-that determines the form of the tree."Tomlinaon also 
notes that tne demography of tree populations is of w*ry Impor
tant role on the determination of tree forms.Niklas (1986, 1989) 
put forward the general view of plant architecture, stressing the 
trade-offs (measured in negative correlations whenever possible) 
of the competitive requirements between the components of the 
Plant design (see Fig. S). 

S. COHCLUSIOH: CCU.VLAI AHD MODULA* С О Г У О Ы Ш О М 
There are two major classes of developmental units with a 

number of transients between them, of which the spatiotemporai 
iterations generate the diversity of organisms. The first li the 
cell characterizing unitary ("solitary") orgar,;sms, and an inte
grated cell population, the modul, characterizing modular indi
viduals. 

The interactions between the different forms of selection 
and the iterative aggregations of the cellular and modular unit* 
tuggest an evolutionary view, which may throw light on a unified 
treatment of the evolution of unitary and modular organisms.The 
selection for cellular and modular aggregations Is driven by 
polymorphic symmetry conserving and symmetry breaking physico-



chemical mechanisms. These mechanisms may be expressed as phe-
nomenoiogleal rules at many levels of the biological organiza
tion. It is reasonable to suppose that the symmetry breaking and 
conserving mechanisms are also under selection, for the generated 
structures by them posses selectable functions. 

The most probable element 'n the initiation of the evolu
tionary divergence of the unitary and modular organisms may have 
been the emergence and subsequent evolutionary changes of the 
stem cells. The stem cells are capable of producing themselves 
• maintemngcel l and tissue homeostasis, and other cell types, 
creating cellular diversity within and between organisms. 

A plausible proposition is that the interactions of itera
tive cellular and modular developmental units, respectively, have 
resulted in convolution of cells and modules by the selective 
modification of the rules and boundary conditions of the itera
tions of the developmental units. There is a vast amount of evi
dence, that the main ecological interactions, such as competi
tion, parasitism, predation, mutualism, etc. can be observed in 
bacteria (especially their multicellular forms selected for 
mainly foraging), protista ansmals, fungi and plant.It is a com
monplace that the plants and modular (mainly sessile) animals can 
be regarded as a population of modules.The dyramics of these mod
ules are governed by joint mechanochemical forces. and ecologi
cal, mainly nutritional and demographical controls. 

In summarising, in this paper I hope to demonstrate that atr 
many levels of the biological organization there exist an ordered 
set of regular events, which are manifested at genetic, develop
mental, ecological and evolutionary scales.These regularities can 
be described by organisational rules. A deductive theory of bio
logical organization, of which the predictive one only a special 
case. must contain the clearer relationships of the organiza
tional rules, tr.e boundary conditions or constraints within which 
the rule are operating, and the effect cf historical contingen
cies making a too regular biological world more realistic. 
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Fig. 4. Relationships between stea cells, ger» cells and 
soma in Ascaris (After Wilson, l?25 x 
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Fig. 4 A representative set of basic bacterial tarns 
(After Koch, 1990). 

Fig. 5* Antagonistic design requieaents in plant growth 
and reproduction. A stylized vascular plant shows 
tradeoffs in the plant architecture /After Niklas, 
1986). 
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ABSTRACT 
A survey of the principal stages cf neural evolution and cephalogenesis 

is presented. The animal taxons are specifically clustered according to 
comparative data and hypothetical trends. At last, a special approach to 
evolution is proposed of which the key-concept is called" phylogenetic 
forest". It means that various ordering criteria may determine various 
phylogenetic trees of which the correlation analysis or comparisons are 
additional descriptive steps. It may happen that these trees cannot be unified 
into a single one. 

INTRODUCTION 
The emergence of the so called intelligent, conscious human behavior 

together with its substrate, the human brain is an unsolved problem in the 
theory of evolution. 

The answer to the other question, whether the theory of evolution itself 
is tenable or untenable, in this special case depends mainly on the 
philosophical or speculative background. A theory which is unsufficiently 
supported by facts and thus it is refuted - as Spencer says - is replaced 
often by nothing. 

The question of brain evolution seems exceptionally difficul, since it is 
regarded as a 'jump', unexpected from the foregoings. No satisfactory 
transitional cases are demonstrable with assurance and in all respect. 
Particular examples are yet collectable. For example, the man as i 
tool-handling and tool-making subject is not unique among the animals. Formal 
equivalents or archetypes of several human social behavioural patterns also 
exist. 

However, not the 'evolutionary jump' represents only the difficulty. 
Jumps occur everywhere. However, this jump resulted in man is outstanding. 

What is usually regarded as evolutionary approach concerning any kind of 
biological substrate, not only in the case of brain? Jerison (1973) claim* 
that an investigation is regardable 'evolutionary' if beyond comparisons 
and/or classifications it is historical. It would mean that it takes into 
account e.g. fossil brains Regrettable enough, the actually disposable items 
are rather endocasts and not brains. Intact fossil brains practically are not 
available, only their rather umpty places which at most limit the size and 
volume and rarely very residual seit parts. This holds in cases when skulls 
existed at all. More often, even no solid envelopes can be found or whole 
animals are lacking. At 'lower' phyla the lack of solid coverings makes 
reconstruction of fossil nervous systems practically impossible. Trie 
Haeckelian law, the recapitulation of phylogenesis by the ontogenesis is not 
reliable an<3 this supposition gives only hints out does not replace solution. 

Moreover, even in favorable cases, paleologicsl findings alone does not 
determine uneqivocal partial ordering immanent in evolution. Furthermore, it 
is always unieliable to claim that a recent species is a follower of an 
extinct item. That is why, among others - as Jsrison (1973) correctly sees -
the so called recognized rules of brain evolution frequently proved to be 
erronous. Nevertheless, comparison of various neura- ontogenetic pathways (if 
available at all) are useful stock of evolutionary principles. 

Nervous systems ?nd still more the brain«, are not ubiquitous in the 
Animal Kingdom. Nevertheless, the excitability is regarded as a universal 
property of living objects. In an extremly broad sense the 'responsivness' as 



representing the archetype of excitability can be even extended to all 
exsisting objects. Thus, a non-living item could say that 'respondeo ergo 
sua'. 

The enigma finished with the appearence of human brain. It is a conscious 
item, capable of observing its own activity, recognizing its own existence. At 
the present time, no Methods exist by which the activity of a conscious and a 
unconscious brain can be certainly distinguished from each other neither in 
natural nor artificial items. This dilemma is not solved by the conversational 
test of Turing (1951). However, in human medicine, the diagnosis of 
unconscious state of a patient works fairly well. 

PKENEURAL EVOLUTION AND THE EXCITABILITY 
Mhile only excitable cells occur both in animals and plants, the nervous 

system (NS) is restricted to Metazoan species. Various NSs are specialized for 
quick control of all parts of- the organism including itself. It may be 
surprizing that out of NS and muscle cells the 'non-excitable' stigma is also 
used as a professional term... The excuse of this attribute is that in neurons 
and muscle cells the signs of excitations are more spectacular than elsewhere: 
electrical signs and quick mechanical motions. 

The nervouc control includes responses to external stimuli and endogenous 
activity which is remote from ad hoc external agents. Moreover, some 
differentiated forms of nervous control appears to be purposeful or 
goal-oriented e.g. oue to their preventive character. However, in a so called 
neutral (i.e. non teleological) jargon this means a high level of adaptive 
machinery. 

Do exist unicellular systems (1CNS) in various Protozoan species which 
might correspond to nervous systems (NS) of multicellular animals or not? How 
the NS appears in primitive Meso-, Para- and Metazoan animals like those of 
Morulo'dea, Porifera, Cnidaria or Ctenophora? When a cell mav be called a 
neurr"i? How the sensory, transmitter and efferent functions become separated: 
from one cell or not (Weinberg, 1872; Hertwig and Hertwig, 1878)? A multitude 
of similar problems are only partially solved mainly by suppositions which are 
hardly verifiable. 

In Protozoa the electrical signs of excitation and resting state are 
demonstrable. Coordination of flagellary, ciliary and protoplasma motions is 
present in different unicellular organisms. Two problems are of paramount 
interest: (a) the autonomy versus centralization of these control processes 
and (b) the manner of coordination. Are these actions realized through 
Protoplasma or by events restricted into the surface membrane? The preference 
is given mostly to the second alternative. Recent answers fails to confirm the 
presence of intracellular conductive fiber system inside any Protozoan 
species. It is also the negative response is preferable with respect to the 
presence of specialized NS in Moruloidea (Bullock and Horridge, 1965). 

The vsrious forms of taxis are observable in Protozoan behavior and 
remains present further in various multicellular ncn-primitive organisms. 
Taxes already may give the impression of 'intelligence'. This strictly 
suggests carefulness concerning the definition of 'intelligent behaviour". 
Nevertheless, many taxis phenomena are well interpretable in terms of 
non-living control terms. 

; roanvE METAZOAN INVERTEBRATE NERVÖS SYSTEMS. 
(IVNS-1; Bullock and Horridge, 1M5; Lenti, 19Í8). 
The existence of NS in 'higher' animal phyla become» less and let» 

questionable, becomes evident. The term 'higher' is based here on traditional 
(usually morphological and paleozoologicil) criteria out of neurosciencaa. 

The invertebrate nervous systems might be catejorlzed into different 
phylogenetic (or comparative) categories: 

(a) Diffuse Nervous System (DNS) in Mesozoa, Parazoa and Acoelomata 
(Cnidaria, Ctenophora). There are differences: (1) In Moruloidea the exlatence 
of true nervous system is not well documented; (2) In Porifera the 
distribution of putative nerve cells is not regular; (3) In Cnidarla and 
Ctenophora the gross architecture is not completely diffuse. 

(b) NS with ganglia (GNS) including cerebral one, segmentation, cords, 
comissures, i.e. an 'orthogon-like (ladder)' NS is present in various 
flatworms. Some orthogon-like NS-s can be regarded as archaic segmental or 
presegmental cases. The segmentation apppears in Annelida, Arthropode and 
Archipodiata. Presegmental architecture or segmentation is not explicit in 
Mollusca with some exception: in Loricate and Monoplacophora (Neopilina). 

(c) Differentiation of cerebral part (CGNS) arises from Platyhelminthes 
and further phyla. It does not associated with a definite segmentation. 

(d) Special cases: e.g. Echinodermata ring-nervous system (RNS) or 
non-segmental Molluscen cases. The central symmetry of Echinodermata seems 
enigmatic until we knew about their bilateral symmetry in larval form. 

(e) Epithelial-ectodermal NS with local thickenings. Differentiation of 
peripheral and autonomous NS. Appears in various primitive or reduced worms. 
It is not a peculiarity even in Oeuterostomia. 

Diffuse systems are especially characteristic to Porifera and Cnidaria. 
However, no reliable data speaking for the appearence of nervous system «re 
available concerning Moruloidja. 

In Porifera classes Lentz (1973) reports about primitive NS, while 
Bullock and Horridpe (after the analytical survey of Jenifer, 1962) do not 
give the affirmativ response to the problem of existence of NS in sponges. 
Nevertheless, syncitium with Cholinesterase activity of sponges or with the 
detection of other neurospecific substances argue for the emergence of neural 
specialization. ONS-s consist of syncitial set of cells identifiable either by 
neurospecific or by non-specifir: substances. In this sense numerous Porifera 
and still more Cnidaria species tiave already DNS (a reticulum or syncitium). 
Differentiation of sense organs also arise. 

It is here necessary to define four terms of neurobiology mainly after 
Bullock and Horridge (1965) and other textbooks: 

RETICULUM = Anastomosing (often keeping protoplasma continuity) fibers 
without specified connections; 

SYNCITIUM x A multinuclear cell ususilly with elongated processes 
resembling to network. Often NS said to have syncitium consisting of disjoint 
cells. 

PLEXUS * A general term of nerve fibers. The cells aie either 
synaptically connected or contiguous components. The term is often used for 
peripheral NS; 

NETWORK = Usually synaptically connected nerve cells. Sometimes applied 
for unspecified connected machinery. 

Remark that these - in a part historical - terms »re still used for the 
description of neuronal or pseudoneuronal connections in lower phyla. In the 
context of ONS all of these terms are applied. The essential differences -



included in the used terns - can be reduced to two properties: 
(a) Continuity of protoplasna versus contiguity ( = separation by 

external membrane); 
(b) Cells with separated (disjoint) protoplasm may touch each other and 

the interactions might be either uni- or bidirectional with respect of 
possible influences through chemical and/or electrical signals. 

When the cerebralization or encephalization reaches the degree at which 
the name of brain at least as a metaphora is justified? This name is 
applicable by convention. In textbooks it appears first at Platyhelminthes. 
Thus the attribute of 'cerebral' is used for otherwise rather primitive 
invertebrates. It labels the concentrated and separated group of cells at the 
'cranial end' of the animal, where cranial is applied also as a metaphora 
taken from animals holding a 'cranium' (neolatin name of SK 'VI) or 
well-distinguished head. 

The 'orthogon' and/or ladder-like NS architecture which occur in numerous 
phyla we regard as a 'prelúdium of segmentation'. Segmentation might have 
evolutionary advantage. Segments are capable of responding autonomously by 
local reflexes or control. At the same time "Jre extensive longitudinal and 
transversal connections points to the possibility of coordination, 
occasionally synchronization or timing. These NS-s are multicentral consisting 
of interconnected centers. Such or similar architecture becomes quite general. 

The cerebralization means that the first ganglion becomes dominant or at 
least different from other ones if they exist. Often the cerebral ganglion Is 
.'ot required to carry out specialized function. Analogous phenomenon is 
ri cognizable even at Vertebrate. Functions, regeneration and survival without 
'b^ain' are heterogenous. 

The emergence of 'orthogon' NS and the signs of mono- or 
multi-centralization in the form of ganglia cannot be sharply separated. 

EXACT DESIGNS OF SOME METAZOAN INVERTEBRATE NERVOUS SYSTEMS. 
(IVNS-2; collected from Builock and Horridgt, 1965 Vol 1, pp. 599-609). 
While the number of cells is undefined and the significance of single 

neurons becomes smaller in 'higher' NS-s, there are certain 'lower' taxons in 
which the number of neurons is fairly constant or at least some neurons are 
well identified as homologous to each other. 

Outstanding examples are as follows: 
NEMATODE; 
(1) Ascaris lumbricoides 162 cells in central NS: 62-23-77 

sensory/internuncial/motor respectively; 92 neurons in tail and enteric system 
(Goldschmidt, Í90B; Chitwood and Chitwood, 1940); 

(2) Rhabditis anomala has the same number of central neurons as Ascaris 
has: 162; 

(3) Angiul la aceti: 279 neurons; 
(4) Rhab J U s longicauda: about 200 cells; 
It is here interesting to remark that in certain computer companies a 

research work is processed with respect of such better-identifiable nervous 
systems like that of Caenorhabditis elegáns. 

ROTIFERA (plus about 200 in other ganglia) 

(5) Epiphanes sent«: 1B3*3**23«2»0 central nerve cells (Martini. Ш 2 ) ; 
(6) Asplancha priodonta: about 225*50*48*323 central neurons (Nachtwey, 

1925); 
(7) Synchaeta triophtalma: 223*38*20*281 in three main ganglion (Peters, 

1931); 
ACANTOCEPHAU: 
(8) Hamaniella microcephala: 80 cells and 60 output lines for cerebral 

ganglion; 
(9) Macracantorhynchus echinodiscus: 86 cells, 56 outgoing wires; 
(10) Boloosoma turbinella: 73 cells; 
ANNELIDA: 
(11) Pheretima communissima: for a typical ganglion of the 98 segments 

1000-4500 cells, 400-1000 fibers going to about 50000-60000 muscle fibers were 
counted (Ogawa, 1939 cit. by Bullock and Horridge, 1965); 

The individuality seems to be gradually lost when reaching the level of 
Annelida species. However, numerous Gastropoda and Cephalopoda nerve cells are 
fairly well identifiable. 

The neuropile, the core of ganglia consisting mainly of fibers is 
characteristic in Mollusca. Its internal organization is essentially unknown. 
Some ganglia of Annelid« shows much simpler structure with few neurons, like 
Hirudo. 

MORE COMPLEX INVERTEBRATE NERVOUS SYSTEMS. 
(IVNS-3; Bullock and Horridge, 1965) 
Most probably, Arthropode, Mollusca and Echinodermsta species represent 

special special lines in evolution. Concerning of nervous system it appears 
that links to higher phyla are missing or still not correctly recognized. The 
emergence of Oeuterostomia seems to be a jump. 

Insect performances include even 'social behavior' (bees, ants). 
Cephalopoda are capable of differentiated learning. 

Echinodermata display peculiar circular gross geometry of NS because cf 
ths more or less (pseudo)central symmetries of their body. It is necessary to 
remark here, that the larval symmetry of Echinodermata is bilateral, while the 
adult bilaterality is most often an obscure property. It is an outstanding 
funnctional problem here is related to the autonomous versus central 
coordination and the interplay of these two kinds of control. The principle of 
quick autonomous control together with centralized NS remains a conservative 
achievement which occurs in previous and further taxons too. 

It is disturbing that neither neurochemistry, nor finer internal 
organization can point to the specific substrates of new achievements. Thus 
not well reproducible demonstrations are available with respect of molecular 
substrates of memory or learning which is already clearly present in 
Cephalopoda. Sparry says that: 

'no one has yet succeeded in demonstrating anatomically a single fiber or 
fiber connection that could be attributed with assurance to have been 
implanted by learning' (page 8, Sperry, 1964). 

His statement is not out of time and it is valid for non-antonical, e.g. 



molecular substrates too. 
The best не can oo is the recording of differences, the reproducible 

phenomena and give careful intenretation. Comparisons and classifications 
represent steps forward. However, as soon as any kind of - otherwise possible 
- ordering is legarded as a foundation of evolution we usually speculate only. 
Nevertheless: 'speculatio necesse est'. 

DEUTCrlOSTOMIA-l. 
Two peculiar phyla: HomalopterygiaCChaetognatha; 50 species) and 

Pogonophora (Brachiata) merit special attention. In Homalopterygia two 
longitudinal cords are ohservable interconnecting ganglia and one larger 
ventral ganglion (See in Dudich, 1975; Bullock and Horridge, 1965 vol 2 p. 
1565). Brachiata show more peculiar properties. The ganglia are claimed to be 
absent (Dudich, Bullock and Horridge), intraepidermal plexus is however 
present. Nerve cells are distributed in the epithelium. In the anteriormost 
part a brain-like group of cells may occur. 

NERVOUS SYSTEM OF INVERTEBRATE CHORQATA. DEUTER0ST0MIA-2. 

Concerning cords, two superficial analogies emerge: (a) homology with the 
ccrds of worms, Arthropods etc. or (b) homology to spinal cord of Vertebrata 
or cords of invertebrate Chordata. A supplementary possibility is the lack of 
'f'ie' correspondence of longitudinal structures of these phyla. 

The main problem is to find the satisfactory ontogenetic foundation of 
the homologies of í.orú and ganglion formations with comparison to other phyla. 

The classification followed here regards the Vertebrata, Prochordata, 
Hemicordata and Cephalocordata as separated phyla. Sv this convention the name 
of 'invertebrate chordata' is justified. This is not unique, e.g. Aliens 
(19»0) claims about imphiavus that 'classed as a chordate and not з true 
vertebrate..'. 

In such a framework the imnediatf -formal or real - ancestors of 
Vertebrata are most probably the Hsmi-, Pro- and and Cephalochcrdata with 90, 
1?Q0 and 13 recent species respectively. The true ancestors are most probably 
fossilized and the classification of recent items does not reflect the true 
evolution. This is a frequsnt ana hardly avoidable óilema of evolution3ry 
arrangements of animals concerning other taxons too. In the chordate phyla 
numerous candidates of homologies with Vertebrata brain parts could be listed. 
However, a given correspondence is usually speculative. 

It does not exist a general agreement about homologies of spinal cards of 
lertebrata and the elongated ccrds originating from subepithelial nervous 
tissue e. g. elongated nervous structures of Нет; , Pro- and Cephalochorciata. 
Only unreliable parallelism is founded among Hemichcrdata and cords of 
Cephalocordata cr spinal cord of VerteBrata. It is a different problem to 
accept or to refuse a correspondence between elongated support tissues in 
these phyla зпа columna vertebralis of Vertebrata of 'narrow sense'. 

Many authors without hesitation 0=.g. Ariens, I960) sptiks about the 
'spinal ccrd' of Asspbicxus following suggestions of iutnors of the 19th 
century CRetzius. Rhode etc). 

fievr;theless, tne оп~.с:рз1 question remains to establish more strictly 
the true homologies. Superficial analogies of elongated parts can be supposed 
either kith mere primitive phyla and Vertebrata. in case c£ Amphioxus the 

frontal pact is regarded as brain or archencephalon and the caudal elongation as spinal cord. In Tunicat» species beyond tne ganglion formation the NS Is sophisticated, including also a cerebral part. 

VERTEBRATE NERVOUS SYSTEM. OEUTEROSTOMIA-J. 
(Sarnat and Netsky, 1974; Jerison, 1973; Masterson et al., 197«; Sepp, 

1949). 

A;- this point the degree of evolution is based Mainly an the arising of 
newer and newer cerebral parts beyond spinal cord: the size and relative size 
or significance of Rhombencephalon(REC), Mesencephalon (MIC), 
Diencpphalon(DEC) and finally the Telencephalon (TEC) with neocortex and more 
archaic basal part increase. 

A peculiar theory of existing three brain complex was introduced by 
MacLean (1973; see also in Sagan, 1977). According to this scheme the 
Vertebrata brain would roughly consist of a so called archaic R(»Reptilian) 
complex, the limbic system and neocortex. 

The number of neurons increases in different classes or their ratio is 
also different in different parts of brain. The white and grey substance are 
separated. 

Concerning synaptic organization layers and glomeruli are frequent. 
A very special - essentially Mammalian - formation is the corpus callosu» 

and the lateralization (Sperry, 196»). 
In Vertebrata the vascular and NS gets into a special relation and the 

blood-brain barrier develops. 

THE HUMAN BRAIN (Past, Presence and Future). 

The (pre)hominid animals display well-known paleological features 
(Passingham, 1982). The majority of the accounted signs are geometrically 
mesurable properties or the mass of brain. It is an almost general belief that 
the 'information-processing capacity' is in direct correlation to the size and 
enlargement of brain. Most probab), this is not an absolute rule. 

The problem i« not separable frc™ the definition of man. Numerous • 
epually insufficient - solutions have been proposed. The question of emergence 
of Homo sapiens with its so called intelligent and cognitive behavior is 
simply unsolved. The problem start with the hard definition of these 
behavioral properties. We attribute intelligent behavior also to apes (Premack, 1973; van Lavick-Goodall, 1971) and fragments or traces or illusion 
of intelligent behavioral patterns in lower animals too. Some decades ago this 
was strongly denied. 

Probably, the human brain is not the only existing conscious brain, but 
this statement is almost undecidable. Nowadays, it is believed that the speech 
or other sophisticated forms of communication are not restricted to man. 
Primates also display speech-like communication forms and are capable of 
handling tools, display special 'sociobiological' behavior. Many attempts were 
made to distinguish these properties from those of the man. Thjs for example 
it is usually refuted to regard any kind of animal social behaviour and human 
society as homologous behaviours. The animal behavior is often regarded 
'mechanical', 'non-intelligent', 'closed', 'instinctive' etc. 

What does transform the ancestors into man with respect of nervous 



systen? Self-consciousness and that of the environment, language, social 
factors, working ability, capacity to preview, religion and a multitude of 
other factors are non-separable entities. Their role in evolution is 
extensively discussed since ancient times. 

The especially evolved learning ability and associative memory are also 
regarded as human characteristics. Until now, the memory research failed in 
finding the substrate of memory or learning. Remind the quoted statement of 
Sperry (1964). The same lack of evidence holds for candidate molecular 
mechanisms of memory and learning too. At the same time it is evident that the 
ontogenesis of human brain is connected to maturation by learning. 

Learning is a part of human ontogenesis and it is not only human. After 
Edelman a selectionist theory is cirectly applied to the nervous system. 
However, nothing speaks against the presence of a kind of ontogenetic (not 
phylogenetic.) Lamarckian (instead of or in parallel with ontogenetic 
Darwinism) concept. CeHs, which divide after having differentiated shows that 
genetical machinery works in the generation of cells when the acquired cell 
characteristics are propagated in a cell line. However, it is harder to 
explain the passing en of acquired neural properties if the cell division was 
broken off. Thus a conventional Lamarckism applied to neuron generations is 
applicable only at the early ontogenetic periods. Unfortunately any kind of 
such ideas are like a red rag to a bull. Nevertheless, the neural ontogenesis 
seems to be more complicated and perhaps not explained by traditional (i.e. 
Darwinian) phylogenetic terms restricted to ontogenesis. E.g. special sorts of 
metamorphosis may mean the radical iretamorphosis of the NS too. 

Let us pose finally the .question of future evolution of brain. Here, a 
plenty of room is given for free speculations and the answer is dependent on 
the amoiance of the responding persons. Ths 'future of the brain' is directly 
related to the future of the man. Rose (1373) and Sógan (1977) deal with the 
problem. Their discussions demonstrate that this question is partly beyond 
biology. Moreover, it may fall into moralization or sentimentalism. In this 
respect the short essay of Lorenz (1973) is offered - among numerous similar 
ones - as an instructive reading facing reality. No guarantee exists against 
the stop of evolution as a direct consequence of the so called conscious and 
in+eHigent brain and human activity. It is not impossible that intelligent 
beings are in fact self-desarganizing systems (SdOS) without essential 
external help. 

There is a peculiar concept favorized by Kemény (1972) and others, 
criticized by Raszak (1986). Kemény claimed that beyond Man a non-organic 
evolution of computers could take place which would replace the Homo as a 
'top-species'. 

I do not share this technophil idea and mostly agree with Raszak, the 
opponent. I think that in case of a possible decay of man, the computer 
species will not survive alone. Computers may become ubiquitous and the life 
of Mankind becomes strongly dependent on a very vulnerable technical 
environment. Thus if it is not organized well, the technical evolution could 
cause the 'Untergang' of the Homo sapiens without the survival of technical 
evolution. The idea of such a survival is not scientifically supported. No 
independent 'Computer faber' or 'Computer sapiens' exist. Even .i it is not 
true, is it consolation for anybody to believe in the survival i: machines? 

CONCLUSIONS: PHYLOGENETIC FOHEST. 
The evolutionary approach in relation with the nervous system is often 

applies conjectures and not clear-cut evidences. It cannot be claimed in 
relation with nervous systems after Bates (as Poulton quotes with respect of 
butterfly wings in Mason, (1928)), that 'the nature writes as on the tablet 
the story of modification of species'. The story of neural evolution seems at 
least as obscure as the evolution of other partial systemr of the organism, 
like e.g. biochemical evolution, evolution of energy-houseold, that of the 
mechanical motions, evolution based on macromolecular nucleic sequences etc. 

Demonstration of orderly changes or even something like a 'progress' 
based on 'neural items' requires the establishment of a theory of neural 
evolution separated from other evolutionary theories. This is not an easy 
task. E.g. the monograph of Ariens-Kapers and coworkers (1960; J volumes, 
about 2000 pages) lists the morphological and crude histological date 
cvailable for Vertebrate, including Man (and the chordate Amphioxus). Details 
on spinal cord, medulla oblongata, ..., neocortex suggest 'a quantitative 
progress', variations in shapes, changes in the ratios of distinguishable 
parts). The last means that specific parts become dominant in 'higher' species 
which are regarded more progressed than others. Such observations lead to the 
conclusion '.hat certain parts of brain are more significant than others to 
specific functions. Nevertheless, no detailed correlations were explored 
between morphological and behavioural findings. A construction or recognition 
of an evolutionary order in the organization of network wiring and its 
development seems presently only as a serious challenge only with some hints 
for the solution and it is not a zet solvable. 

What can be said ('in general' or 'in details')? 
(0) Protozoan animals may have already sensory and motor functions 

together with coordination. The three primrry function of NS is present in 
lack of NS. 

(1) The specialization of neural cells emerges. The simplest reflex or 
responding machinery may consist and/or develop from one two or even three 
different cells. It seems to be generally accepted that the site of origin is 
ectodermal for sensation and some of the conductions but the effector cells 
take the origin from other layer. Thus e.g. two ecto- and one mesodermal cell 
is satisfactory for a complete reflex arc. Some decades ago the 'monoaxonism' 
and polvdendritism1 (Ariens, I960, vol 1., p. 86.) seemed a rule based on 
developmental forces, but now it is not regarded exclusive and ubiquitous. 

(2) A progressive (multi Centralization of nerve cells takes place. 
O ) The first ganglion, the 'cerebral one" appears later. The intrinsic 

organization of ganglia sometimes shows exact design, sometimes only 
separation into surface layer and core (neuropile). 

(4) The number of neurons increases. 
(5) The density of wiring, the arborization of cell processes become« 

higher or richer. However, I underline again that now it is still illusory to 
recognize a so called 'progression' in network wiring. 

(6) The absolute or the relative mass (weight) of 'brain' increases. 
(7) Intuitively speaking, the complexity of behaviour increases but the 

complexity is not an easily measurable property. 
(в) The shape of comparable, homologous parts (e.g. nuclei or ganglia) 

display rather • variation than a progress. It is theoretically difficult to 
claim a certain shape to be more evolved than other ones. 



(9) It is believed that memory capacity increases, learning patterns 
(paradigms) becomes more and more sophisticated. However, it remains a problem 
that neither of these properties are well-quantifiable. 

(10) Manipulation with instruments and sophisticated inter-individual 
transfer of information is regarded as signs of progress. The fragments of 
such behaviours are present even in Insects. 

Thus more than one criterium can be tsken into account for the foundation 
of neural evolution even if it is based solely on neuromorphological factors. 

Neurochemistry and humoral control show more obscure evolutionary trends. 
Mmtst all of the putative transmiters are archaic, present already in 
orginism regarded traditionally primitive ones (see in Lent*, 1968), Moreover, 
some of them might participate in the chemical control of ontogenesis itself. 

The evolution of behaviour may be described as an enhancement of 
recognition, integration and coordination capacities. In comparisons of 
development for behaviour, the 'learning' ability is generally regarded as a 
'higher nervous activity1. Now, we could describe the non-living mechanisms of 
adaptive formations of an automaton. Thus learning is not as enigmatic as it 
seemed before. The actual details of economic learning in living species still 
remains hidden. The ability of working or communication - at least in 
rudimentary or imperfect forms - are recognizable in lower species too. It is 
claimed usually that these performances are not comparable with externally 
similar actions of the Man. 

Two outstanding properties of NS are difficult to explain: (1) economy, 
i.e. functioning in complicated way with relatively few cells; (2) tolerance 
to local vulnerability, i.e. local redundancy. The two achievements seems 
contradictory to each other. 

The final step of evolution is usually based on the emergence of 
'intelligence' and tins ciearly differs from the evolution based on e.g. 
energetic aspects (ьсз the thermKiynamic approach to evolution presented by B. 
Lukacs in this volume). This uncurl inas that a multiplex kind of evolutionary 
theory is at Isast desirable. It follows that to derive 'phylogenetic trees' 
by single, sometimes ojscure criteria is untenable. That is why a forest of 
phylogenetic trees is required where each tree of this fictitious forest is 
based on clear criteria, a definite partial ordering of taxons. 

The method of ordering of various species is most often based on 
'youngest common ancestors' and a sequence ci recent species does not mean a 
direct derivation of one recent species to an other living one. On the 
contrary most frequently a time interval - the life of the ancestor species -
is associated to usually two recent species. 

Thus to list more than one apparent evolutionary line by different 
partial systems looks a suitable strategy. This is a multi-evolutionary 
approach even if it is restricted to neural substrates and control. It 
encloses a searching for partial ordering of recent and fossil taxons based on 
neuroanatomical, physiological, behavioural and other neural criteria. It 
seems desirable to deal first with taxonomy of the nervous systems separately 
and after look for correlation with other 'evolutionary lines and trees' if 
such correlations exists at all... The possible 'neural classifications' and 
various possible ordering« should not ta necessarily identical to equivalence 
relations and orders based on other (morphological, biochemical, ontogenetical 
etc.) aspects. The unfortunate reality is that very few detailed data are 
available abcut fossil NS-з since the soft parts are rarely fossilize well 
(Sarnat and Netsky, 1974; Hárman, 1954). For "lower animals' even 'endocasts' 
are not available since solid envelopes for brains do not exist. The research 
af fossil human 'intelligence' or even IQ of dead men (criticized by Gould 

(1981) and others) approaches the criteria of pseudoscience in which almost 
any desired conclusion can be drawn. 

Nevertheless, the intelligence and its emergence remains a good criteriua 
of progress with the addition that it is not easy to define 'intelligent' 
behaviour. This should not be necessarily in correlation with gross 
anatomical, size, histological, neurochemical or other behavioural criteria. 

At last, it is believed that a 'total harmony' of various phylogenetic 
trends never will arrive. The evolution is supposed to be not expressed by a 
single tree. It is better to describe it by a metaphora of a fictitious 
forest. 

SUMMARY 
After a survey of various nervous systems it looks evident, that without 

solving basic questions of neurobiology itself, the evolution of nervous 
systems cannot be described in a satisfactory manner. 

Concerning the concept of evolution itself I prefer to be evolutionist 
believing that the evolutionary speculations are tenable despite of the 
appearence of Homo sapiens. However, on cosmic scale, the terrestrial 
evolution which resulted in -an is most probably an ephemeric, local, 
historical, finite and non-generic category. 



TABLE CF SOME OUTSTANDING NEURAL CHARACTERISTICS IN VARIOUS TAXONS 
(81 ANIMAL CLASSES) 

01-01. ZOCMASTIGDPHORA 
02-01.RHIZQPODA 
03-01 
04-01 
05-01 
06-02 
07-02 
08-02 
09-03 
10-04 

.HELIOZOA 

.SPOROZOA 

.RADIOLARIA 

.PROTOCILIATA 

.EUCILIATA 

.SUCTORIA 

.PLÁNULADAE 

.СА1ГСРЕА 
11-04.TRIAXONIA 
12-04.TETRAX0NIA 
13-04.CORNACUSPONGIAE 
14-04.CEROSPONGIAE 
15-05.HYOROZGA 
16-05.SCYPHOZOA 
17-05.ANTH0Z0A 
18-06.TENTACULIFERA 
19-06. ATENTACULATA 
2C-07.TURBELLARIA 

21-07.TREMATOOES 
22-07.CESTOOES 
23-08.NEMATOIDEA 
24-08.NEMAT0MORPHA 
25-03.ACANTOCEPHALA 
26-C9.ANOPLA 
T'-W.ENOPLA 
28-10.ROTATORIA 
29-10.CASTRQTRICH4 
30-10.K1N0RHYNCHA 
31-11.KAMPTOZGA 
32-12.PRIAPULOIDEA 
33-12.5IPUNCULIDEA 
34-12.ECHIUROIOEA 
35-13.ARCHANNELI3A 
36-13.POLYCHAETA 

37-13.OLIGOCHAETA 

Flagella control; 
Resting and action potentials; 
Amoeboidal Protoplasma motions, pseudopodia; 
In some cases flagellary control 
Control of motion; 
Filopodia control; Hydrostatic-muscular control; 
Ciliary integration; 
Control of ciliari movements; Is there a fiber system? 
Suction control if exists; 
No data available 
Syncitial connections; 
Primitive neuron like cells; Myogenic motions? 
Is there a nervous system in sponges? 
Is there a nervous system in sponges? 
Is there a nervous system in sponges? 
Is there a nervous system in sponges? 
Is there a nervous system in Hydra? 
Oiffuse nervous system; 
Rhythmicity; pacemakers; 
90-100 cm/sec conduction; Fast and slow conduction; 
Swiirming control 
Reflexes; Luminescence is nervously controlled; 
0rthogon;Nervous tone; 
Brain removal: intact locomotion but not always; 
Conditioned responses(Planaria); 
Orthogen; Unicellular photoreceptors; 
Longitudinal cords, comissures; 
Ascaris: 162*92 neurons, the best known species; 
Some giant cells; 
Hamaniella: 80 cerebral and 30 genital ggl. cells; 
1-2 fibers to receptors; 
Linaeus longissiraus: 30 m; 
Brain of two lobes; 
Case of 200 ocellum 
Epiphanes: 183-34*23 nerve cells,959 cells 
Asplancha: 323; Synchaeta 281; 
Large brain, no sign of peripheral plexus; 
Ribbci-like brain with cell zones; 
Some ganglia; A peripheral plexus (nerve net?); 
Special motions; 
Brain, ventral cord, plexus, circular arrangements; 
Brain, ventral cord, plexus, circular arrangements; 
Traces of segmentation; 
Central brains; 
Giant fiber system in Annelida; 
Reciprocal inhibition and excitation; 
Orthogonal nervous system; Complex brain with centers; 
Pheretima: 1000 or 6241 cells; 
Segmental septa in giant fibers; 
Sensory-motor connection; 
Reciprocal excitation and inhibition; 

38-13.MYZ0ST0M0I0EA 
39-13.HIRUOIN0I0EA 
40-14.SOLENOGASTRES 
41-14.LORICATA 
42-14.MOHOPLACOPHORA 
43-14.SCAPHOP0OA 
44-14.GASTROPODA 
45-14.BIVALVIA 
46-14.CEPHALOPODA 
47-15.PH0R0NOIOEA 
48-15.BRY0Z0A 
49-15 
50-U. 
51-16. 
52-16. 
53-17. 
54-17. 
55-17. 
56-17. 

BRACHI0P0OA 
0NYCH0PH0RA 
TAR0ICRA0A 
LINGUATULOIDEA 
CRUSTACEA 
DIPL0P0DA 
PAUR0P00A 
CHIL0POOA 

57-17.SYMPHILA 
58-17.INSECTA 
59-17 
60-17 
61-17 
62-18 
63-19 
É4-20 
65-20 
66-20 
67-20 

•MER0ST0MATA 
.ARACHN0I0EA 
.PANT0P0DA 
.CHAET0GNATA 
.P0GON0PH0RA 
.CRIN0IDEA 
.HOtOTHUROIOEA 
.ECHINCIDEA 
.ASTEK0IOEA 

68-20.0PHIUR0IDEA 
69-21.ENTEROPNEUSTA 
70-21.PTEROBRANCHIA 
71-22.C0PELATA 
72-22.TETHY0IDEA 
73-22.THALIACEA 
74-23.LEPT0CARDII 
75-24.CYCL0STOMATA 
76-24.CH0N0RYCHTYES 
77-24.PISCES 
7B-24.AMPHIBIA 
79-24.REPTILIA 
80-24.AVES 
81-24.MAMMALIA 

Pharyngeal ring; 
Cards, segments, clusters 
Ladder-like, orthogonal system; 
Subradular organ; Orthogonal arrangement; 
Two cerebral ganglion; 
Typical: ggl, comissures, connectives; 
Giant neurons and spontaneous activity; 
Segmentation is not explicit; 
Periodic and rhythmic motions; No segmentation; 
Larval and adult nervous system; 
Giant fibers and synapses; Ability to learn; 
Entirely epithelial nervous system; 
Giant fiber system; 
Nerve nets between or within individuals; 
Hollow cerebral ganglion; 
Only(?) statocyst as sense organ; 
Lobes, brain nerves, ladder, cords, segments; 
Row of paired ganglia; 20-50 cells/ganglion; 
Both cord or a single mass of neurons occurs; 
Various statocysts, eyes; 
Locomotion patterns; 
Parts of cerebrum <oeuto,trito-,proto-); 
Strategic position between insects and myriopods; 
Fused gangba; 
Locoaetor coordination by any pieces of body; 
Dance of honey-bees; Feromones; Fly control; 
19564 sense organs on antenna of Apis; 
Limulus eyes, Hartline on the lateral eyes; 
Segmentation; Various eyes; Cobweb making control; 
4 ventral and 1 supraesophageal ganglion; 
Rapid movements, special sensory equipment; 
Intraepidermal nervous system; 
Sasiepithelial plexus; Swimming unit; 
Radial cord; Various sensory endings; 
Peripherally regulated system of motion; 
Integration find individuality of arms; 
Light sensJ'Uvity; 
Local reflexes, central control; Nerve ring; 
Intraepidermal plexus with local thickenings; 
Two intraepidermal cords; 
Cords, rings, ramifications, epidermal parts; 
Cerebral ggl. of 3 parts; 
Cerebral ggl, brain nerves, neurosecretion; 
Large photic sense organs; 
Spinal cord (?); 
Neurosecretory organ; 
Mesencephalon; Cerebellum; 
Diencephalon; Electrical lobes; Mauthner-cell; 
Telencephalon with olfactory finctionj 
Tectum; 
Neopallium; R-complex; 
Neostriatum; 
Cerebral neocortex; Intelligence; 



Hain secondary sources: Bullock and Horridge, I9655 Kostojanc, 1957; 
Various zoological handbooks; S^pp, 1949; Dudich, 1975. 

The approximate number of phyla, classes, ordo, families or genera are 
24, 81, 400, 5000, 50000(7), 10000000(7 Herbert Spencer). No detailed, 
'complete' comparative and systematic data of nervous systems and their 
performences are available. This would be urgent before representative species 
become fossil, dying out. 
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Formation of man, in close connection with the evolution of Primates, has 
a past of cca. 63 million years. The first primitive monkeys of insectivore 
relation sundered 40-4$ million years ago, Doth in geographical and in 
evolutionary sense. At the Beginning of the Eocene Africa and Europe were 
still connected, and also Europe with North America through the North 
Atlantic. The so called New World Monkeys /Platyrhini/ occupied this continent, 
splitting afterwards. The continents segarated in the Middle Eocene, this 
group survived in Nort> America, migrateo into South America, while 
extinct oat in Africa and Europe. The Holaectic was populated Qy Old 
uorla Monkeys /Catarhini/ /Fleagle and Kay, 1935/. Hence several branches 
nao stsztea as e.g. the ancestral grouos of recent Cercopithecoid monkays 
ana « e s /нолипсизеа/. The separation of these branches happened in north 
Africa, 3C-35 rsillion years ago. From tne ape ancestral branch first the 
evolutionary line of giaaon Became detecncd, 20-25 million years ago, then 
tnat of tne orang 14-15 million years ago, and finally that leading to 
gerilla, сМ^зэ-гее and man, 6-7 million years ago. These data of sepa
ration nave Oesn sased on fossils with other animals and plants, on 
radiometric Cati-g and on calculations in molecular evolution /Piloeam, 
1925; hciT.es, 1935; Hasegawa et al., 1939/. The human line separated írom 
apes 5-6 million years ago. Henceforth we can speak of Hominid evolution. 
Tne first Hominios can oe found in Africa, and very probaaly there were 
developed. Their radiation happened at the beginning of the Pleistocene 
Ice Age, cca. 2 million years ago, when the species of genus Homo spread 
in Eurasia. Australia and America become occupied by tne already developed 
rtomo sapiens, only several ten thousands years ago. 

The background of Hunan Evolution 

In the 30 million years of human evolution there were two glooal events 
which seriously influenced the way, rote and spatial extension of the 
evolution, namely IV the Global plate tectonic events determining the 
relative positions of Africa and Eurasia, and IV the effects of global 
climatic changes on ths environment. 
The Tethys Ocean between Africa and Eurasia is continuously shrinking 
after the Oligocene, the Africa plate is approading Europe. In South Europe 
and Near East seberal microcontlnents are sliding, connected in cogwheel 
fashion. In the Heogene period, so important in the development of apes and 
man, it nas been possible to finds three periods when Africa was in transient 
connection with Eurasia via Arabia. The first such period was 18-20 
million years ago, when the African proboscideans migrated Into Eurasia. 
In this period no ancient monkey left Africa; they were developing in 
compact populations in East Africa. Most abundant were the Proconsuls, 
fcang^apitneci and smaller ancient apes. It is still an open question, whence 
did tne hofflinid evolution start, possible are some groups of the 
Proconsul, the recently discovered Afropithecus or Tuckanopitnecus. 

The second connection between Africa and Eurasia had been established 
cca. 15 million years ago. Then the African early apes migrated into 
Turkey via Arabia, and thence to the western border of the Mediterranean. 
Of them tne Pliopithecus was very widespread, its most complete skeleton 
fragments were found in Oévényujíal-i /Devinská Növi Ves/ near Pressburg. 
The Pliopithecus was extremely arsoreal, similarly to the recent gibbon, 
to wnien it was a collateral ancestor. The other ancient »pe group has the 
common name Oryopithecus. This group courtested of species which lived in 
closed copulation and exhibited verY strong sexual dimprhism; their 
closest kinship is of African origin. Still open, whether the South Asian 
ancient apes migrated into this wave or later. 

The third Africa-Eurasia contact existed 10-11 million years ago. 
On element of the extensive intercontinental fannal interchange was the 
rapid Eurasian conquest of the Hippsrion of American origin. In the same 
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tiie a great number of African Hominoids reached the southern fringe of 
Eurasia via the above mentioned route. On the Siwalik Hills at the base of 
Himalaya the most frequent M I S the Sivapithecus, which can be regarded as 
ancestor of orangutan, and the South Chinese Lutengopithecus is probably 
also related to this species. It is possible that the Sivapithecus 
reached also Europe, however here a group of monkeys of smaller stature, 
classifies into Oryopithecus, was «ore frequent. It is possible that the 10 
million year old Rudapitherus hungaricus belonged to this group. Recent 
investigations seen to i:idicate the close relationship between Sivapithecus 
and Oryopithecus. 

The other important factor oi early nominization was the gradud climatic 
change strat at tn= end of Paleogene. Being the Antarctic, as otner continental 
plates as wll, in continuous shifting, in tne Oligocene /30-35 million years _ 
ago/ the neighbourhoud of the South Pole had become continental. Then 
started tne accumulation of permanent ice on the Antarctic, and with this 
began ina climatic sense the ice age in whicn we still live. This ice age 
has changed tne climatic zones and vegetation. For the Pliocene the permanent 
ice haQ appeared even in tne maritime neighbourhood of th= ;!ortn Pole. 
The continuous advance of ice broke up the zone of the tropic forests 
occupying even South Europe at tne oeginning of 'leogene. At the Equator 
tne dominance cf jungles was followed by more open savannah. The juicy 
leaves and fruits were succeeded by plants of arid zones and hard seeds 
/Andrews, 1901; Shipman andUalker, 1939/. In Eas" Africa the serious environ
mental changes of global origin coincided witii the global tectonic event 
creating the East African Rift Valley. The volcanic activity increased, 
some regions had shifted as blocks. 

Tnese very serious events of million year scale showed common tendencies 
and, through several intermediate steps, influenced tne evolution og tleogene 
Hominoids. Many theories see tne reason of acceleration of the evolution of 
early nominization in these cnanges or in adaptation to them. Anyways, 
it is a fact that, with generally increasing diversity, the 30 million 
years of numan evolution sxniaits 3 peaks in rjneers of individuals and 
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species /Vroa, 1985; Hill, 1927/. Tne first peak occurs between U and 18 
million years when the great environmental changes started in Cast Africa. 
The second is located at 10 million years, when, after the migration i.ito 
Eurasia the Hominoids spread on a very Urge geographic region. Finally, 
the third peak starts-with the Pleistocene when again serious environmental 
changes began. That Homo migration, starting from Africa ind involving 
the whole Holarctic, already helped immediately the formation of 
contemporary man. 

Skeletal charcteristics of human evolution 

In the evolution of «pes, and liter of Hominids, one can observe several 
rends, which have different velocities and therefore appear on one species 
in different extent. 

One of the must Important regions of changes is the skull.One can 
start from tne first, Oligocene ape, the Aegyptopltheeus. Behind the 
elongated facial part the cranium is also elongated. The orDits look forwarri. 
Later (or ileogene Hominoids /Proconsul, Afropithecus, Turkanoplthecus, 
Ruoapitecus, Ouranopithecus/ the facial pari is continuously shortening, 
while the cranium is broadening . On they few available Hominois skull common 
features are: the forward-looking orbits, the large interorbital distance, 
tne straight zygomatic bone, the underdeveloped brow ridge of females. 
From tnese characteristics the Sivapithecus seriously deviates. Its face, 
although reduced, remained elongated at the maxlllo-nasal part, and the 
interorbital distance was very small. Its cranium fragment was vary 
similar to that orangutan. For Ueogene 'ominolds it is striking that the 
facial part changed plastically, in various directions, while the cranium 
evolved slowly in uniform way. For primitive Homimils the facial reduction 
was very strong, while the cranium remained flat. 
Only the frontal lobes were extending, resulting in an expressed brow ridge. 
The chimpanzee and gorilla are in this stage, while the Hominid cranium 
became vaulted at the appearance of Homo, for Homo spaÍens even tne 
temporal region has increased. Tne further increase of frontal bone has gone 



onto tne brow ridge, seemingly el initiating it. The reformation of face 
is accompained by the evolutic. of the maxillos-nasal region and the 
upper cental arch. Recently two Hominoid types have been distinguished in 
the morphology of subnasal region, an African and an Asian one. 
The first group includes the African lleogene Hominoids, the Ruda-
pithecus, the recent gorill« and chimpanzee, and, probably, the 
Chinese lufengopithecus. The Asian group contains the Sivapithecus 
and its passible descendant, the orang. 

The morphology of the upper dental arch can be reived Iron the 
ancestral type of elongated V-shape. Its evolved variant is the U-shape 
/Rudapitnecus/, a further variant is the backwards convergent type /Turkano-
pithecus, Afropithecus/. For recent apes the U-shape has become cornered 
at the canines, and for Honinids it has continuously been changing into 
a paracolic arc. The evolution of the pattern of the dentition is very slow, 
and it is manifested on levels above individual species. Its aost important 
factor is the continuous disappearence of the cingulun, and the 
simplification of the pattern on the chewing surface. 3ut it is remarkable 
tnat tne dentition of primitive Hominies keeps ancient features compared 
to the older evolved Horainoids. A characteristic feature of human 
evolution is tne very strong reduction of the size of the canines, the 
decrease of diasteme, and its final disappearence at Homo. For Hominoids 
as well as for early Hominids, the upper central incisors are generally 
substantially larger than the lateral ones. Here the Rudapithecus is an 
exeption, being the two incisors roughly of similar size. 

Tne increase of brain volume is parallel to the vaulting of the 
craniuiT., and for early Homo sapiens it already reached the present value. 

Cnanges in conduct and the honinization 

The "classical" change of conduct in the human evolution is bipedalism. 
Extenoea investigations of locomotion on fossils show that bipedal is» 
had nat yet appeared at Heogene Hominoids, only arboreal motions and 

quadeipedal ones adapted to arboreal envronment. UnsnUgous bipedalisa can 
be seen at the earliest Hominids /Australopithecus afarensis/, S.S-J.B million 
years ago. This is indicated by not only fossil bones /"Lucy"/ but footprints. 
in Laetolil /Tanzania/ as well. Bipedalism appeared at least 1 Million years 
before that vaulting of cranium, and no strong causal connection is seen 
berween them. 
Occasional use of natural objects is observed even for recent apes. The 
same phenomenon can be recognised on Hominoio sites írom dislocateo 
throwing stones or manuports. The first worked stone tool appears cca. 
3.5 million years ago in East Africa; however numerous and standardized types 
appear only 2 million years ago and then they develop exponentially. The 
speed of tools in parallel with the vaulting of the cranium. 
The collective hunting, when early men brought down animals larger than 
thay, is considered a very important biological and social criterion of 
the appearence of the first Homo. The Beginning of this Business 
coincides with the stabilisation of using tools.The first built camp 
site, in the form of a tent built from branches and hides and reinforced 
with stones, is known from the same time. 
Tools and hunting drastically changed the constituents and quantity of 
the diet. While early Hominoids had lived predominantly on soft fruits 
and lives of evergreens, in the Neocene this was succeded by chewing hard 
seeds. Mixed, aniiral and vegetable diet is unambiguously seer even for the 
early Hominids. The diet determined the way of mastication, hence 
changed the face and the chewing surface of teeth. 
The dominance of animal protein in diet must have had an important role 
in the entranced development of the neural system. 
A characteristic feature of human activity is the use of fire. It is 
possible that some Australopithecines were able to posses or keep fire 
already 1.7-2 million years ago. But firemaking, as usual activity, 
can be seen only from the Chinese Homo erectus /0.7 million years ago/. 
According to the majority of opinions, the most important criterion of the 
function of Homo sapiens is the appearence os speech. This phenomenon 
can be deduced from the expansion of the skull at the temples, the 
conclusing of the network of .blood-vessels. It is necessary, however, to 



note that the appearence of speech, probably several tens of thausands years 
ago, does not mean the formation of a new speciss. The Homo sapiens, 
as a species, is continuous at least for the last 200 000 years. The 
soeech is only one of the last important steps of the evolution of this species 

The causes 

In the several million years of history of human evolution one can recognise 
a lot of synchronous factors which probably acted in small steps and in 
interaction. One most, however, confuss that the causal mechanism is 
not yet known for any important step in hominization. The only thing which 
we have is some well-documented groups of causes. 

The increase of body size and reformation of the chewing surfaces is 
general for Horainoids, and can be observed tor other groups of mammalians 
as well. What is unique, however, that is the reduction of the facial 
part of skull without domestication, and the latter appearence of oi-
pedalism. 

In the early evolution of apes tne most important cause is anyways 
the global environmental change, wnich changed the oiotic background, the 
sources of food. The glroal changes played some role also in the inter
continental migrations. The transient connections and longer separations 
between Africa and Eurasia were determining factors of phylogeny in tne 
Heogene. 

The fundamental factors of human evolutions can be classified into 
four groups /Potts, 1909/: /1/ location and environment, /2/ social 
and reproductive factors, /3/ the connection of brain, technology, language 
and culture, and /4! diet, foraging. In addition, there were developing 
generally rather slowly, and with different rate, in most cases ii.dependently 
of each other. The process froa the earliest ancient ape to Homo sapiens 
depends less and less on envirorr-.-rtal factors, since the enhanced 
develootcent of the neural system, unique in the animal world, nas limited 
the way of huraan evolution. 
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Fir. 3. Oiagrara to indicate tne temporal and geographic ranges of 
naninoid prioate species groups /After Ualker, 1976/. 
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Fig. 4. Substratum preference of catarrhine primates /After 
Fleagle and Kay, 1»05/. 

Fig. S. Loconetor preference of catarmine primates /After Fleagle 
and Kay, 1985/. 
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Fii 6. Diets of catarrhine genera through tie« /After Fleegle 
and Kay, 1985/. 
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Fig. 7. Percentage distribution of informal catarrhines subunits to the 
overall pattern of catarrnine diversity at the generic level /After 
Flea-le and «ay, 1985/. 

Fig. 8. A coaparison, over the tine range 5.5 я.у. to recant, of the 
hominid tret with oxygen isotope data fro« the deep sea record 
/After Vrba, 1»85/. 
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Fig. 9. Rates ot origination cf all species of Bovidae known from 
suOsaharan Africa, Late Miocisne - Recent, and a phylogenetxc tree 
of Honinidae /After Vrba, 1965/. 

Fig. 10. The distinguishing features ot human evolution nay De 
considered as an interaction among four systems /After Potts, 
1989/. 
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ABSTRACT Evolution: from Coswogenesis to Biogenesis 
Judged -from the chromosome sets, one of the -factors respon

sible for the appearance of a separate human line of evolution may 
have been a Robertson translocation. Here this step is analysed ind 
scree constraints are obtained for the parameters valid then and 
there. 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The previous paper (ICordDä, in this Volume) extensively 
discussed the homini-ation process in the light of fossils and 
observed environmental changes, and the reader has got a coherent 
picture about an evolution of cca. 40 Mys leading to ourselves. 
However, about the last big "jump", separating the Hnminids fro.-n 
their "ape" relatives (called colloquially Pongidae), fossils are 
silent: nothing has been found between 8 ^nd 4 rtys. So this evc-nt 
can onl / be reccr^irucied from observed tendencies and recent :iuta. 

At the beginning, of the separate hominid branch there mu-it 
have been at least one very exceptional step as judged from sorco 
paradoxical features of the endproducts- Fcr example: the genetic 
distance between Homo sapiens and the great African apes is in the 
order of that of close congeneric or even sibling species CID, 122, 
C33; in contrast, taxonofflicallу they are classified into separate 
families. The estimated tine of separation changes between the 25 
.lys of fossils put into traditional taxonoir.ic context and 4 rvs of 
distance in immunology С4Э, C53. It is hard to decide if the 
•üan-chimpanzee-gorilla separation was a t.-if urcati on or two 
bifurcations C61, C73, (Two subsequent bifurcations would anyways 
leaJ to strange result. If the human lineage had been detached 
first, then that would be expected to preserve the primitive 
features, i.e., say, bipedal locomotion would be ancestral to 
kr.uckle-wal к ing of African apes. In any of the other two cases man 
would farm a taxanomic unit with one ape against the other one.) 
And. in spite of the greater similarity in immunology between Homo 
and African Fongidae than between African and Asian ones Г.53 CS1 
all Pongidse have 23 pairs of autosomes while recent honriinids have 
only 22. 

The lä5t fact indicates a Robertson translocation <or central 
fusion). *hich may be a natural explanation for some other 
peculiarities as well. E. g. such a translocation creates a 
fertility barrier between two subpopulations carrying the i <air.e 
genes, so can create two species even at very small genetical or 
biochemical distances. However, the same fertility barrier impedes 
the survival of such a mutation. Therefore the fate of a Robertson 
translocation always depends on a lot of parameters, and can be 
predicted only if all the parameter values are known. However, now 
ме are in a topsy-turvy situation: we fertou that the fusion has 
propagated in the population, and try to find out иЛу and how. By 
other word, the success of the mutation singles out a domain in the 
parameter space at 5 rlys ago, and we are looking for the actual 
domain. 

In a fi.-;ed model this is a pure mathematical problem, and, 
inieed, we will try to restrain ourselves from biologic discussions 

as far as possible. However, it' is not always possible because one 
has to select a specific model, with a restricted number of 
parameters, which involves technical simplifications be-, and this 
selection needs some biological considerations anyways. If tho 
simplifications were too crude, the calculations could be repeated 
with less simplifications as well. 

г. SOME ELEMENTARY FACTS 
There ara claims to have found the evidences for a Robertson 

translocation in hominisation. For a review see Refs. 2 & 7. 
According to it, human and chimpanzee chromosomes can be brought 
into correspondence by band technique, with the result that the 
difference is <я number of pericentric inversions, and a cent-al 
fusion of two chromosomes, originally small and acrocentric, 
resulting in the large metacentric human Chromosome 2; According to 
the genetic distances and estimated mutation rates, Refs. 5 S> 6 
placE-s the separation of human and chimpanzee-gorilla lineages to 
-5 Mys, so this is the earliest possible date of the fusion. Ref. 7 
shows 6 Robertson Translocations in the catstrrhyne evolution on th*? 
branch ending in us, which means roughly one in each 10 Mys. 
Therefore, while analogous mutations do happen in each generation 
(cí. the rare inheritable kind of Down syndrome), the survival of 
ths mutation is rare indeed. 

Since the fusion is absent in any Fongida, it must have 
happened in the separate huaian evolution. Ref. 6 estimates a conjnon 
gorilla-chimpanzee branch for further 2 Mys, but the problem, is 
that Ref. 7 sees some chromosome changes shared by man and 
chimpanzee, but not by gorilla, while some ones indeed characterize 
.solely the chimoanzee and gorilla. Therefore it seems that then* 
remained some restricted cro=.s-breeding even after the separation 
o+ the human branch, and also the gorilla and chimpanzee 
^•-ibbranches were then already distinguishable. To be cautious, it 
is enough tc state that the situation indicates a complicated 
genetic history. 

3. ROBERTSi-N-TRANSLOCATION 
Consider an animal whose chromosome set contains, besides ar

bitrary others, two pairs of acrocentric chromosomes <A А, В B>. 
Assume a coincidence of two fragmentations: A loses a very small 
terminal fragment but retains the centromere, while В breaks losing 
just the centromere and the irrelevant terminal part behind. Fitter 
inverse recombination the nutation changes the pair into 

(А ла, Э fc>a> 
Here A» contains the full information of A and B, cc-ntaining the 
centromere of A, while u is blank, irrelevant, with the centromere 
of B. Therefore the mutant produces four kinds of haploid gametes, 
listed below. By pure combinatorics the four probabilities would be 
equally \s*, but observations clearly show a moderate preference to 
the mutant descendents. The simplest way to describe the phenomenon 
is the meiotic scheme of Table 1, and this simplest meiotic schem« 
will be used in our model. 



CA A;B В) •• (A;B) p« 
(A;B) p- i(l-k) 

(l+k> 
(A *».B bv») 

<A;bo> p» 
U»;B> p= i(l-k) 

(ла ла-Ьо Ьа) -» (Miba) p« 1. 
таЫ« »: Th« «impUK«4 meiolic schein« 

Неге OíkSl is the preference parameter (of any origin); for sou 
осЛ.«м- translocations.of the recent human set C73 k-O.2, and we Mill 
use this number in s o w numerical examples, but do not regard it 
anything more than in estimation. 
4. THE PROPAGATION v.p THE FUSION 

Now ме are goina to define the model step by step. Consider a 
population with 3 different genotypes, their relative 
concentrations and -fitness factors (meaning the ratio of life 
expectancies in reproductive age), as follows. Mild form: (n ,1), 
heterozygote mutants (n,,v), homozygote mutants (n ,м). Now we 
assume random mating, "and mutation only in the ova, with 
prut)ability «.-. Then thü concentrations change from generation to 
generation « , 

n -• GU-i>Cn * i < l - k ) v n 3 
° P 4 * 1 1 2 n -» CK<2-c>c4<l-Hc>vn *мп 3Cn * i « l - l : ) v n 3+*Cn • i C l - k ) v n 3 » . 4 i 2 о 4 t о 4 & 

+ i ( l - k * ) v z n *J (4 .1) -
8 1 * 2 1 1 

n -• C<t i« l+k)vn *wn 3 +«:Cn + i ( l - k ) v n Ká<l+k>vn +wn 3> 
2 4 * i l ° « 4 i x 3~*= (n +ivn +wn )2*g(l-k*)v*n * o. 2 i 2 8 ft 

Fixing the parameters v, ы and <c, the concentrations can be 
calculated step by step from &n initial condition. Now we want to 
go back, calculating the parameters -fron the final result, but even 
then estimations for the suspected ranges_are needed. • For the 
analogous hereditary Down syndrome «~10~ —10~ which may be so also 
fcr now, and we mentioned above a guess for k. However, v and w 
cannot be read off because they obviously depend on the gene 
content of the chromosomes; the considered fusion is over and 
cannot be anymore observed. As for the initial conditions, the 
obvious ones would be n =1, n =*0, n =Ю ("before fusion"). However, 
as ме shall see. this 0 state never existed, and such initial 
conditions may be incompatible with the known final result. 

To reduce the number of unknown parameters, ме ass-ume that the 
change in fitness is proportional to the changes themselves! 

w«l-2(v-U . (4.2) 
With this now let us postpone the values of v and w for a moment. 

The structure of eq. (4.1) is quite similar to that of systems 
of differential equations. In that case it is often observed that 
in asymptotic time tí-se actual solution becomes independent of the 
details of the initial condition, but there are different 
asymptotic solutions for wiry different initial conditions. This is 
so in the present case too. E. g. for е«0 Eq. (4.1) has 3 
stationary solutions: i> n =1; ii) n, =1; iii) a third solution 
obtained if we write the same concentrations on bath sides (details 
later). The obvious expectation is that these final states belong 
to different domains of initial conditions. Then there is a 
stationary state reached asymptotically fro.-* the "natural" initial 

conditions. After some transient behaviour this «tat* is well 
approached and will not change if th» parameter« are constant, во 
if a change happened say S Hys «go, then there must have happened 
something either with the parameters, or with the actual state by a 
surprisingly high fluctuation. The first guess is v*«*»l, because 
the genes *rm unchanged. Then the asymptotic solution belonging to 
the initial condition n «1 is« 

о 
V Ä * : »1-<',>. <4.3) 

So for any reasonable к the mutant concentrations remain very low 
forever, indeed. Then one is tempted to argue for v»l, judged from 
the present serious advantage of man to chimpanzee. While it is 
strange without gene mutation, it is by no means impossible; Ref. 2 
demonstrates that even now the genetic distance between the two 
species is very moderate and still the difference is serious. The 
last paragraph of Ref. 2 even suggests position »//»el as cause for 
the serious difference, and this docs appear via Robertson 
translocation. However the fitness w of the human ancestor 5 Mys 
ago must not be identified with that of the present m*n, with his 
technology \c. And, by axf-uning high constant v and w values one 
gets the asymptotic solution л al in a few generations (details 
later), i.e. then the wild form practically cannot have existed at 
all. 
5. TWO SCENARIOS 

So there seem to remain only two possible scenarios (together 
with their combinations, of course). One is the transi»nt increase 
.of v. While one cannut wait seri ом* increase from pure position 
effect, there can be a very special difference leading to 
definitely higher v under very special circumstances, which can 
exist, of course, only for limited time. Then we have to check if 
this transient increase is enough to produce the final homozygote 
mutant population by "the survival of the fittest".' The other 
scenario is massive inbreeding (Adam t> Eve), sometimes suggested. 
In it v«l, but the mutant must have been isolated from the 
population together with arbitrary number of the opposite sex. Then 
in the next generation 

n /n ac(l*k)/(l-k). (S.l) 
In the next'step the fertility barrier of the heterozygotes already 
appears, so this scenario is equivalent with a very high Initial n 
value, with л sO, 
B. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Consider the first scenario. Originally for »n indefinite long 
time v=l; so we start from (4.31. At t-0 v increases (for a while). 
Let us see first the condition for the propagation of the mutation. 
Solving the evolution equations for the beginning (n «1, ",<<". ' one 
obtains that n remains growing above a level #(e> it 

v>2/ll+U> (6.1) 
So without the meiotic preference parameter v>2 would be needed, 
and the neighbourhood of v=l can be reached only if ka!, which 
could happen only with improbably special meiotic mechanisms. The 
meiotic preference of Robertson-translocated inutants helps the 
propagation of the mutation, but in itself cannot do propagate it. 
Then in most cases the mutation dies indeed out, i.e. under g»n»ral 
circumstances the mutant ' concentrations »re cca. on the level 
(4.3). Now wo are going to discuss the special circumstances 
compatible uith propagation. For a short time v must have exceeded 



the threshold value (A.1». Assume, therefore, that after N 
generations v (and w) returns to 1; Fig. 1 is a calculation for 
v»2. One sees that if the favourable conditions remain for 30 
generations, the new species dies out after S O M further 30 
generations; however, raising N fro» 30 to 31, the new species 
survives and the old one will die out. The critical N value 
obviously decreases with increasing v; a numerical calculation 
leads to Fig. 2. 

These results suggest that the sudden change in the fate of 
the two species happens at such a duration of the favourable con
ditions »then the concentrations of the mutants have been able to 
reach some critical values. Here w have arrived at the position to 
decide the possibility of the Adam&Eve scenario as Mali. Since this 
problem is important enough, we are going to deter«in* th« critical 
n values as functions of к (far definitcness* sake, at <»0, which 
is a good approximation at already substantial mutant concen
trations) . 

Setting v~w=l» below a critical value the mutant 
concentrations decrease, above they increase. (Far a stricter 
statement see the Appendix.) First we may look for the equilibrium 
concentrations which can remain unchanged. To get them one has to 
write the same n values on both sides of the evolution equations, 
which then give 2 algebraic equations for the two independent 
concentrations. The calculations show that the equations have only 
one root pair (if any) for any fixed (Xk<l in the possible domain 
<Xn ,n ,n <1. The result is Fig. 3. 

9 Now,'this equilibrium may be stable or unstable; this question 
can be answered by starting a calculation in the neighbourhood "of 
'the critical concentrations. This perturbative calculation can be 
analytically performed (cf. Appendix), with the result that the 
equilibrium . is always unstable (except for domains of zero 
measure). This result may be interpreted in the following way. If 
one of the homozygotes dominates the ether then the minority is 
continuously being eaten up. For definiteness' sake, assume that n 
is dominant. Then the heterozygote subpopulation (1) cannot 
maintain itself due to the reduced fertility. As for (0): (01: 
pairs result in (0) only in SOX, while all (02) pairs give (11. 
Being (2) dominant, (22) pairs are more frequent than (OO) ones, so 
(2) wins. (Therefore after the new population is established, any 
border encounter of the populations ends without a mixed 
population; the two disjoint "species* remain disjoint, but with a 
limited ocssibility of gene exchange, which decrease the genetic 
distance, to be remembered.) The critical concentrations, 
whenceforth <2> is dominant, of course depend on the preference 
factor к of the meiotic processes, and just this dependence was 
calculated. 

In our case it turns out that (except for domains of 0 
measure) for £=0, v=»w»l the plane of initial conditions <nt,n,> is 
divic*T;T iirco tvo regions: below the dividing line the final fate 
it n «1, above it !> n »1. 

°Now we have s»pi ?ed our model system, so, with the utmost 
caution, are in t»>* position to draw some conclusions. In the 
scenario "survival o< the fittest* for к«0.2 the final result is 
Fig. 2; with nigher к values the needed N decreases. It is 
definitely outside the scope of the present paper to guess if the 
unknown necessary environmental conditions helping the mutant could 
be present for the calculated time. 

In the scenario *Adam*Eve* (or rather Adam or Eve) the con

clusion can be obtained by putting the initial condition (9.1) onto 
Fig. 4. It turns out that for a complete isolation th« critical к 
value, is aO.ZS. Incomplete isolation is almost hopeless; with a 
second person of th« same sex n /n is roughly halved and th« point 
gets out of the preferred domaiA except for k's close to 1. 

Now, this possibility can in principle be checked by 
observations. If any fusion is seen in th« present human population 
with k>0.3S, then the scenario is possible, and the fusion is 
propagated just when th« mutant is isolated and th« subpopulation 
does not dio out. For this, an isolated Adam is much better than an 
isolated Eve, of course. Being n in the order of c, this isolation 
is very improbable, but this fact «ay b« conform with th« observed 
rate 1/10 Mys. 

If th« maiosis cannot produce k>0.3S, then the second scenario 
is ruled out in the present simplest modal. Нот« complicated 
meiotic schemes, may help, but it is better not to hope in meiotie 
processes handmade directly for th« propagation. 

After the propagation of the mutation a new population has 
appear ml with a chromosome number less by one pair. However this 
propagation was not necessarily worldwide. Som« generation* later 
there is again a possibility for mixing in peripherial encounters. 
This means a raw initial condition n «0. The result is on Fig. 7 
for k=0.2i one of th« original constituents of the mixture dies 
always out in cca. 10 generations. However, during these 
generations a serious gene transfer is possible, thus keeping the 
genetic distance low. 
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APPENDIX! EVOLUTION IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOO OF A FINAL STATE 

Here we give a detailed mathematical analysis of th« possible 
asye.ptotics of paths governed by «q. (4.1) in the case <»0, v-w»l. 

Eq. (4.1) is (wo equations for two variables as can be seen by 
eliminating n *>l-n -n . It is worthwhile to introduce two indepen
dent new variables0« and yi 

n -<x+y>/2| n »1-х; n »(x-y>/2 (A.I) 
and then for *»0, v»w»t (which condition will not b« repeated 
henceforth) eq. (4.1) reads и 

x • <Q(x)C(l+x>%(2y-k(l-x>>*J/8i 
v*» k <A.2> 
y. - «J(x) (1+x) (2y-k(l-x>)/4>. 
Q(x> • 8С2(1*х>ж*(1-к*) (l-x>*3"* 

Requiring equality of sides one gets the stationary solutions, i.e. 
the possible final states. Th« roots are as follows; 

(x,y)» (1,1); (1,-1) (x ,y > (A.3) 
C(3-k*)x *+(lfk*)x **(l*k*)x -(l*k*)}<(S-k , )n ^(1*к ,)>*-
-Bk*(l*x e)t(3-k x)x e**2k*x *(|-к*)3 - 0 ° (A.4) 
у • 2k(t+x )/C(3-t*)x +(t*k*>J 

The equation for e x depends°only on к . For к <1 i t has only one 
root in the domain"0S* SI, and in addition for |k|>0.S th i s root 
gives such а у which ?eads to the negativity of one of the n ' s . 
For k>0 the root i s displayed on Fig. 3; th« l:<0 case can b« 
obtained by the exchange of n, and n t . 



NON chaos« a possible' final state and assume that the 
population is already in the neighbourhood. Then 

» s X + f ; y s Y + j) 
Hhere { and TJ are small of first order and we calculate up to first 
order. Then eq. (A.2) reduces to a system of homogeneous difference 
equations. Because of the homogeneity, the changes slow down 
without limit going to the root. Then there one can substitute the 
difference equations by differential ones as 

f ^ = t\ * ?dt (A.5) 
and we w i l l measure t h e t i m e i n g e n e r a t i o n s . A system of two 
homogeneous l i n e a r d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s of c o n s t a n t c o e f f i c i e n t s 
has t h e s o l u t i o n . , . . 

f = Ue^+Ve- ; о = W e ^ + Z e " * (A.6> 
where X and î a r e t h e s o l u t i o n s o f a q u a d r a t i c e q u a t i o n ; e i t h e r 
bo th a r e r e a l , o r t h e y агв complex c o n j u g a t e s ( p e r i o d i c s o l u t i o n ) . 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s g i v e two r e l a t i o n s among U, V, W and 2 , 
and t h e r e m a i n i n g two can be d e t e r m i n e d f rom t h e i n i t i a l c o n d i t i o n s 
? l t = 0 > , i j « t = Q ) . 

For t h e f i r s t two f i n a l s t a t e s of ( A . 3 ) one o b t a i n s 
X « ( - l ± f e > / 2 ; p "» - 1 (A. 7> 

Both exponents a r e n e g a t i v e i n bo th c a s e s , t h e r e f o r e t h e s t a t e s 
approach t h e f i n a l s t a t e w i t h a h a l f l i f e t i m e c c a . 1 g e n e r a t i o n . 

For t h e t h i r d f i n a l s t a t e ( i f e x i s t s ) one g e t s 
? = <a-l>í + pr, 

r> = К + (<5-i>n (A.6) 
with 

A« = - 2 < 3 - f c l ) x x*Aky +2<l- fc ) 
fV? = 4 (kx +2y 2fc> ° 
A / - - 2 ( 3 2 к * ) х у *4kx • 2 < l - k , ) y ( A . 9 ) 
Л6 = 4 (x +1) 
A = <3-Й*>х о **г«1+1<*)к + ( 3 - к г > 

Then f o r t h e exponents^one g e t s 
X = C«+ó-2+V<<»-o) 2*4/3y 1 / 2 

U » Ca+é-2-V<a-o>*+4f3y 3/2 <A. 10) 
Now, if both exponents are negative, then from anywhere in thu 
neighbourhood the path approaches the equilibrium point; if bath 
are positive, then all paths are repelled, so the equilibrium point 
is unstable. However, there is a third possibility, when X>0 but 
*KO. In this case from most initial conditions the paths зге 
repelled, but from the special ones, when U=W=0 they are attracted. 
These initial conditions lie on the line 

t̂ t-a-M)? (0) - /?n<0> « О CA. IS) 
which is a domain of 0 measure. Of course, these statements are 
valid only in the neijhbourhood of the state. 

So in general the pl-anr? of the independent initial conditions 
is divided into 3 domains- from "below" the paths go into n 0 =1, from above into n -1, and from a neighbourhood of <x# ,ул ) they 'may go into that point. If bcth X and u are positive, tfiis domain is 
absent, and if only м is negative, it reduces to a domain о* О 
measure (a section of a line?. Fig. 4 displays the border of the 
"upper" domain; the iigrvs of the esponents can be found 
numerically. In our case for 0sk<l one exponent is always positive; 
the other is negative up to k2s0.35. However, from kssO.5 the 

equilibrium point <« ,y > is already outside the domain of possible 
concentrations (n SOT» Therefore the third domain exists whenever 
the equilibrium is possible at all; however it is always reduced to 
О measure, and can be ignored from practical paint o* view. 
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КГК1-1990-50/С 8. Lukacs J J/. (e<3s.>: ABSTRACT Evolution: from Cosmgenes i s to Biogenesis 

The problem of Time's Arrow Is studied. Our question is what 
could be the physical quantity to measure the extent of tvolution 
behind a living organism, species or system. Arguments are given 
tnat such a quantity may exist: if does, then belongs to thermo
dynamics and probably is the specific production of a potential 
related to entropy. Hodel calculations demonstrate that the 
global evolution of the whole Earth seems conform to the minimum 
principle of entropy production. Caution is invoked when trying 
to use such a parameter for one species. 

1. 1HTB0DOCT10M 
The evolution of terrestrial life is a complicated network 

of events, historically 'unique of course as every history already 
belonging to the past. In principle any minute details might be 
reconstructed from fossils. Therefore for any pair (А,В) of (re
cent or extinct) species one could decide which relations hois 
among the possible Э ones: 

D A i s ancestor of B. 
Í) В is ancestor of A. 
3) Neither of them is ancestor of the otrjr. 

In case 1) one may tell, as definition, that В is more evolved 
than A; in case 2} oppositely, while in the remaining case sucn a 
statement cannot be done, or at least not on this basis. However, 
at this point such < > relations are merely historical facts, 
maybe important, maybe not. 

Since the advent of the evolutionary idea there has Seen a 
continuous argumentation if the earlier/later or less/more 
evolved relations are mere historical facts, or reflect something 
else: a higher value of soaet/>mg for the more evolved species. 
In early times the second opinion was more fashionable. E.g. 
HaecKel emphasized [11 that as species substitutes species, there 
is a slow continuous progression in their constitutions. However, 
while m average the progression indeed wins, there are well doc
umented cases of regression as well. Today several authors regard 
the "survival of the fittest" as a tautology [2], and indeed, ti 
fitness is measured by survival, it is so. Going down to molecu
lar level, the evolution of protein molecules is believed by some 
authors to be driven by natural selection [31, while others think 
it to be a predominantly "neutral evolution" [M. 

It was an important step forward in clarification Eigen's 
contribution [5] demonstrating that the evolution goes in the di
rection of the higner "selective value". His corresponding param
eter was a combination of reproduction and decay rates and copy 
quality of a DNA or RNA "master copy". Indeed, the species of 
highest net multiplication rate will dominate finally the habi
tat. However, while such a quantity is a conceivable physical 
quantity for viruses which are almost pure nucleic acids, it 
would be hopeless to calculate it from more primitive data for a 
metazoon. (it could be measured, but then we are ь?.к again at 

the tautolofic survival of survivors.) So, again: it there a tin-
pie physical (or chemical, 1С.) quality or quantity which is bet
ter or greater in the more evolved species? 

For simplicity's sake we w i n call this hypothetical quan
tity evoJutedness to remain at a short and neutral term. Such a 
quality or quantity may or may not exist. Its existence is 
clearly not obvious, w n n e lot of (subjective) arguments could be 
find in favour of humans compared to any older Primates, a con
sensus is quite possible against any advanced quality in the 
tapeworm or similar parasites, having descended from more au
tonomous organisms. However it is quite possible that our anthro-
pocentric viewpoint is an obstacle to recognise the advanced 
properties of the tapeworm at the top of an evolutionary path 
completely different from ours. Until the onthologlc question is 
settled, it is better to suppose tnat there exists a quantity 
monotonously increasing during evolution, only has not yet been 
found. 

How we try to define the problem in a formal way. Consider 
the full history of terrestrial life from the beginning t 0s-<»»10 9 

ys to the present t=o y. Then let us make a sequence of snapshots 
(t:const. sections of the four-dimensional picture) at 

t 0<.. .«itj-^t^t,*,. . .<o 
At any time t ; we can observe a great variety of living organisms 
lL a), each with population N 0 l . Now consider the sets 
l».ali for a sequence of time labels i % but in a shuffled or
der; the time period be sufficiently short not to show branching 
points. By standard palaeonthologic methods we can identify the 
group of species belonging to the same branches, but we cannot 
know a priori, which one is the ancestor and which is descendant. 
Now, the question is as follows. is it possible to restore the 
true temporal order of species by investigating thea in physical, 
biological etc. details and comparing their data? 

Here we do not claim to have the answer. However, w« have 
guesses for the direction in which the answer may be found. Trus 
paper intends to list arguments for the probability of the fol
lowing statements. 

l| The problem belongs to thermodynamics. 
2) if a quantity measures the advance of evolution, it is 

intimately connected to (specific) entropy production. 
3) The present status of thermodynamics is insufficient to 

prove the monotonous change of the possible candidates, but there 
are serious arguments. 

4) Apar from the technical problem mentioned in Point 3), 
the picture is not too obscure for the total biosphere. 

5) For individual species even the problem cannot be quanti
tatively formulated in this moment. However the situation may not 
be hopeiess for small time intervals. 

My only goal was to demonstrate tnat thermodynamics may be 
relevant in answering the specific question. Therefore what is 
presented here is not new either from biological or from physical 
viewpoint; what may be new is the particular context. Even so, I 
am afraid that, unfortunately, at some points this paper will be 
rather essayistic. Namely, tne approach was triggered by a casual 
remark of a thermodynamic expert (years ago) from whom it later 
has turned out impossible to collect further information about 
thermodynamic details, and who has declined to give this lecture. 
However, at points obviously obscure (for the lecturer) the 



reader aay turn to thermodynamic experts or to literature. 
2. VEIT SIMPLE EVOLOTIOH MODELS Let us first see (in an admittedly overslaplifled but quantitative «odeI» ho« and why both progressive and regressive chances may happen in evolution. Consider two species, ancestor and descendant. Their population chances by both birth (B) and death (y)-

Я3 - f>a*a - Ya<»a)H<,. a: 1.2. (2.1) With crowing population there is shortage of soae vital resource, so v crows with H's: the simplest choice is v-H. If there is no competition (they do not eat each other's food), then Y 0 = ccN«. (г.г) 
Then eq. (Z.l) can analytically be solved as Na(t) = Hao*o(t)M* (=o/ea )H<,0(fe(t )-l IJ"1. f elt) s expie a(t-t a o)|. (2.3) I.e. the growth starts exponentially but then saturates at &a/Ca. If the second species appears in the saturation stage, then it is better to circumvent the saturation by substitutini the scarce food. This is possible if the mutation enables the organism to synthetixe the food from precursors. If so, then 

v i = ci Hii V2 : C2< Ni* N2>> с 4<<с г, в»>Эг> (г.«I (the last unequality expresses that it is more difficult to reproduce the more complicated species). For 9\-9г there is analytic solution; anyways, the descendant does not disturb the an- * cestor, so Sol. (2.3) remains valid for tt], and the descendant saturates at К г о )г (Вг/сг ) (l- (сг/cj )). How the new species survives by extra versatility; this is progression. However, far from saturation (without food shortage) this strategy is unsuccessful. If both species are in the exponential regime, then for В\*Вг the second one dies out. But if the ancestor was able to synthetixe a food, which is abundant, then this ability does not appear in y, so can be lost without loss. Then the new species is simpler (also to reproduce)-. 
v l = v 2 : C l < H l * H 2 » i 9\<9г- (2.5) Introducing уаНг/(К|«Мг) one gets 
v : (e2-Bl)v(l-v), (2.«I This equation can be solved in the form (2.3); the saturation value is 1>ш=1. i.e. the more versatile ancestor species dies out. (Note that this evolutionary process was observed in laboratory, leading to Spiegelaan's harmless minimonster phages lo].) This is regression. 

So the evolution can go indeed in botn directions, therefore a quantity measuring the evoiutedness cannot be connected with some intricatedness of the organism. Such a quantity must 
monotonously change with time, but it cannot be simply the number of mutation steps, because most point mutations are neutral, so irrelevant («]. Because of <*t least approximate) time-reversal symmetry in most parts of physics, such quantities must be looked for in thermodynamics. The most familiar example is entropy. 

3. EHTBOPT 1Ш THEBMODTMAH1CS 
it is w e n Known that in a c/o.»»«l system the entropy S is continuously growing. Therefore by comparing states of the closed system in shuffled order, one can uniquely restore the true temporal sequence. This seems to be just what is needed, but wait a moment. 

1 3 

The nonnegativity of entropy production is a consequence of equilibrating nature of macroscopic interaction*, since, according to our present knowledge, this equilibrating nature it quite general (except for gravity, which is not an interaction in general relativity), the growth of entropy is general (except for, possibly, strong self-gravity, where the matter is not yet quite settled, but which situation is irrelevant now). 
This monotonous property of tne entropy S is a consequence of its probabilistic nature: its growth corresponds- to the chance of the occurrence of more and more probable states, in this process the closed system become» more and more homogeneous. The entropy maximum, as a variational principle, yields the correct equilibrium configurations for thermodynamic systems [T]. in tne neighbourhood of the maximum of S (approached asymptotically) gradlentr of thermodynamic intensives will have becoue very moderate and processes will have slowed down. (Heat Deatn.) in this sense entropy growth is destructive. 
However, Earth is not a closed system. While she fairly Keeps her particle content and volume, energy is flowing in and out. Of course, by a heroic effort one can close up the open Sun-Earth system by reflecting walls at 9 billion light years, not yet reached by the solar radiation (8). But then the total entropy of the system (growing of course) consists of 4 parts: solar entropy (growing (9)); terrestrial entropy (in which we are interested); direct and reflected radiation entropy (growing with filling up) and secondary terrestrial radiation entropy (also growing). The increase of the sum does not tell anything about the terrestrial entropy, which stems decrease, Judging from growing compiicatedness of the biosphere. On the other hand, for an 

opea system the increase of the entropy cannot be proven, because it is quite possible to carry away entropy. 
Still, there is a special subclass of open systems, for which some variational principles are Known or surmised. This is the case of stationary systems. A variety of model calculations suggests that some production is minimal in stable stationary states of an open system, at least as compared to nearby states, and hence principles are deduced, Ve will not formulate this statement in more details here, because tne theorems proven up to now still need special conditions. 
Near to equilibrium (when conduction coefficients are given at the equilibrium value) and without internal sources the quantity of minimal production is the entropy S, which fact has a transparent enough meaning: without the stationary fluxes S would be maximal with О production, so the production is just what must be. For more general cases 1 shift the responsibility upon the shoulders of a more authentic expert who says UO) (in my own translation): "...the (necessary) conditions generally do not hold, therefore the principle of minimal entropy production is not a universal principle in tne non-equiiibrium thermodynamics. There is no universal principle. Among the elaborated principles...tne most general is Gyarmati'» Governing Principle..."- My guess is that here "there is no* was meant in cuvier's tente ("I'homme fossile n'existe pas"), i.e. none has been found up to now. Indeed in the restricted case, when neat conduction is the only irreversible process. Prigogine and Glansdorff have found the proper potential of minimal production [111; it is closely related to S and near equilibrium they coincide. In what follows, 



ve, purely for simplicity, «ill speak and calculate tt и the po
tential were the entropy. My persona: guess is that this is a 
relatively minor simplification compared to »II others doi:e. 
Henceforth tttis simplification »ill not be mentioned; however re
member it for not taking details in face value. For further de
tails see the standard literature, chiefly the papers of Prl-
gogine. Ve close this Section with the very simple case when the 
only flux crossing the system is the energy flux J, and no exten
sive quantity has source inside. The intensive conjugate to en
ergy is l/T. and the corresponding process is heat conduction 

J=ngrad(l/T). (3.1) 
Therefore the entropy production о can be written as 

(T=K[grad(l/T)]> =J» /*. (3.2) 
Row, in the stationary case, for a simple geometry, if, in addi
tion, the dependence of к is negligible on T, the total pro
duction is J 0*V/K, and, according to principles and theorems. 
this is the minimum. For tne transient initial evolution of the 
system, assume that the incoaiat flux is given and constant J=J0. Now, within the system and behind it the flux may change, and i/T 
changes as well, because the heat conduction redistributes the 
energy. It does just in such a way that о go to the minimum 
value, whence one gets the steady state distribution of J(x,t) 
and T(x. t). The relaxation tike т depends on the particular 
conduction mechanisms, but tne steady state does not. 

Now we are going to apply tne special minimum principle to 
the Earth-Sun system. 
V 6AIAH EVOLUTIOa 

Consider a steady state Sun (deviations postponed) and an 
Earth orbiting it at constant distance USE- Then Earth is tne 
simplest open system: the only incoming flux is that of the en
ergy, and constant, integrated for the whole surface 4ЯГЕ» 

b» s «ф(Г£/гж$Е>* U-a). (4.Л) 
Here a is the albedo; for the present Earth aso.30 [12], while 
for a barren rock Earth, judging from Hoon, аго.от. The flux is 
of thermal distribution (however diluted by expanding propaga
tion), with the data I») 

T« s 5T0«. K; V 0 г 3.«ЭМО э з erg/S. (4.2) 
we now assume (approximate) steady state 

E- s E« I E 0. (4.3 1 
For the present Earth observations show 

T- s 26T E. (4.4) 
In a steady state the interna) entropy remains constant, thus 

sprod * s- - s« * E0((i/T.) - (i/T*)). (4.5) 
Then, from observed data, we can calculate S p r o d without knowing 
anyinjnt about the particular transfer mechanisms. (Tne only ap
proximation here is the thermal shape of the outcoming radiation, 
but it can be checked and corrected from observations.) 

Now, this entropy production is primarily not biological; a 
barren rock Earth would have metier S p r o d . To see this, for an ideal grey Earth 

T = Urs/2RsE>T* = 2T5 К. (4.6) 
(while an equivalent atmosphere witnout greenhouse effect would 
result in 253 К [)31 ). Then 

sprod. bar 5 3**»!» 3 7 *'*• Sproo, bar' N : 102ЧО" 1* *"*. (4.7) 
where N is the total particle number of the system. (The last 
date suggests a shortest possible time scale of substantial 

change» т-зно* ys). The above entropy production would come 
purely from the processes converting shorter wavelength solar ra
diation into near infrared terrestrial one. wnien processes are 
analogous to heat conduction. 

Observe the serious decrease of Sp r o < J by the present atmosphere (higher ref)ectlon*greenhouse effect). So if originally 
Earth was devoid of atmosphere (or at least of atmospheric green
house effect), then the changes leading to present Earth are con
form to the trend of alntmixini S p r o 4 . Of course, palaeoclimatol-ogy knows about cooling periods, but neither the solar energy 
output nor the albedo was constant. (For the initial tun 
ws2.5*l0 3 3 erg/s, Ts5T40 X (в); there are guesses for cyclic so
lar energy output with an amplitude -9 « and cycle time 100-200 
Ну» (14); at glacial periods tne snow raises tne albedo; ac.) 

Smaller planets and moons are still barren. But their gravi
tations are weak to preserve the atmosphere, so for them psrticl* 
flux is present as wen, and then the constraints at which mini
mum is considered are different in their cases. Fig. l tries to 
display Sprod'sprod, bar , o r t h * Pl*nets, however temperature data 
arc still uncertain for some outer planets, as shown by the width 
of the strip. Anyways, if the mass is sufficient, the entropy 
production is well below the "barren" value. 
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Life, with i t s metabolism, is an excel lent agent to change 
the chemical composition of an atmosphere. So living organisms 
can aecretse S p r o a . in spite if their high specific value, wnich 
in i t se l f would show them noxious parasites of daia. As a charac
t e r i s t i c date, a 75 kg man with 2000 kcal daily consumption pro
duces 



=prod. П и а=г.гт.»огг s - i ; s p r o ( J i п и в / к = 4 . в з . ю - т •"'». (<t.e> 
(thus having for rubstantial corporeal changes a shortest time 
scale some eonths, correctly). a specific production 10 T times 
higher than that of Earth. So for the whole humanity S p r 0 d l s ••" 
ready io~ 5 part of that of Earth, and perhaps the whole biosphere 
is already a nor.negl igible positive contribution; however they 
may have tielpen г 30* decrease, and then the total balance points 
tjvards mininum. The spontaneous appearance and propagation of 
life can thus be conform to the minimum principle. And, simi
larly, the evolutionary steps can as w e n be, when the "fitter* 
or "of greater selective value" replaces its ancestor, as Eigen 
demonstrated 15) In the simplest case. (In tn« process when the 
surviving mutant RNA was replacing the master copy there appeared 
an integrated loss of total entropy production, even assumed the 
same affinities for the two RNA chains. The circumstances were 
such that pure DMA o»- RNA could replicate.) 

S. INDIVIDUAL OKGAH1SMS AND S PFC IES 
One is »empted now to apply the principle on various 

species, saying that the lower specific e-tropy production be
longs to the more evolved organism, and then the discussed prob
lem is solved. Then one finds that woman's S p r o ( 1 / H is smaller 
than man's one CIS]. Not stopping here, it is obvious that 
Sprod/.N is lower for cow tnan for woman, and for (androgyn) tape
worm than for cow. This sequence suggests that something cay be 
mis interpreted. 

Indeed, different organisms consume different kinds and 
quantities of materials (incoming particle fluxes), use different 
amounts of energy (incoming energy flux) and have different 
metabolisms (internal sources,. So the different entropy produc
tions appear at different constraint values, therefore not indi
cating at all the degrees of approaching the different minima. 
From the above mentioned unequal .'ties the only oossible conclu
sion is that woman lives more economically thi.n man, cow than 
woman and tapeworm than cow, which is probably true. The interac
tions of interrelated organisms (eating or helping each other) 
are too strong to separate one fcr individual study (at the pre
sent state of art). 

Except if all the circumstances remain constant. Of course, 
such an invariance is practically impossible to be proven, and I 
do not claim *.o Know such a case. Still, it is possible that in a 
relatively short time period, when the species do not change 
their habits too much, ancestors and descendants could be distin
guished by comparing the entropy productions. And 1 would like to 
close this Section with a demonstrative example, so now I will be 
deliberately overconfident. 

There happened a continuous reptile-mammal transition in the 
Fermian-Triass1С period. Judging (maybe incorrectly) from recent 
representatives, this process started from a poiKilotherm reptile 
(in average T=:14 С ) and ended in a homoiotherm mammal (TS3T C* 
and fairly constant). The constancy is clearly favorable, it is 
economc. harsoniiing the temperature-dependent enzyme activi
ties, tut the high temperature "eeds some explanation. Of course, 
good specif'c explanations exi*l, but let us look at the problem 
froo the direction of the minimum principle. Compare imaginary 
very siaiur reptile and mammal (never existed), differing only 
ir. temperature and related properties, caeteris paribus- (One may 

nope, e.g., that the higher temperature does not need higher en
ergy production because of the isolating fur, which it not ab
surd.) Then a higher T- leads to lower Sprod> *' »**" l n «4-
(4.3), so the transition was conform to the minimum principle. 
Observe that the change happened not only on the mentioned Thera-
p*Ida-Mammal la line, but on the distant Saunscnla-Aves line as 
well, and roughly simultaneously. 

So th? development of a higher than atmospheric body temper
ature may have been a manifestation of the minimum principle, 
necessarily manifested In some form, anyways. For more detailed 
statements, I am afraid, specific biology-thermodynamics collabo
rations would be needed. 

6. IHTBODUCT10H TO PHYSICAL ESCHATOLOGT 
Since this ls the last lecture of an evolution symposium, it 

would be proper now to contemplate about the endpolnt of the evo
lution, but this question is. in addition, directly connected to 
the minimum principles, if evolution goes hand in hand with de
creasing production of entropy (or anything else), what will hap
pen when the minimum ls reached? Surely, for a very simple case 
eq. (3.2) has shown the minimum value, w i n the evolution stop at 
this point (or, if reached asymptotically, slow down without lim
its )? 

There is a strong (and intimate) analogy with the so called 
Heat Death of the Universe, which has much more exhaustively been 
discussed. Tnerefore let us see first the analogy, and when we 
have learnt something, may venture to some guesses in the proper 
question too. 

Consider first a closed finite system. In it entropy is 
growing, tnerefore changes are no more possible if it has reached 
its maximum. (If the maximum is being reached asymptotically, 
then changes are stopping asymptotically as well.) Then, in the 
last century, by a limiting procedure the Universe became visual
ized as a closed infinite system (i.e. the limit of growing 
closed ones) with the disturbing result that processes tend to 
stop asymptotically in complete thermal equilibrium, and Life 
tends to be impossible in the long run. To be sure, the idea was 
continuously criticized, and, indeed, the limiting process is not 
unique. However the discussion was by no means fruitless. 

General Relativity made possible the correct formulation of 
the Heat Dea n problem. First, a homogeneous Universe is possible 
in General Relativity, while it is highly unstable ln Newtonian 
gravity [16]. If the Universe is homogeneous on large scale, then 
infiniteness becomes irrelevant, because its distant part; do not 
affect each other. In addition, it turned out that the Universe 
can be closed finite too. On the other hand, it turned out as 
w-ill that even the closed finite Universe is not a closed tfterao-
aynamic system, because of the change of the total volume. How
ever even then the global behaviour has become calculable. 

In the old cosmologic speculations the universe generally 
had a guessed spectacular end, as Flood or Conflagration. Stan
dard cosmologic models (cf. the cosmologic lecture of this Vol
ume) now have a final alternative: Conflagration with infinit-. 
density or Frost with infinite boredom, depending on the fact 
that the Universe is gravitatíonal1 у bound or unbound. Again, in 
standard models, the different behaviours are connected with the 
value of a conserved quantity appearing in the 3 dimensional cur-



vature. i.e. iinite Universes »re bound and infinite ones are un
bound. In the first case the total lifetime of the Universe is 
finite, and the problem of this Chapter does not exist, so we 
nave to deal with oni/ the second case. The alternative can be, 
in principle, settled by observing the ratio of expansion and 
gravity, but the uncertainties are still great, so the only pos
sible answer is that the unbound Universe is more probable, and, 
if it is bound, the life expectancy is over 50 billion ys. 

In the unbound case objects may have infinitely long exis
tence, w m then every change asymptotically stop via Heat Dying? 
While there is always being a best available answer, we do not 
necessarily Know the true one. Let us demonstrate it by neans of 
a simple Gedankenexperiment. (Numerical data will be estimations 
only.) Prepare a container of several liters with infinitely 
strong and rigid outer walls and a realistic partition, ana put 
into one part several moles of Hj gas and several moles of Oj 
into the other (with, if needed, some small amounts of catalyz
ers); start at room temperature in one half and at freezing p o u t 
in the other. The initial specific entropy is some s 0. What is 
the history forward? (in' general, a thermodynamic process equili
brates an intensive, which are, in our case, temperature T, pres
sure p and chemical potentials v for each particle species.) 

Stage J): pure energy (heat) transfer via collisions with 
the partition. The endpoint of this process is homogeneous T in 
the whole container. It taKes some time roughly in the order of a 
second. The specific entropy has increased by some -o.'l. Stil) p 
is different on the two sides of the partition, being the Densi
ties different too: because there are different particles in the 
halves, the chemical potentials cannot be equal at all. 

Stage 2): the pressure difference is continuously trying to 
deform the partition. Depending on the strength, it bends in a 
period between, say, hours and centuries. At the end the volumes 
are changed so that p equalizes. Again s has gone up by -0.1. The 
u's are still different. 

Stage 3): the agressive gases are eating away the partition 
in a period of a millenium. (Cf. archaeologic evidences. ) Then 
both gases expand into the whole volume, and mi-:. How ulHgl and 
yiOjl have become homogeneous throughout the whole container, and 
s has increased by -1. Henceforth everything is homogeneous 

Stage 1): during several further milienla some parts of the 
gases reict, resulting in H^O. The reaction stops when ZvlH?} • 
ptOjl = 2ulH 20|. (Chemical equilibrium.) The temperature is sev
eral thousand K. Again s has gone up by -i. The story ended here 
for a physicist at the end of last century. 

Stage S): nuclear fusion happens, with a velocity depending 
on (still unknown) catalyzers of cold fusion. The necessary time 
can be even above billion ys. The final temperature is several 
Kev (ten billion K ) . The theoretical endpoint of fusion is F e 5 6 . 
but the real endpoint is a mixture of electrons and different nu
clei with the hadrochemical equilibrium 

y|Hl--uiHe/41 = . . .:y(Fe)/56=. . . 
These equalities determine the nucleus ratios. The specific en
tropy has gene up by -1. Here ended the story for a physicist in 
1960. 

Stage 6): (if Grand Unification is correct, then) in a pe
riod -10^2 y $ protons decay as p < > n e«e*. Temperature is -1 
GeY. So most nuclei have been destroyed; the final ratios are de

termined by the above equalities and by the equilibrium condition 
of tne decay uiH)=plpl=ule*j. Again s has gone up by -1. Here 
ends the story for us, so our opinion is that changes stop here. 

However, e* maybe unstable as well. According to our pre
sent knowledge even then the available energy 1* not too much 
henceforth, but one cannot exclude further processes. Similarly, 
the entropy went up in each stage and still may continue; since 
we seem to know that the available energy is finite, the final 
entropy is more probably finite than not, but remember that the 
theoretical final value went considerably up in a century. 

And now back to life ana ev.tropy production, lln the mean
time we have learnt that principles may show the direction but 
not the velocity. So the whole system, just now, may be at vari
ous stages of evolution.) in an unbound but cooling Universe each 
J — > 0; so the processes are driven less and less. However, the 
organisms are more and more adapted, and, as we have seen, in de
teriorating circumstances more and more versatile. This means new 
processes, which are able to go even with the less available 
flux. Of course, one expects the decrease of Sppod^"- s 0 t n e 

characteristic time scale of substantial changes of the whole 
system will increase. (Cf. eq. (3.2), there the heat conduction 
coefficient « represents the transfer mechanisms. On scales 
where jEconst., к grows to decrease o, i.e. the individual 
processes are more and more efficient. Then, with decreasing J а 
decreases faster than J' .) However this is true for a whole grav-
itationally bound object, e.g. for a planet; we have seen that 
there is a possibility for the development of swift individual 
organisms if, e.g. the albedo of the whole planet goes to 1 or if 
its temperature is going to that of its star, »c. Everything de
pends on the relative velocities of cooling and evolution, pro
vided that the total mass of tie biosphere shrinks sufficiently 
fast compared to that of the plan t. For terrestrial life the so
lar flux is fairly constant for the next 5 billion years [8] 
maintaining a convenient environment, but then Sun will destroy 
the biosphere when expanding into red (sub)giant 

T. COHCLUSIONS 
I wonder If any definite conlusion can be made. I would have 

liked to demonstrate that there is a chance to ."ind a physical 
quantity measuring the advance of evolution of species; I think 
that the quantity is the specific production of an entropy-like 
potential, indeed, we know that if a task is performed in redun
dant steps, then more entropy is dissipated than necessary. And 
what else is "fittest" than the one acting most accordingly to 
necessities and circumstances? 

However, in the close future the quantity can be found only 
for chemically autarch systems (down from a planet to an is
land?). Even this goal would need resolute cooperation. As for 
the final fate of Life in Universe, it is not hopeless, but in 
the nest c»se hard. 

And it 13 better to distinguish between processes favoured 
by ths minimum principle and by us. Fig. 1 sho*s that Aphrodite 
has decreased much more her entropy production tn»n Gaia, she is 
quite advanced but, alas, inhabitable. 



тьо author acknowledges that the «pacific entropy production, as a proa*«!«« paraaeter to measure tho degree of tho advance of tht tvotution. «a« aentloned ata years aao by the author 
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U9«5) ila Hungarian) [ill P. 6laasdorff a 1. Prigogtae: Theraodynaaic Theory of Structure, stability and Fluctuation«. Wiley Interscieace, 
London. 19T1 

tie] I. Asiaov: Jupiter. Ace Pools, new Tor«. 19T3 113] J. Chaaborlaia a al.: cilaate effects of Minor Atmospheric Constituents, in Carbon Dioxide Review (ed. Clarke), Clareadoa Press, H.T. 196* tie) w. A. Fowler: Haturo «3«. г« М9Т«) US] к. Martina«: private coaaunlcation lit) i. Hewtoa: Four Letters froa Sir Isaac Hewton to Doctor «entity, Containing some Arguments la Proof of a Deity. London. ITS». (Tht letter written on 1 7 t h Jan., 1*93.) 

Let ua try to understand now why th« a i ver gent branching structure of phylogenesis is pot*ibit. Simple model calculation» 
mould ahom that the 'less successful' mutant is immediately 
suppressed} on the other hand, it it is "more successful•, then 
it overgrows the original form, which one practically vanishes. 
(See e. g. agon's cited wont.) Then one could not expect taw 
successors. However, there are Interactlona in an ecology, 
specialisations to different niches. Sc. So the structure of the 
phylogenetic tree again demonstrates that thermodynamic 
considerations cannot be directly applied to опт individual or 
species. 

However, we do not want to suggest the dominance of 
divergent branches everywhere in biological evolution, oo not 
forget that Haynard Smith by geometric ideas OP evolution mas 
able to generate network type branches as well. 
С 



СОМСкЛКММб REMARKS 
Г/713 volume could not be anything else than a starting point 

tor interdiscipiinary synthesis, because it must nave started 
with the individual discipl-nes. At tue end of the Symposium, 
there »as already a virtual possibility to recognise new connec
tions between neighbouring or far topics. However, ve/fBA 
VOLANT, sc if i РТА HANCNT- Now. looking at the volume, one can as* 
about the possible connections- Some of them are very probable, 
and not Quite new. at most it may be necessary to reemphasize 
them. However, there may be a class of intriguing possibilities. м м the connection is not established beyond doubt, but is pos
sible, and if it turns out real indeed, can explain two, seem
ingly independent and unexplained tacts. 

Let us proceed in a roughly chronologic order. Gravity the
ory can explain not only the expansion, creating space, but si
multaneously also the generation of matter, raw material of fur
ther evolution. So. it is possible that the matter" content is not 
an arbitrary initial condition, but determined by the laws. Cos
mology and particle physics furnishes the simplest possible par
ticles as building blocks: again expansion ensures the ressurec-
tion from premature Heath Death, and guarantees the prerequisites 
of later astronomical evolution. 

The stars, with the existing laws of nuclear physics, neces-
sari'y build up Just the elements which are indeed abundant. Car
bon is abundant not by teleology, for life, and not by an acci
dent, but by being the simplest stable nucleus consisting of in
teger number of не nuclei, which are both very bound and primor
dial products of the universe. (Are lams teleological rather than 
the carbon?) And then observe that the easily created elements 
(С N. O. Ca. re, te.) are just the ones needed for pianetoiogi-
cal: geological and biological self-organisation, furthermore, 
the present terrestrial atmosphere (quite impossible as static 
state from chemical reasons) is the product of geology and life, 
not a very lucky exceptional initial state. But again, all this 
evolution may have been possible only with very special physical 
laws, or at least very specially "chosen' values of constants in 
the laws. 

Finally, our own emergence from the animal world seems to be 
driven (or at least promoted) by geological and meteorological 
events. Then still remains our future, the Arrow of Time in evo
lution and similar problems which sound slightly philosophical• 
it is interesting to see that even such problems can (maybe par
tially) formulated purely by natural sciences, specially by ther
modynamics. 

So far with the more or less wen establ ished connections. 
However now one can suggest some long-range connect ions, which 
may or may not exist, may or may not be important, but deserve 
mention, and maybe investigation as well, in the astrophysicai 
lecture the solar neutrino problem was ment ionod, it seems that 
the flux of solar neutrinos >s less man necessary to produce the 
observed luminosity by fusion. Now. seme hypotheses have been 
manufactured in which the neutrinos were produced but have later 
decayed, osciIleted Sc. away m exotic (and unobserved) particle 
physics processes. However, as Fowler suggested in 1972. there is 
an aiternat ive that the m,ssmg neutrinos were never produced be
cause some percents of the energy comes not from fusion put from 
contraction. Then Sun is not stationary but cyclic. Contraction 
cannot maintain the energy output beyono the Kelvin-Helmholts 1 3 С 

time, -JO Hys, so then now there must be a slight cool int »it» 
this time scale. And such a cooling tt teen en terrestrial cli
mate, leading finally te a situation »neu cyclic tee ages became 
possible tome г Hyt ago. Maybe the reaten it in the astrophysics 
of sun. maybe it it terrettrial (but then the neutrino problem 
needs an independent explanation). It I« intriguing to thing that 
the final reason of our pretent emer-gence may be m the Sun. 

But if the Sun hat a cyclic behaviour, then earl le,- perlődte 
ice aget are expected m the far patt alto; and indeed they hap
pened in the Permian, we teem te Knew that thete tee aget trig
gered the spread of mammal-like reptiles, whence the way »at mere 
or lets ttralghtforward to mammalt, (te te ut). 

The extinction et dmotaurt, which teemt te have been necet-
tary to the flowering of mammals, hat tern* detent of insufficient 
exp.'anationt. Two of them it attronemlcal• One it the collision 
with an atteroid, when either the environment »at pel toned by 
heavy metals, or the atmosphere »at darkened by dust, te decreas
ing the temperature. The other it a nearby tuperneva expiation, 
producing hard radiation for mutations and extra heat for dis
turbing the thermal balance of reptiles. 

We do not propose these explanatlont; »e tuggett them only 
at possibilities, for which the degree of probability cannot be 
determined without genuine interditeiplinary methods and collabe-
ratlont. Alto we do not tell that they are the only possible 
long-range connecttont, but the Gentle Header may invent the 
tuther onet by utilising the Volume here. 

e 
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